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This study has been made because of the interest of the
author in the pocularities in the type of local government set
up in his own state.

The field has had little definite atten-

tion and the opportunities for research are boundless; although
so near to us and very expensive, we so often know little about
it.

One writer has appropriately termed the county as "the

dark continent of American politics.'

When students atte-Ipt

to apply the fundamental principles of governmental administration to the present organization of the Kentucky county, a sad
discrepancy is immediately discovered.
Efficiency Commission in l923-24

The report of the

has revealed several inherent

defects in our state and local government that have brought
forth a motley number of proofs of their existence in t.e succeeding years.

But the wheels of public opinion lice the mills

of the gods, turn slowly, and fey attelpts to improve the status
of local government have been made.

The few strrggles for

betterment have been on the whole sporadic and haphazard with
utter lact of a definite progra-, hehtqd
In the rords of Robert 7!. La Follette, "7:e have long rested
comfortably in tilts country upon the assumption that because
our form of government was democrattc, it was t:,arefore autodon::c':^ttc
It is tl.e pur7:,sc of this study to investic,te t'ie origin and develo-ment pf our present county government and to
give the essentials of the present status.

It is intended to

present a b-ief outline history of t:Ie grwth
and c:.anges In

iv

the administrative organization of the county from the days of
the shire and the Norman Invasion of England to the reign of
the stuarts;

and then to transplant that form of local govern-

ment into the forested wastes of James River, and there watch it
adapt itself to the frontier environment of a new w)rld.

In

the process of adaptation it brought forth a new form of government Just about the time its people surged across the mountain wall.

The changes resulting from the new type of national

government and the reactions expressed in local government
legislation, as different economic and social factors played
upon the early Kentuckians, will be noted briefly as ne author
brings the study to the present time.
Yet on the whole the reader rill be interested to find
the similitude between the county government of early English
days with that of the present day county government of Kentucky.
In the atterpt at brevity many minor changes in the duties and
forms of the Various offices have been omitted.

The author

has thought it better to take cross sections of the county
adninistratIve unit at certain tynical pertods in the hist-.ry
of the county than to atter.ot to trace it cr.::Nlete'_y.
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CHAPTER I
THE ENGL/SH ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COUlTY 30VERNMENT

Ih2;Early 1RsAl Government 21. the Teutons.--The beginnings
of the English constitution and laws are chiefly found in the
primeval institutions of the Teutonic invaders.

At the time of

the writing of Tacitus, Germany rt.:, settled by a number of independent tribes, no longer nomadic, who 'ere located in areas
of definitely established commun4Aies.

The land belonged to the

community, view., which annually eistributed it among the freemen.

Groups of the vlci., or communities, of the same tribe

formed the pagus, the intermediate division of the state.

The

kings of the various tribes hLd only limited power, and the
orincipes elected by the plar aszembly of the tribe ad'Ilnistered justice in the vici and paR1,.1 As in the case of the king,
the princioes were greatly re!tricted in their powers.

All

important affairs of state were brought before the trib71 assembly at wh*ch all freer.en were privileged to attend.
The exact ?rocess by rhIch the Teutonic institutions were
transferred to Britain is not reeorded, tnd evidence see-ls to
point that the transfere ,ce
st%tes au! settlements.

s

uniflrm in tho sevpr21

Metter the invading tribes settled

their families in grou2s of hrndreds, or whether thrr: adooted
the system of the conrucred per.:oles and made the divisions of
the

zul into

hundreds is not cefntely known.

W,wever, it

L Tho!aas Pitt Taswell-Lanclead, polish Connitutnal,Hist;ri,
9th ed., (Boston, Bought:11 Jlffltn Co., 3_929), pp.
4...5.

-IOW

.4w

•ffrII"
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'
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is known that the Teutonic mialaa, or court of the hundred, was
brought by this to Britain.

The Ida Pale,. contains abundant

evidence that in the fifth century the minus, was the chief, if
not the only, machinery of the Franks' judicial system.1
The point in cantroversy as to whether it was the Teutonic
hundred, or court known as the menus, or whether it was the
native instituticn based on the territorial hundred representing one hundred warriors, or one hundred hides of land, does not
concern students of English constitutional history who are merely
trying to establish the fact that the hundred court

WAS

ore of

the chief azenees of local government in primeval England.
The subdivisions of local government varied in the different
parts of Britain.

They were different in size, names, and

administration in all oarts of the kingdom. In most instances
tne hundred court was held monthly by an elected officer known
as the 'weal who wns the convener and chief functionary of the
court which he held.

The court was attendee by te lords .f

lands within the hundred, and by the par4 sh priest, the reeve,
and four best men of eLch townshin.

The judges of the court

were the whole body of suitors, but as the conrt dew,lo.oee, a
judicial comit:ee :if twelve see-s to have been set u.1 as

A

fixed body for trial nurses.
An agregstipn of hundreds constituted V.:e shire, whose
government was administered by tfte_caldorman
civil and mllitnry functions.

exerc4 sing brAh

The hund-edmoot

L William Stu),bs, The Const1tut4_on:11 1.gt.r;', or Engla-.d
n (Oxf,)rd, The Clarendon Press, 1891), I, 77, 104.
Ibid.'pp. 104-117.

in
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composition to the shiremoot.

The same group from the wmallest

unit of the people, the 13a or township, consisting of the reeve
and the four best men, the parish priest, the bishop, together
with the ealdorman and the scir-man or king's reeve, made up the
organization of the thiremoot.

This body of primitive local

justice and legislation is the forerunner of the county court.
The title is not changed, horever, uatil after the Norman
Conquest.
It is imposrible to assign a definite number of hundreds
to a shire except that in the later days of the pre-Conquest
period each three hundreds was supposed to furnish a ship for
defence, and upon that basis the number of hundreds for each
shire would be three.

The ealdorm4q had control of the mili-

tary force of the hundreds, also of the lords of the franchises
and the church vassals with theft' men.
or asV.
The ealdorman was originally elected in the ...LA.1a
sembly of the nRtion, awl even down to the days of the Norman
Conquest his noninFAiin h:d to hi,ve the consont of the king
and wwitenagem7,ts.

The tendency

s in the inter part 3f the

period for the office to become hereeitary.

It is not supposed

that he vLs ever elected by the sl:ire72oot over which he waE to
rule)

The ealdermIn was a member of the witan.

He shared in

the profits of ad7inistr,ition ,)f the shire with the scir-man
and bisho2.

The jurisdiction :f his court exter,cied t) all

- h cfficers of ctate.2
c.Ases exce7q, such us c-ncerred h1 7

He

Stuobs„ 22• cit., p. 125.
2 A. M. Wilshere, An Analysis of Teswell-Lanicr:,eadts
Us
Constitut'onal Hist:lry (London, E.eet and
Maxwell, Ltd., 19r9), p. 5

4
seems to be the highest officer of the local government of the
.-)eriod as contrasted rith the king for the position of highest
authority of the central government?

Normally the ealdorman

vs to look after those interests 7,-nfeh Nero not directly
associated =ith the government of the Ung.

His shiremoot can

be called the beginning of representative government in Eng.
land, for the historical ritenagemot

not.2

cilanged in reapect to office and to name.
in the period of the Denish invesion.

The ealvorman

He became the earl

In the re1,71 of Eeward

the Confessor the earl is not only the ruler over .Drie shire
but two, or everi a group.

And with the change many of his

functions fell to the scir-man, rhose name ha..d changed to
shire-reeve or sheriff.
The sheriff was the iingts ste-ard, and the juelcial president of the shire, the administrator of the royal denense4 and the
executor of the law.
sing.

He wqs a royal officer nominated by the

His sphere of .;uris('Iettcn 7.Lr. distir.ctly a single shire.

It is not 'mown definitely whether the early sheriff was chosen
frQm the shire that he served or not.

As nentIne

before, he

shared 'third penny' in the orofits -qs the adninistration of
the shire.

He

wr-s

llore

to collect the files fr.r

attendance at the eairemoot

he called V-Ice eh year.

He or his deputi hex, charge of su_7m:Ining the hund-edot for
its monthly meeting, anC here ii .c
dance were collectIld.

se the fines fr non-atten-

The office grew stealily In po..er as the

1 George Etaron Adams, Constitutional History of England
(New York, Henry Holt and Co., 1921) pp. 21-22.
2 Stubbs, 22.
p. 1M.
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period drew near the time of the Norman
Conquest.

This is in

part dus to the changing concept of the
ealdorman, and in part
to the increase in power of the king and the
centralisation of
gcvernment.
To look after the king's lands and to keep
them well
stocked and cultivated and to see that the income from them
was
paid at the proper time was probably the chief duty of the
sheriff.

Some evideece points toeard the payment of a lump sum ty

the sheriff for this privilege or 'form'.

But the comparison

with the Roman tax eatherer can hardly be made.

Adams sums up

the office of the sheriff very well in the folloving:
Although the office of the sheriff was still
undeveloped and in the erocess of the maeing, the
position welch it occii7ied ln tne state was pleinly
to be seen before the Norman monarchy took hold of
it. A royal officer, appoieted be tie king and
under his controls, not yet serionsle affected by
the universal medieval temptation to turn e local
office into a local prIncleality, end generic in
character, concerned at once with the financ!al,
administrative, judic:Ial and military functions,
CAI sneri:f's office furnished in days of simple
aid undiffereetiated government a most effectl_ve
means of centralization. flc -ens a leadine pan of
the locality thoroue!,7.y feetliar With the local
persons aed affairs, concerned officially with all
of the chief activ!ties of
c1
ae! entrusted
with the care of all tee inter:sts of the centre'
gevernnent from wi.C.cn he took h's orders. He e!'s
a clore cL:eeeetine line t'ind 4 n; thc :An t; .,ith every
locality in the kingdom. In tlis ees-e!ct the
office of sheriff ea:, tee m)st importaet ceetributton made by te exon Et, te to t%e leter Nornen
central gevrament.i
It is in the fleld of 1,3cil1 goverenent that
tne most exteesive and by far the most lasting
conteibution Teei eede to the futuee conetitutien
of their race. All local government ees besed on a
territerial division an: subdivision which is
I Adams, 22. =op pp. 19-19.
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particularly interesting to us because it has continued with only slight modification in England to
the present time and has been reproduced pith gven
more exactness in some of the American 8t7tes.1
While the smaller units of Saxon local organizations, the
Znglish ton and borough, are not objects of primary consideration here, it is Pell to notice that they under the existing
ooneitions were capable of growing into self-governing bodies
of their own without conflicting rith the hundred or shire.
Results of the Normnn Invasion
The watch kept by the treee Norman lions on the banner
of William over the battlefield of Hastings in 1066 signified
the great turning point of English government.
change: were great.
creased.

The imediate

The pover of the crown ras vnstly in-

Local self-government, the gre2test contribution by

the Anglo-Saxons, wus spurned and repressfA, ',nit only temporarily.
lism.

The greatest change was the introduction of feuda-

The old aristocr.cy was supplanted by s her nobility,

Even tile name of the ealdor:san, or earl, was c!.
- an;ed to
fc3nest; tric .17::eriff becze the fvtce-comesf.
never allowed te
old nobility

'4E5

vet

llia

fewi,A.Jr:es tl A%in tLe pc- er that the

using against t:le kings.

He restricted the

jIlrirdiction of t'le earl to a eihzle s 4 re.

ut mn7e than that

practicelly all of the real parsers: judicial, mtlitery, and
financial, wore executed by ti.c1 Ibid.., p.
I Taswell-Langnead,

e

cll., pp. 79-48.

The erl hae veu

littiO

to GO

with tne government of tne county, but he Ives al-

lowed la some cases the ft:iirdpennyll of the judicial revenue.'
William made an exception to t is policy in tne creation
of the three Palatine counties of Cheater, L-irha-..s, elJ Kent,
which were thrown up on the frontier f:: a protee:i:n tgeir,st
tne Welsh ad the Scots.

In tnese counties tne ee:Is nad nearly

as complete power as the king had over tae whole eingCom.
Types af Palatinate will be met when the county is transferred
to AmerIca.2
In local institutions and local lite the cnanzes
Coneuest wee very slight.
sAires Area uncaanged.

ice by the

The ter:itary of tee hundreC3 ane
sancaengee:, except for

1-he•functi:das

tle withdrawal of ecclesiastical cases fo

eLr jur13'ictians.

The Normeas introduced their forms of trial by tne wdger 3f
battle, where the En,ilisn bee been used t; the erdeal.
was not a Saxon instituton either.

The jiry

At first it wee the &ingis

court only that haa tne privilege of using it.

the

ole,

the Normans saw no reason to change the form of local government.
The greatest early difrerence

s the increased power of tne

LIeriff.
Tao

vere better ?re,are4 to enderst7.

of the sherlff than of
tf:e count

earl.

The representative of

as celled the Ivice-comitest and lad similar d,tties

of L:e Englin sheri. The English office ras better wc)reed

Ads,e'. c;t.
57•
.n
2 Tax;ell-Lenzlnead,.e•
zL.

pp. 49.

8
out and more definite in character than that of the tvlce-comitee'.

The sheriff was the personal representative of the king,

and was the agency for centralization.

The perl..O from the

eleventh to the thirteenth century re'resents toe peak of the
hlstory of the sheriff's office from t.lc ftrst rscir-manl to
the present Kentuc4y sheriff.

From the tine (at.' tTle 71agna Crta

on to tte present tile the sherif; hos lost little by little
his administrative functions, aod today only tIle
and executory euties renain.
The shcriff stood at tOe head of tOe

ucicia1systes of

the county and ,Nas resdonsible for tue courts
as well as toose of the shire.

the hundred

The fact seeoo to exialoin cer-

tain similaiiities between the too) as, L:r e000lple, in the
matter or their attendance and tenos ta sooy to - t the hundred
court passed into private Aa'Ids less frequent4 tOon haz been
supposed.

Tie perpetuit
: of these courts throu3hout toa 2;or-

ma% period may be rert,etl as estaiolis:led ia sdita of loss of
business and suitors, particularli on tsie part Df

hundred.

The Norman :dogs depented upon both courts to dcrf ra cortain
important governoeatul functions,

ih

T.Ae: JotLoo.o ond

pLpular inotitutions slrvived to becooe toe coroclootii... o: the
English coastitutionol deoelop:eot
supervision of the

lb

due to t;.le -;atcaPol

rm_to soeriff.1

TOe Noroaue imr000ed the Ce:e:Loabiiity o: the loeol
of government aad trouoht about a greeter voluule of

UiitS

3U3inZ3S•

This acded to toe strews of income, ald it was toe outi of

1 William A. 2orris„ The
N,A-!Ilan ch iff od tOqa Ioet1
&1.
4
Courts, (American History Associat4-11
Pel - rts, 1.12).

9

tie

shdriff to collect this revenue.

Before the reign of Henry I

was over, a strict system of accounting vas placed in Toeration
at the treasury.

The feria w:s

.'ant L.om the xingis manors
leoceeds of

in the county; the other source of inco-;e s:as
justice in t.le f-Ingis courts.

After pi,yihg the fer;n, the sur-

But we never ti..d reeor:li of t:le ferms,

glus w.s the sLerifffs.

being put up for the highest bid(Ler.
This paper cannot ueal with the :-arfete oeteen
nobles on one hand and tile King and t-ie peolle on the ,:,Uer, but
atteion is heeessary to be called at this point to the efforts
of .:in.46 Hear
courts

to caec.:i the nobles by ordering that the 1Qcal

and places as in tne re16n )f &Award.
attellpt pa t.c part of henry t

Tais

-r

no (....)1t, an

crt te fzsvr of t..e l'reemen

aese crts (r) n3t

against tM nablws.

be at the se tiles

the h.LinOred saol

the couaty an

ier t) the -clhgls

local courts or t.:e exte.sloa of the Curia Regis in wh;:oh the
Justices of the and's Court begah a::,..in7; circuits throw:I-lout the
Iv;::el.z.1 purposes.

kingdom for iic.i

These courts held

by the Lents c,fte iusticar la the begialing of the system of
tri.velins justice

,:o-

snopli4nt thv 'ocl courts in

all mr ecLes.
Zenry TT eenef.e

tt Z12tCCS,
the Titers' of the itinera,

incre:.sed tleir nulber, and laic out

efinite boun,7rxies for

in the year 1170 that Henry hearu the murlurs of

tem. It

as

of the

le t..id he

isi:? in%uests of the sheriffs.

The results

of the inwstiiation tosulte!, in n flr., of accuittn1 for the
Sheriffs, but it never ocelzrred to Henry to allow the: to have

•

10
their positions back. He appointed in their places officers
of the lachequer whom he could trust. This linked the shire
or county closer than ever with the central government.1

It was

during this period that the agitation for rore freedom from the
ppressive measures of the sheriff, 'rho at this time pas usually
one of the appointed ,:ustioes, Ilne in rcme instPnces hae the
privilege as juatice of aueiting hisoc acccunts as sheriff,
resulted in the treating of ancther count:' ()Meer.
Coroner.--The first addition since the An4lo-Saxon
period

WES

that of tie tv-ve1in6. :urtice, thy frervner of the
s, the rec^nd lffiee, that of

present circuit judge of ":entuc
coroner, wils created in 1194.

A coroner -v.:: te di-set represen-

C.,:ty

position, a.tc t4e
Crown.

.:Le7
tl:s

71r71:F ,:17 the

assist In ;tee3la,;

t't

s brou.sht atont.

1-'7'.1n of

1 r11.71

to tie eltic3

itn,ther
et:Irters

the c.mcelt1.-%

ref,31...1 of t.- e year /194

o were

an.1 4n tile selection

. _c_s

of Vie members of the graad j r

the

a-37

t.:1e2 eic"1

t;le

sAeriff.P
to

Y,ls at

Tbes

elective

H's vr.s

tative of te crown as the title ;a1 cLter.

indee.,Le- ee in 1oe:.1 •
%1th1117h 4 t .2tb1fn:t th.17:- t of as

m;Ich neced
a re:on3.

The citizens .3f

Lion as a nco,4Jtiaal's
corx.).t.c.;1n.

Tic

1 Stubbs, 92.
pp.
Ibid., pp. 544, 575.

tlir; tt•Le s;

€: !oecogni-

,at larOct,s1
be:in.1n3 of n2, ,;:sTc.
).f

nt;:ut t::!i; time

in the history of London.

In some instances the provincial

cities took the privileges grnnted to the metr000lis as a model
for their demands and pnrc:nasee of freedom in m. nicloal atfairsol
All told, the year 1194 mennt ns tuch to loci -rovernnent in
England as did Magna Carta.
In the year of 1199 the imposition of carucaiTe, a tax of
Richard -as one

five shillings on each hundred 'acres of
contributing factor to the lagna Carta.

A knight an

clerk were

sent to each county, :!trld there, with the ad of the sheriff,
summoned before toe' tie ',embers oi the county court, the barons,
lords, and bailiffs, the reeve and four men of each township, and
two knislIts for every hundred.

These were placed Imder osth to

tell ho7 many carucates, or how much aerea,;e for ploughs there
were in each townshil.

It w:is a for-- of romos6ly Bo-,k Drncedi:re.

The orovistons of Mnene Crta are more concerned -'4 th
assurn-ces of local liberties ti-:an is us:;o'.1y mentIoned.

The

recognitins of novel d!_sseisin, muldiancestfr, and dlrrein
present.7e-lt

be tn'!eu

ilicef)rth

corntv cnrrts,

bet 'Ire t-q :ut'ces .vh) ,P 4.11 visit each eountv ev^r” f”,rtr for
the purnose.

This is the origin of tae *court

f the crter

sessions" discussed later in Cie counties of Virginia ane Kentucky.

The sl,ertffs, e,nstables, coroners, sn.. beiliffs qf the

king are forbieeen to

tvlie

Iles! of t:le cr. The fnct that the

coroners w:lo ve-e elective officers And ch^sen for this express .cournose just eio.hteen years before were exclude from this

1

Tuswen—Langleado 22. cit.,

pp. 95-96.

by the barons for this
position see=s to indicate a dislie
that no sheriff was to be a
elective position. Tne restatement
the thougnt taat this restraint
justice in his own county leads to
tine ras not being well
placed on the sheriff in RichLrd's
:.11 po- ers of the sheriff
obeyed. Other restrictions of tne fisc
ms. of t:he counties are not to
such as tno statement thnt tne for
be increased were made.1
f's poers, tne most imNext to limits pieced on t.c snerif
of the pleas of
tae
portant clause is tnat dealing with
the count' court am other
tile crown from tne jurisdiction of
all important criminal cases
local tribunals and tnereby placing
The importance of this step
directly under tne king's justices.
h emphasizee. In ti:e Assize
in English judicature cannot be auc
jestices aid the sh._sriffs l'ere
of Clarendon in 1166, the itineraat
tnem; taea in ILA the
to share the office of .1unge betneen
of a justice in nis of-n county.
sLerifi was eivesteo of tflc poor
c tne county court ad e.7el1er
Finslly Magna Carta in 1L15 stripe
jurisdictions of all plens )f

;
crovn.`

i c“!_ef duty.
corohez 1
The Magna Carta also deprivee the
,!IL.do- of
ul-ies w.tL but a :
The offIce hns ilvee t-rougn tne cent
t.rie constn''ole,
..n,)tner
Its fl.44.11.
cc.te oi his :.utie:• becoming
deserve; nention here. The eact
known. ilia origin is nuch
ezclusively 2 leclal l',1.,ction is npt
es
r.,eer. Pe ce re tr-:ced to t.4.e cDm
r -n
old,

pp. 573-51 .
Stu'rbs, 22.
nt7;bbts Felect Ch7,rtcrs, De7.
tn,
C.7r
na
2 CI-Ise 2A, 7frT
H. r. C. tnvis (Oxfere, 1j13).
v4Z5, 409.
3 Tnewe1l-Lanp7cad, n-. elt.,r,.:
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Itabull of the Byzantine court, and appears in the west as early
as the days of Gregory of Tours. In Naples, tre constable kept
the kinea svord„ colman ed tau army, discipline6 te troops,
the marshals, and all oter tr000s being nis robordinates.
In England, the constable 1%s 11e71sc a Jeozber of the royal
household.

In Anglo-Saxon days

constable .Yith the marshal

had almost complete coatrol of toe organization and eouipning
of tact army.
dignitary.1

He soon reached toa position of a berbditary
In the Norman reigns tae constable did not come in for

much orominent mention.

He had

uefinite place in tne Exchequer,

and it is undoubtedly thraudn fiscal suoervision df tne county
receiots that no gradually became a local official.

But it is

a far cry from tae constable of tae cinies court, or of a feudal
castle

or

Norman days, to tbe constable of tae couaty district in

Virginia Anose duty it

,strolls" to destroy the
in nis '

fts-accceran in tole tobacco fields, ii.td to seep aL.: e:e t.ir an unlaw.
ful assembly of uegroes.

nie degrouatioa of the coroaerts office

is great, but it does not comoo.f%.

itn the fall oi the constablo:

(oots forfAerly aelo in meL4evol
from tae heiThe Couaty aaoo

2uc:ors

The Tudor perioc is tqe t'.:e of transi.t 4 on of lcc-1 4overnment from me•lieval to nodoarn riethoes.

The 7-infs coorts

jor4Adict4 or
olly uTor-ed ne7trlv ;Ill 0-e
private coorts.

I'

1ou

tk-P loryol and

ri the stotote of ll000ester

vs lntor.)reteA to liltt th.e ooroto co- rt to c-- T Irvol-i.og a
1 Stubbs, 2,;. oil... op. 363, 4J9.
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jurisdiction of forty shillings or less.

Criminal cases, al-

most without exception, were treated as pleas of the King only.
The days of the itinerant justice were ended.
alone functioned ia that canacity.

The hundre

The grand jury
st!ll ex'sted

as a territorial dfvision, but the co,orts .leet of the sheriff was
the only !Wad:list:at:vs feature about it.

It rto transferred

into several colonies, but only one, relaTrlre, preserved it as the
counties struggled for existence rith frontier condittons.2
The justices of the peace were the answer to the search f)r
officers to keep the king's ple:'s.
powers 'as keepers of the peace".

Edvard III extended thetr
In 1360, they 'ere given power

to imprison persons brought before them for felonies, and soon
after that date tney bocce known as sjusticss of tbe 7.?nce%
In 1888, Parliament passed an act directing ne existing
justices to hold their SC:213 four ti- es a ..rez..r.

Thfsis

copied from the visiting juatice clause in the 75.3.71a C- rta rd
became a direct 7recedent for "the court of c.vart!..r sessilnsm,
rhich, in turn has evolved into the porent system of the Circuit
Courts of Kentuczy.
Gradually tne cutes rlf the justice of t%e pelce
ministrLtive

-:DL1 az judic1.

ad-

They ht.:7 vilec jortf:eicts_on„

suppression of riots, rejlati-_,n of -r!es,

ipervtslii of -eights

and measures, care of the poor, and 12,1seep of the hilhlrays.

The

tcro:the "1"u6_, mule oI ail r...:1-10 fits theo: rell.
The Magna Carta may have lthite

Adis,. ja.,
2 Adams, 22,0

the - 1..ers of the sheriff,

pp. 250-260; Taswell-Langler, 22. tIA., p. 305.
P. 260.

but it did not prevent them from inwreasing again, for the
Tudor sheriff Decamp the chief executive officer of the courts,
nearly the su=e position that he occu7ies today in the United
States.

He succeeded in Tudor days to many

f the zictivities

of the original towns of the private court, and of the ordinary
hundred court.

He also nad control of the parish officers.

Just about the beginning of the Tuelr ;!ze,

7.cr1sh r- as

another nei: factor introduced into local governrent.

The old

tun-moot had teaded to be swallored up by th:I nalorial court
system.

It became the center for the revivel of the old Arglo-

Saxon meeting of the freemea to discurs thefr comon proble!ns.
The town again took part of its duties as re2re5cnted in t'oe towns
of early Ne-4 England.

The parish

s tran.T.ferr& Into the

Southern states, where, in one state, Louisiana, it I: used
the

unit of local govern7.eat im;t, z.d

t%e county.

3s

The 7...''es.t

vas the natural leader of the parish.
The lord-lieutenant rps a ner ofTher intrced
11.14ors to act Es the chief .111ita.ry officer in every county
for the crown.1

It is this office trrt turned %YrI5t Charles I

so easily in ti:e Eaotern Arc.ccip.ti -11
for the ci...:.)cratic ari

furnish !
- te nncleus

the :'rotectomte.

Ti

^ffirYe

transfer:ed to Virginia tc later te Kentlick7 ?s. *the county
lieutenant'.

trsen the position yos r_rst creatcd, the shoriff

beca-;e strictly a civil officer.
No su=mawy of county gvern-ent
mention of the develoent

be complete witl,out

f suffrage and the election of the

1 Taswell-Langead, 22. cit., pp. 165.
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members of parliament.

Probably from before the days of Magn
a

Carta, but certainly by 1264, the xnights
of the county were
elected by all the freeholders assembled
in the county court.
Numerous instances are extant of the fals
e returns wide by the
sheriff, 1,140 always hele the elections.
The 'Good Parliament'
of 1376, in an atteTpt to restrict the malp
ractice c) tne
sheriffs, tried to restrict the electoral
body of the counties.
Henry IV threw tue election o)en to all free
men as well as freeholders, Henry VI passed the first disfranc
hising statute an
record in which only freely:leers
thirty to f:%rtf pounds of
real propertj could vote. The s'aeriff plac
ed each elector on
oath as to the , Flue of his N-c?
- erty. Ane frow that tine to the
tine of the first lezialative asseLlbly in Ja!l
eetown, the
question was continuously befcre par/ia:aent
ard the kin7.1

;bid" pp. 22.06-31l.
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CHAPTER II
COUNTY GOVERNIENT 111 VIRGINIA
IntrOuetion.--In tr2nsoltmting

the county tram gteland to

the river bans of Virginia, a definite intention on the lart of
all shows a deter31nzt1on to follow the spirit and the letter of
the English is".

This is shown in the instructions of King

James in 1606, in the otatl:
- tn by thc judgos in Colon171 VI.rginia, and in the reports of the various governors of the colony
In the sevententh century.

Also the second chartcr issued to the

Virginia Company autLorized the governor

to use

vle

exercise

martial law in cases of rebellion or mutiny as ir. as llr;7e rnd
ample manner ?.s bur lieutenants in the countIes ritin this
realm of Enght.id."1

The intention of tae settlers of Virginia

seems to have been to ma :e the colony a *,tind of a de7ordent county
to the crorn.

Nature, however, plsnned n stronger unit th.rm

that, and as tie colony grew into *lusters of pl%ntationx up and
do?rn the rivers of Virginia, the frontier spirit ben to exhibit
a spirit of restlessness whIeh will be noticed In be inter
records.
Chnninz2 gives ..:Teee
of to locl

t!l't ent4ro0 into

fr,r-

r,anizations ,f -%e ne- coloni.es. (1) The

economic eonditions of ench colony; (2) exysrience in the
management of local concerns from the rother courtry; Fay- (7.) the

1411,0101:=1Couny
.
r=n—frr--C
Gov't. in 'VrA:_1 7.1E, ('AR ;a:Ine
for American Htst.,ry, 1'9.4), Vol. 12, n.
2 Edward Channini, To-n
En3lith
Cunt:? .7roverunent in
Colonies of North An-:ricri (John Hopkins Studies, 1987), Second
Series, No. 4 p. 5.

form of church government and the land system which should be
found expedient.
The population of Virginia was composed of a wide divergence
of classes.

But on account of the Governor's military parer, the

wper strtum of the inhnbitamts seized the reins of government
and held them throuzhout the period.

A study of the proceecAngs

of the General Assembly reveals a constant struggle betw,:en the
tidewater plrterb 3nd the rioncer element on the frontier or
hinterland.

As the years went on, the etrug7le becane intensified.

But on account of the pr7erty gup.lifications laid down for
suffrage, the wealthy lend s7eculators held their
The first legislative aese.ibly.--Governor Yeardley in 1619
sent out th.e sumnons for a body to assemble at JaestJ7n t. malce
the laws for the colony, and in answer on July 20, 1619, there met
the first Fnglish leg-lel:Alive body in Amer.lca.

T'senty-t-o bQr-

gesses were elected from the various'whundredsfln (s loose ao4ication of the tern) or plentations alonit tne rivers.
In the succeeding AsseTblies tAe burgesses -ere clected
from the pl-;Itatint, h-r!ere-;s, or cons until t171 count:es were
set u7.
when it

7.1e ruxaber

f re-,rese,it:A!ves r!rs !ne.efinite u-W.1 1660,

Oe:- *inttely re'nced to t.,-+ 1.-ir county.
Colonial Virginia's Early Court System

The courts of the Colony - ere:

The NagistrAtels Court,

Le Parish court, the Couaty or Tmthly Court, the General Couft,
the Court of 0er

Terr!insr, and the Court of Admir:41ty.

The

:L3i3tr -itels Court ane the VI$4.s,
' Cot.rt were t2rie tro of le:!st
importance in the colony bit ve-e clso t
liahed and ,7111 bo

0

11-) in tit arder.

last two to be estab-

The General Court was the highest in the Colony and was
composed of the Governor and tl-le Council.

They alone were ia.

powered to try causes involvisw loss of life or limb and had
original jurisdiction in all CAMPOS not allowed in the county
As the county syste, grew and the distance from the

courts.

cogIrt houses became greater and greater, the nriCrLal jurisdic.
tion of the ccunty c3TtL4 slso gnew.
The Court of 0,yer end Terminer mieht be celled tne
late court fcr crimincl eses, a7d had original jurisdiction in
those bcirin,; the greater penr,lties.

This 70:1F, likewise, com-

posed of the Governor a'14 Council at first.

'he

Parish Court.--The Prish Court vs Tittle used in

Virginia.

It seens that only one Tas in existence in Virginia

in the seTonteenth century.1

Tho.t ore v7I? crented by a npecial

act of te Assembly tn 15, in BrIstol.
sane jurisdiction as tle County Court.

It wns to pos:ess the

Yet an n2Tler1 to either

of the Count: Courts :
,f• both Renrfco and r:Arles City counties
could be had by t'le dissltisfted parties.
establishment sees obsc re.

The reason for its

Tt w-!s n court of reclrd, end

erdinnry irnd con7eyLncer .s:ere entered there.
2:;t, of erste-scc bere 17

Hrn-evtir, it passed

and tho rec2rdr 're turned over

to the clerls of Henrico County.
The parish houndar:es mint bn coterlinour
cr ttey might include only a 7)-7.-t ,f

"e

city,

county.

1 Philip A.
Hisstor7 of Vir'ina (N^- Ycrk,
(. P. Puth:_n's .Tons, l',10)- I, 4Q(.).
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MOnthli,ucountv Court.--The Monthly Court was established by Governor Yeardley in 1619, the same year that the first
Legislature. was called.

Its particular puroose

t;te instruc-

AS

tions exraresseel it was 'Ito do justice in the redressing of all
3=11 and petty matte7s.*

The shlres .3r countler were not created

at this time, and the monthly eonrt composed lf the Governor
and the Council Net et the diffei'ent *precine,ts*.

The use of the

is rae-13 a group 'If olantations, ant. not
term *precincts* per71,
a division of definite boundaries.
court busIncss necessItcitdt

The incree in volune of

el.iJotim 9f t%ose lonthly courts,

and also the expense, trouble, and delay in administering Justice
had been ta.:on into owislder3tion.
Soon the Governor began to appoint *Comissicrnsrs
Plantations

to meet with one of tne Council and bold tie!Ionthly

Court in all remote pkrts of the colony.

This custlm wns .tept

up throu:hout the entire c1-Dnial nerir)d, even ta t

crP tion

of Kentucky County, that 7:henever a frontier Cistr4.ct needed a
court in their terr'tor

to reduce the exlense of securtn

dress for in;lustices, the GenerL1 A senbly r

re-

cr(--ted a ner

county.
In 1(74,str c,f shtres rincled
cre:.ted.
of Shire".

- -e 1!:n.z1ish

nen the monthly covrt tec:Ime knorTi

RS

Ire

the *Court

Then for the first time the aree Included in the
:r
0,urt ,

•
"r

•• ea • -

by the Arsembly.
In 164, the date of the next cange in the ralicly forming system of county govern=eit„ tne Coovernor wita the advice

A

of the council, was required by royal proclamation to select
a
site most conveniently situated In each county for the
bolding
of the monthly court. Re rlso vas to appoint a bench
of Jurtices fnr each of the counties; he held t.is
;ower until 1.62,
when the ?ec,le, already strrilning under te lensh of
at'solute
rule, secured tre right to have the appoint-,,ents ratte
d ti the
House of Burgesses. It will be proles t this time
to call
atte:Ition to the reaction in Virzinia to th
the Protectorate in the mother country.

troublous d,ys Df

At this same time the

number of sesslons of the monthly or cut' court
-!ere cut from
monthly to bimonnly roofings. The offictl titles
of t'le
judges of tnis court wore nCo-nnisltoners -f
ColAty C-Jurt."1
The Juatice 0r/112Tdscace.--In the 1F61-n sessi-n of
the
General Assembly, the title van chnnzee to IP.:Nstices
of the
2
Peaces.
It remained so until after Kentixty became a ette.
The services of these men were g-atis.
bers vote t2.1e7.sel7es coft .f
severe critictsn.

Fot cven c:uld the memcurt

'thout ar,!ut:ing

In fact, the jIldges of Midelesty County in

1675 paid to the.aselves five hundred pos of tcb,
..cco for
try- ling ex-en5e51 a-lc' so rtrol:aed the citizens thlt
the reLcr-.1
bli infantly decL,rec: sich n
r-rtaee
fcr

levfes of that natu.:-..3

Such tl procedure produced only a gentine inter^st
in t!.1:
admintstration of ratios a-d utter l-o:c of !..,reene.r7
irtere'r't
118

Vr,e positim.

ro7ointrerts"
-re f,
r :Ile or glce

ttatutc'e

WAA, II, In.

lare (Richnzmd, Yr., 1,12),

r, 272
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behavior, and were usually friends of the governor and prominent
men of wealth in the Colony, this period is n-:ted for the high
type of men that occupied the bench and for the excellence of
their governing.

Their only pay

W.3

tle applause of their fellow

men.
The 'Zeetinq of the County Crt.--The cLates :f the county
court were fixed so the councillor that i!let 7:ith it could 72a_e
circuit convcnie:Itly.

The recore2s snr.o..' that very 14 ttle

has been made down through the fears.

A mal:rity of the j'Istices

could call a s?ecial ssF.si:a of the court whenever it 77,7'.s cclnsidered necess4ry.

Four

t:e number usually retured by sta-

Ns

tute to be present f;: a ,11lm.

Mari' tines court -,oule have to

be adjourne2 becuse of the absence of the J.;stices.
they we,se members of t'ir: Generl Acsembly.
advanced in j.rs,a6te,posLtion -

F.:ecuehtly

M-Iny of then were
of 1!.fc teaure.

And

the impassible conliVon of te roads and illness 1,,..11d man-i from
a.,tendiaz.
In 16'7, it

prvit'e( by Iav. that no r2,7nbe,.. of t;ie

urt

should rein a'ay fio%1 te meetin;s r'thout th.3 c,nsfmt of the
P-Je%bers of tie c.)irt.

If aln-Aa.lt

r.))11 tle

)1

7r-cc2

attence

t.t it lz pr,Ar'le t..t th
d 1r:.i

o: on.z-hz-lf of t.le

o: hiatir:.

s7_bout

the frt cp .:t- ry oV

of Justl.cer v.•r'ed ., *t% tne

coloay.

htz

1

:Icrtods

frce.watly amc,;Fed pf ct:cn:thening

The Governo?

anon.!

Jn bi c63:,154anine

n'ant.

err net would be fria4dly tc tL a.".:Inistr:Aion, when the Protectorate
1 lie4in6, J1.1.
It .550.
2 Brace,
c:t., I, ‘A.

S5

5
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existed, it was thought essential that there be 1Prge numbers of
Justices.. When the Restoration

W.13

ef:ccted, the cmception pre-

vailed that the lar:er number of the posttiens lessened the honor
of the position and dignity of office, and the number was rethaced
te eight.
The meetings urually convened about ten .sclock in the
If ur:ent business necsssiteted extra 'ernde te,e court

morning.

sonetiees convened at nieht.
homes and tevcrns.

The plaee )1' eeeting nes in orivete

But in 16G0 the jestices in one of the oldest

counties, Lower Nerfolk, becale rather ineatient et e.e annoyances
attending sessiens in a ervate resleece a-id eeted a levy to
beild a court house.1
This may beee been the first county tenp/e of :ustice erected
on Americal seil.

In the records are specifications for bu:1din3

from which is glenned

infermatton teat the bu4_1din7 ,•ras t

about ferty-five feet lone.

be

Br'!.ck chimneys and foureint!_ons ,
eith

framewerk of mood ferned t!le ty7e of matertele used in its structure.

It per-eps ras not a beautiful or impesinkT buAding, but

It representee the real beetnnine of a systeta of government tleat
has becoee permeeted in tee verlous etates
atteept to reeove a ninele one

so deli', thet any

is fee,ht fleeer7

/ 7f

t!.!

estizens.

Unless a student folio's ca-efolle the story of the insere
rection, ne vi 11 fail to discove
m:ve.aent.

tee reel caeses emderlyile the

IL ues a distinct denocretc flare u7 nf tee frontier

Counties that eere resenting tile rionf.nat4en of tie' loen1 InvernAent by the 3o7erner ,
-eee h!s

1 Bruce,

- n•

r. 5"4.

re aulre

of politteelly
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selected Justices.

Bacon in his neclaretion of the Peo?lell

brought against Governor Berkley the cnarge of naving abused and
rendered contemptivle the majesty of justice by advancing scandalous and ignorant favorites to places of judicati1re".1

The re-

form Assembly of 1676 gained many refor7Is ..idening the scooe of
local government.
Jurisetction of the County Court.-6-As stted before,
the county court was erected in 1619 for the exoress pur?ose of
rendering j-stice in *all small arid petty 'natters'.
'larch, 1624, provided that

The Act of

he monthly court should settle all

controversies involving an amount not exceeding one nunded
pounds of tobacco and should punish all xaall crilinal offences.

In

1628-9 a second act ex2ress1y prohibited the justices fr)m deciding
any question that placed either life or limb in jeopardy.

In

1631-2 monthly courts •rere established in relote ,arts )f the
settleAelt, and the members of those courts were impowered to enter the final judji2ent in all suits not involving an a,lount or a subject more than five pounds sterling.
eral Assembly adopte,

Three years lathr the Gen-

ten pounds sterling as the

a-rount to

which the final determinaton on re monthly ceort's pArt ras to
be restricted.

In 1660, it is expresdy st-.ted t;7it the county

court could try any cAse, no matter how large the amount involved.
The most important functions of ti.e county court were the
laying LA' tii6 county tax; conservinz the pence; preserving good
goverruent; punishing violators
arresting

f tre t,-o preceding functions,

persons threatening or 3ss7ulting the K1n t3

1 Bruce, o -). cit., I, 4';.4-11',-0.

U
es,
subjects; impaneling juries to inquire into all manner of feloni
all
witchcraft, extortions, etc; examining witnesses; carrying out
over
orders of the General Court; cars of the poor; jurisdiction
ers at
tle orphans' estates; reports from all guardians and overse
b. sitleast annually; probation A' wills; settlement of claim
announced;
tiag as a court of Claims at one meeting, previously

•

of conveyances
and perforlance as a court of record for all kInd c
within the county.
The county court had the power to appoint the constables,
ponds to
and surveyors of highways. (The latter position corres
to)erF:ted
the present road overseer in Kentucky—and see- s to have
in moot
even better than our obsolete netnod of keeping the rocs
of our counties).

At some periods the county court had tila ?crier,

, to
when approved by a majority of the inhabitants of the county
ei
divide the county into parishes, but 7,ost of the tine the paris!l
,'ere created by the GenerA Assembly.
The court could ;Ia .-ze its o-:.n

with the reprelen-

tile county;
tatives from the .larisnfA, could me LA:, by-laws for
in
it nominated inspectors of tobacco--a very inlportLnt office
ons of
colonial Virginia; granted divorces; prescribed the relati
the *:lites to t%e Pid7lizns; tried oaL:es o4piray; e:lct2d
stools, stao,illofes,wi.))1.:4-pasts;

ccllectrs

A-As to
of the county levies, and regulated Cle relAion of se:v.s, and
masters. It had the po'er to clear rivers of obstr..:ction
had certain powtirs with regards to water mills.

It licensed

house in
taverns, laid out ne.A! roads, ane kit:A the county court
repair.

The author has tried to inclueie as many duties and po-

wers of the comity court in Virginia during its first

e.rs as he
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could find, for the reason that it is destrsble to strem
s the
fact that the county court was the center of most
of the 7elp1ete
activities in all legal smtters, and that t`'.e court
win? existing
and functilninq fnlly before 1650.
The care of the noor seer..s t;) meet rith little disan
slroval
so far as the records Indicate.

ExampleS are found .
- here the

court is criticized for allorrine clains to arch an extr
t th.at
the u2keen of the poor had become culte an imposition
u -,on the
electorate of the county.

Also very little c7iticem 4 s extant

as to the .va7 in ryhich the or?hcnet estater rd tr-,etees
/ r,a-y,rts
were managed.
It is interestin4 to note that the county corrt rat: p.utho
rized to keep the county and churth roads clear, as -aT
thc ,ractice
in England.

The county court comnekled every tithable to lobor

under the surveyor of ronds, rho, as stted above, '-t
foraman.

The only exce,Alln from nis servide

ery a

ac t'nt any per-

son owning tro or more tithable slaves 7c.c.
, n:)t ,
•ecl.C.red to labor
in oereon but could eend a substit-te.1
The cout:: court was usually presi:.eC over 'oy te v4
.siting
Councillor, rl% the Governor h'.-:self, ,f

:oe tts r(71t1nn

to Engltsh clisto2m is brought out by
from In,71e:2
nhou,:h shrt-lived it is interestin.; t:a7-,t the
institution of traveling justIce hc.s becn tr.2ce
back
to the time of Alfred the Greet, tnro7.!h the eyres
,
the )rovi
ncil circuit, and tIc visitLtions of
a2d CorrIte. The systen sr)se F.nd
fo7
ce,t'.ries f -r .l
- urooes of taxotn, but t.-e juictl

1 fiening, 22.
.Si., II, 10.1.
2 Ingle,
cit., XII, 504.

features were added from time
to time and tended to
sorb the financial."
ab—
Ingle draws one other pictur
e well worth reoeat
ing at this
time, a description of the County Court Day.
'Court day was a holiday for all the country
side--especiElly in the fall and
in4. ?r37. all
directions came the people, on horseback, on foot,
or in wagons. On the court house i:roen astienble: in
indiscriminate confusion peoole of all classes--the
hunter rLth his bac...sw.:ads sirs the o-Tner of
acres, the grand pronrietor, and the grinning,
he2d1e58 negro. Old debts 7ere stled rid new ones
were made; there were transfers of property, and if
election ti',2e ‘.ere near, stu7.7-s7eing. VIrginia
had its court day instead of the town meeting as in
Nez. Englandl,
1
.
Colonia; Vir,aintals Jriez.--/n Governor Berltley's rert in
166!?, he states that juotice 7:ts admin1ste7cd sccordinz to the
1E:rs of En7;1p.rid as he m'ar able to 1.nderstand them.

All things

of fact were tried by a j7Iry--the Magna Carta, the Petition
of Right, and the wrIt of Habeas Corpus formed a dart of
ordlnances of Virginia even in t'xose eLrly days.
But from tie earliest days of :he colony, ther_

o

w.ys of trial, submitting either to a judge or to a j171.7.
famous tr"...al of Doctor John Potts f-a. stealing cat-.1e •
bef.):e

j

riglit

7:8

tree

tTlar7rted to t..e a -ilon'at!

t!-Al )rdinlytce brount over by Goverior !
-:-,tt In 1621.

Ta 1-75

by an ect of the Aseembly either p.r.rty to a !twit reprMlerf of
the anount involved hae the rilht tl as': for
the larty

j-

4.
“

nishing it,

lether he

jury trial, but

t•

“
•

•••
••mr

.5
,

dn.

on or lost t.-.e suit.

In 1692, Governor A-dros gave instructions Viet no o.-.e

1 Ingle, on. cit., I, 544.
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should sit an a jury unless he possessed an estate, either in
land or in personal property to considerable value.
To show the work of the early colonial grand

the

author has included the following charge to a county grand jiry.
'First, to 2resent all persons shorn to be guilty
of certain offences against morality, suc as common
swesring, blasphemy, profaning the Fabbath, rea!ning
awal from public
com_itting forn!cation,
attending unlawful assemblies under the cloak of religion, livin3 together under pretence.of marriage,
and declining to have the'r chtIdren baptized.
"Secondly, they were to present all persons .!'ho
ha: committed treason, petty treason, .lurder,
other felonies, which when the punishment involved
loss of life or limb were not to be tred by the
County Court.
IThl_rdly„ they 'ere to present the County Court
itself should that body have failed to erect a pillory,
pair of stocks, or whip -An; lost, 1r to build a orison
of tank house, or to have omitted to appoint su1svey7)rs
of the hi.7.hways, every year as reculred by Inv', or to
set up for tne public nse at the co,:rt hou2e, the
weights and measwes ado-Aed by the legal stand.lrd,
ri?o,Jithly, they -ere to present every person who
starte..! rurrs calct:latc:d tk; p:ociuce a breach of 7.e:,ce;
or enclosed or obstructed putlic roads; or planted
toba:!co after J1211 10, or tended "seconds" andlosliT:s"
(of tobacco); or failed to plant ten young mulberry
trees for evi:ry one hundred acres oe land; or to
tno acres of corn for every vrson in 1-,is elployuent;
or ex,y)rted iIdes, wool, iron, Lnzlish mcrnaadise, or
shee
r 3rcs; or made a tobacco cask 1!-Irger than :le
.;na.;e
pf unse-s:nad timber; zr
prom1scuo
'ring at a fest-'17A1 Vint
Intox!cated;
Of
C pe,.ovice t
:A.o:
dr:sid
ammunition demanded of every citizen; or being a miller,
exa,:'ud oae sixth of :he corn or ,..!--:eat as his toll,
and .(ept
no weights and measureso wl
Within the above charge is written a brief sumnary of the
economic, social, and relii;ious life

tle Colony.

It shx-13

the olatnly ,aternalistic control ,
)f life by the Church, •knd a
1 Worthhanpton County Court Records, MDCLXXIX.MDCLXXiIII,

regulation of trade that lays our present Interstate Commerce
Commission in the shade.
Magistrate': Court.--The Assenbly of 184

aJtrired

the nearest justice of leece to try every case inv -qving an
amount not exceedin!, twenty shillings, 3r to n-ndred pounds
of tobecco.

The objects of t

law -ce t-o fold:

First, to avoid the expense 77nich, by.a suit in the
monthly

,i)uld have entailed on both parties by tr

having to go a grelt dstance and to lose much valuable tine
in attendinz its sessions; and
Secondly, to Oiscour,Ize frivolity aid unnecessary
tion in the County Court, where a disnute over t7-enty shillings
would have abs:rbed as nany hours; and crlat tie ,rczence
as many witnesces as a dis,ute over a thousanf' oo-indsul
In the session of 1657-8 the General Assenbly extlded
the jurisdiction 'If the Justice's Court to suits involving
an amount of one thousand ,ounds of tobacco 1rsy71.de(1 t'- c. be-161
wez-e occu-,ied by t-ro mag!strates: but if one 1,!?tif.oi
on the bench, coses involying not over three-hunred

'".fty

2ounds of tcco coulr! be tried.
an alle:1 to th7 County Court if

- •1t.

The

jurisdiction of tte Juste T.,r not llnitee to civil c7-7eF, but
,
Included cr4..minP1 cases as'
ell.
Core hunorous exa.zples of th

strur:le of the J'zstices to

uphold tne honlr and disnit7 of thc bench in their loc%1 cotirt
are extaA, an:
.
2 numerous fines and a2,,eals to the County Court
1 Bruce,

r, 465f.

are on record to shor that the Justices usually had their wit,'
in spite of some drunken brawler, or insolent women.
Paton

Cguntv

md, county, Lleuterant.--The

residents of a county belonged to a military division of the
Colony that irks commanded by their county lieutenant.

At first,

as ,onerrn as *Commander of Plantations'.

the county lieutenant

He was placed in a pof.ition inherited from the English Fh`re
. His appointaent came
or County known as "Lord Lieutenant,
from the Governor and the Council.

He was a member of the

Council, and as such was the judge of the highest tribunal in
the land.

In England he was a

an of consequence or a knint;

so in Virginia, this office was invariably bestoed u:on some
"gentleman*, -ho generlly was a large 1.2nd holder.
the County in Virginia as d'A his

He governed

titype, the Lord Liettenant,

the Shire in Enrand.1
Tha county lieutenant's powers we7e executivo, until he
bbcame a member of the Council, then they were also legis17tive
He commanded the militia of the county, and

and judicial.

-.11e persons over t:le
had the right to order out all:
eighteen, a%:. to list thc.c under zue.h capt.:1n

se sw lit

The cou.ty lieute::nnt could order )riv - As drills

to ciloosee

-:_!s compelled to hold pri.v:te

whenever he pleased, z

•
44. #

I
I
444.41.•

ster

He presided at nilitary trials, and in

four ti=es each ye7ae.
"

of

4

Jf

diettor. ie c,Julc order

out the militia and acexrit to tne Governor afterpIrt!s.

He was

- ent at tne set of the
as re)rlelt-tive of the ,o'er resi '
1 C.:AI-ailing,

;p.

40.

1
colonial county as the Governor was of the Colony to the
Crown itself?
Colonia& Shartff.--When the Colony was in its
infancYs
the usual duties of a sheriff were performed by the provost
marsnal.

The sheriff's office wss not created until the Act of

1633-144 was passed that established the eight shires or
counties.
As in the case of the justice, the s:leriff. ras ap,Nointed by the
Governor by and with the consent of the Council.

Usually,

however, the recommendations of the County Court were accepted
by the Governor.

/n 1641* tile justices of Acomac County

presented the Governor with a list of ten names of .,en a7ni1able
for the office of sheriff.2 And in 1654* the General Asse:Ibly
passed a law recuiring t:le Governor to a?point for sheriff
some one recommended to him by the members of the bench of the
County Court; residence within the county wzs also recuired.
The justices, as might be suspected, 'tiere already tnIting
turns among themselves as to whom the privilege of fIlling
the sheriff's office should be given* and in 1060-1, an act
was passed legalising this procedure or rotation of justices.
The county syste'2 hbd a serious defect u, to t.it, pc;i!lt
In the ne% colony, and tht .ris the f&Ct thzAt in one

the

off4 cer of clern, escheat.r, surviryor and sheriff might all
be vste0.

in s-me nf t2e e,n1oni:1 counties, ccmplci
nts

vers. r,v,istared to

c2fe2t* end 5ufficie4A nzitzltion ws

arouse, to ine,ids tne Reform Aesenbly of 167,3 to 7ne the
1 C-Ilendar of Virginia St-,te
I, Introeuction.
2 Accomac County Records, 1630-42, p. 56., Va. St-ti Library

holding of combinations of offices illegal.

A heavy fine of five

hundred pounds of tobacco per week on any official
holding *ay
two county offices simultaneously was levied to discourage
any
ambitious office holder from such desires)
A similar analogy will be furnished by the struggle in the
early days of Kentucky statehood to keep the justices of
peace
from holding seats in the General Assembly.

Other restrictions

added to the qualifications of a sheriff by the Virginia
Reform
Assembly of 1676 were:

Residence in the county for one year,

residence in the colony for three ye,trs, and freedom from c(mviction of any serious crime.

As mentioneo before, the demands

of the electorate of the counties were fNrcing such issues as
these before the Governor and Council in such a ray as to
contri—
bute to the insurrection of this date.
The dut!es of the sheriff being ado,ted fran the English
Code

well formulated.

He w.,,s charged with the safekeeping

of prisoners until he could deliver them safely at Jar.cstorn for
trial.

This evidently refers to those prisolers who Isere to be

tried for cri-!es for which the punishment involved loss of
life
or linb.

Other duties were:

Collection of taxes,

ll public

fees and quitrelts; the serviag of all subpoenas; the crl.r
.tnE. of
all arrests; the distribution of funds according to the
an:tual
levy; the attendance of the County Court; the cLiling of elec—
tions f:.,r the House of Burgesses; anc the proclamaticn of
the
accessiwi of a ne

king.

For the fiscal dutiee he had to ls,:e

a full and detailed accounting to tne Gener%1 Azsembly and 'as
1 Bruce, .Insts History of Va., I, 594.

* vitf"
atoms,

vouseqpiporps.Vfteg,• wA,i,••= "mord,.

••,-5,110.-.49.4erreirelior.•
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placed under bond with heavy penalty for non-performance.
Under-sheriffs, or deputies, were allowed with duties similar to those of present time.

The term of the sheriff and his

under.sheriffe was usually reftricted to one year.

The General

Assembly prepared from time to time a list of the fees for each
duty to be performed by the sheriff and his assistants.

These

fees were usually expressed in terms of tobacco, as vs nearly
all the money of the time.
Lie ConstLbles.--The constable, a firmly established
officer in England was introduced into the colony at le23t b:
1637. He was at first chosen by the Assembly, but as tl:e nul-aber
of counties increased t*:le poer of appointment passed into the
hands of the county court.

Probably the justice from a pre-

cinct had the greatest influence in securing the appointmeht of
the constable for that precinct, at least, a justice

the

power to remove a constable from office and alnoint another
in his ?lace until the meeting of the County Colubt.1
In case the person selected by the County Court refused
to serve, the Generl Court could conpel ht" to serve for one
term, which

for a space of one year.

The County Collrt also

had the porer of changing t.:le ireciact boun(r1rtes whenever tey

I

desired.

Thia

a phhse of loc&l govern!lent -1-Ich did not

carry over into the Kentucky Constitut!ons of 1,722 and 17j9 as
is readily attested by the number of bills passed in tzx General
Asselblies in the first yc:.rs of tne nev Co Tmonweelth fr)r the

1 P. S. Flippino, Royal goot. in Va., (Few
University Press, l'215), p. 319

Columbia,

'—

•
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purpose of changing the precinct territories, or for creating
new precincts.'
The constable had coorflinate authority with the sheriff
as well as special power of his own.

He executed wartants or

writs issued to him, also orders and decrees of the courts and
the Asserably, collected fines for small offences, arrested vio.
lators of the game laws, and searched for smug.51ed goods.

He

had another duty--which was unlie any of the corresponding
orfce in England, thpt lf the *perambulator*.
It was his duty to make his perambulatins over the limits
of his jurisdiction to view the tobacco fields with the purpose
of preventing the planters from alloring the *slickers* or 'seconds* from growtng.

The course of his duties in his *perambula-

tixts* led him around by the negro cabins to keep an eye on
unlawful assemblages of the negroes and fnr the purse of
killing any dogs found there in excess of t-o.2

?art of this

function of the constable carried over in to the local g.)vernment of Kentucky in the office of 'Patroller*, whose duty it was
to ins?ect the negro qup.rters rith the intention of breaking up
any suspicious gatherings of the e1- 7es.
The other duties of

he constrIble

thnc ,)f c7.ntlrIng

runaways, retl7er t'-e;; .Yere sn17.ors, 1.0 -1te 7erva,Its,
and t

revent any dicturbtnce of the )eace 2.Ly-hPre

r

17-ves;
tine.

Constab,lefs Fees.--The author ha n not felt it exledie-lt to
discwr fully the nnrerous fees of the vario,:s county officials
in this brief summary of the loc-d g::vern-le_it operations in the

1 Acts of tae General Assc-nbly of ‹entucky, 2377-9.
2
Channing„ Leti cit., p. 47.
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royal colony of Virginia, but will as an illustration give the
schedule of fees received by the lowest ranking officer of the
colony, the constable.
which to derive fees.

He naturally had few-er seryices from
The list below of course varies with the

years, but on thw whole the same list of duties remains.1
1. For serving a warrant
10 pounds of tobacco.
2. For summoning a witness
5 •
•
3. For summoning a cironeris jury, etc.50
1
•
4. For placing a pezson in stocks
10
5. For whioping a servant or a slave 10
6. For removing a )erson suspected to
become chargeable to the parish;
to be paid by the parish fr e7cry
mile going and returning --------- 2
per mile, •
Saaesefl

The compensation of the constable wE-s further increased
by one pound of tobacco out of the county levy for er-ch otithable* in his precinct, and besides he received lany fees not aboye
enumerated and was exempt from jury sel-vice and from pert of
taxes while in office.2
As the study of the Kentucky constable is tn up in a
later chapter it will be seen that the office has fallen from
Its earlier status both from tile standpoint of inp.artce of
the duties and of the dignity of t...e position.
his

Brixe concludes

discusion of tecoqatcblels c.i'f4 ce -4 th tns

statenent.
"No office exsting in Virginia diming the seventeenth
century was too insignificant, or too hunble to be fillee by
men of marked social cmcidcr:Alon and vi-luable est:tec.4
However, these days refer to the time e'hen all the inhabitants 'ere loyal to the 'd.ng, and, not 1u:ring the
I Hening,
:IA" V, 340.
2 charming, 22. cit.,
P. 47.
3 Bruce, 222. cit. I, 602-3.

i-ivilege of

Be
selecting officials by popular vote, nay have had something to
do in adding dignity and respect to the office holders even in
the smallest position.
Coroner.--Tht coroners were appointed by the Governor
with the advice of the Council in the same manner as the sheriff
and the justice.

He made an annual report to the Governor, and

also gave an account to the auditor for his. services performed
during the year.

The County Court recommended to the Goveraor

a person, usually one of their number of jostices, for the
position.

When commissioned, he was to perform his duties

'
,according to the laws of England.*

And, as has alreody been

pointed out, the position of coroner in England is of royal
lineage, and of much greater importofnce in forper days than even
in Virginia.

The position in Virginia vgs considered as high in

prestige as that of the sheriff, and there seens to have been
little thought of incoupetibilit7 in one len holding the same
offices. If the coroner for any reason could not perfern his
duties, the justice of

eace in thet vicinity oerforned the

duties, and collected t:o7. fee.
an ineuest

The coroner', fee for holding

133 pounds of tobacco,

t;

t(rl

1i IiiSj

four ';ence; the con)ner hd the choice of tobreco

c:.ch.

Tots

sum Ivs to be paid out of t'ne estate of the deceosed; if he had
no estate, it vo-,s to be poid out of the county levy.
In addition to holding ineueots over the bodies of those
who hau Lied from unkno.
.n causes, the c)roner of colonial Vir—
ginia wns the administrstor of tne ertote of the deceased.
Near tne end o: tile colonial eeriod, the coroner ?led to give
bond to the sum of five hundred pounds stcrlin:
.
7
0 Also, if the

,,w8C4F:^401,4•61•11fre
.
"
''.11111"''...1004e.e14.0.1

,4W
,
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sheriff could =A perform his duties, the coroner could act
in that capacity.

FriKuantly this office was combined with

others of the county.
As an example of a court allowance for the coroner, we finds
'Whereas, complaint was made to the court that
John Wyre lately deceased is suspected to have come
to an untimely end, it is therenre, ordered by the
court that ye sheriff forthwith summon a jury of
twelve men of ye neighborhood, and also k7ive notice
to the next magistrate to sit as coroner on ye corps
of ye slid ryre.11
The Clerk of the County Court.-- /n sone resiects te cler:ship of the county court is one of toe most imoJrtant offices
in colonial days.

At the frst he ims ap7oInted by the Governor,

later by the Secretary of Virginia, and then by the Court in the
particular county that he was to serve.

The office

dle

not

chmge greatly in functions from the English office corresponding
to it.

The duties, of course wre ministerial in nat-re and do

not rec,Aire political or policy-f:)rmi

cpnclti_es for te

The early Shire Court in Virginia w%s a court of record from
the beginning, and the office of clerk probably dates from the
first court.

The time of service was much longer than that of

the other officers.
in some counties.

In fact, the nisit'on bee-7e hereditary

In colonial dr.7s t.c off'c'e

usually hPld

by men of influence and of imiort,
!nt n -)11t1r!:1 c'7-1nr:cti:nr in
Er.Pland.

In t:ne of the counties tIse rulmes nf te clerks ber

the sale surname for nearly a centur:-, showin; te fact that the
office has been in the s,:ne ftL:ily fir ?cnerntions.
Bef..)re the Insurrection of 1.676, the clerk performed not
only tic usual duties, but also that of county surveyor, escheat
1 Northhampton Court Records, 1679-33, p. 97.

•%.-•1P.P4-111r

master, and notary public.
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Sometimes, also, he was allowed to

act as attorney before the court, but that
was stolped by an
act of the Assembly in 1640, when it was
declared that no
sheriff, clerk, justice, or under-sheriff should appear as
attorney in the court with which he was connected.

Exception

was made in case of a recuest by some poor person who was without counsel, but this service wns always gratis, and therefore,
stopped the desire for such practice before t'le bench.
The clerk's salary was enti..'ely dependent upon fees, and
was nearly always expressed in tobacco.

The rates ranged with

the years, and toward the end of the colonial neriod cased the
office to lose sore of its prominence when the value of tobacco
fell to its lowest prices.

The clerks, of course, were merely

one of many local officials that suffered -hen salaries a -.d fees
were slower in changing than the price of the weed commodity
that was then being used as money.

The celebrated "Parson's

Case", defended by Patrick Henry, is an example of the unrest
among all of the office holders in that period.

Using one par-

ticular year, 1643, as an example of the rates, it

s found that

the clerk could as't for his fee e.,7nt 2ounds As tobacco for
each certificate, deposit
that he had to co7y.

n, Tarrant, or order of tne cnrt

The work of the clerk rill be taen up

more in detail when the office is moved to Kentucky.

11 e,

subordinate clerk receiven a re.,unerltin of 1900 /o”res
1643), and his principnl duties ,
* ere t;,ose of "court cr7er".
His serv!ces were needed only dnring the sessins o

te c=rt.

One of the most original features of the County Court

".•
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was the fact that it was a record of conveyances. The modern
way of recording them was at that time unknown in the mother
country.

In the later days of the period covered by this dis-

cussion, the land grants and surveys in the Kentucky counties
were a real problem for the courts.
Surveyors.--The surveyor general was examined and a?pointed
by the President of 7illiam and Mary College.

The land sur-

veyors were, in general, examined and recommended by the President of the same college, or by the surveyor general, and
having been approved by the Governor and tie Council, were permitted to take the oath of office before the County Court in the
jurisdiction that they were to serve.
The County Court appointed the surveyors for highways yearly.
It divided the county into precincts for then that gall county
and church roads might be kept clear, respect being had to the
course used in England'.

T!'ese surveyors fa. highways form

the historic precedent for the crude method of keeping up the
county system of roads in many of t,le Kentucky counties today.
All tithables were compelled to answer the c%11 of the eurveyor
except those that owned as

as

slaves that -ere tith7=.ble:s;

they might send re ,
- rese,itativer in their stead.
Attorneys.--As mentioned before, the clerk of the Cou.,.y
Court seems to have acted as the legal advisor for the court,
but this soon became unpopular.

In lC42, the instructions to

Governor Berkley ordered th:.t tne lawyers of the Colony obtain
a license both from the Gunerpl Court and the County Court.
regular sc:ledule of fees was to be drawn up.

A

At various tines

104 ", 4111040.,
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the county Officials were forbidden to practice before the
court that they served, and again the restrictions would be
removed.

But in 1860 the lid was clamped down permanently.

The conception of the present county attorney was lot in existence
at this time, and was not clearly develo,ed until Kentucky had
been a state for some yemrs.
Taxattoi j

141 Colonial County.--The first tax la'T in

Virginia dates to the holding of the first legislative anse7lbly
in 1819.

It was laid on 5% of every hundred or settlement

represented in value of estate.

Four yearn later the necessity

of raising means of defence caused te levy of a poll tax on
every head.

This was later increased various amounts an

the

needs of the colony demandedl. The shift made from property to
poll tax at the first was P. permanent one except for a brief
experiment when the oroperty tax was returned during the years from
1645-48.

As the frontier conditions receded toward the hinter-

land, the pr000rty of the Tidewater planters began to accumulate,
and the basis of the poll tax on the tithables becao.e unfair
to the taxpayers of the -estc:rn counties.
estates vere smallcr, an

V!e group,

For, naturally, their

a . 1y31e -ere debtors to

the commercial section in the older settle-lents.

Put the bas4 s

of the poll tax on each tithable ras not abolished.
For the laying of the county taxes, the County Court met
and ascertained the totP1 county expenses of reads, briges,
buildings, burgecsest salartes etc.

To detcrmine each 71-infs

rate the v,hole sum was divided by the total nunber of tithatles.2
1 N. 0. Taff, History of Stte Revenue and Taxation in Ky.
2 (Nashville, George Peabody
College, 1(130), ,
n0 7
-0
Ingle, 22. cit., p. 540.

The tithables, as defined in the Acts of 1661-2, were all persons
in the colony, white women excepted, over the age of 16.1
The real beginning of local government in Virginia dates to
the beginning of the Assembly at Jamestown in 1619.

For even

if the counties Nere not created until 16Z3-M, the entire colony
was small enough that the entire government was a local affair.
The English type of loccl government was brought over nearly in
its entirety so far as the county was concer-.ed.

The climmte

and the soil decreed that the settlers should develop the plantation type of settlement, and this plainly give rise to the
adoption of the county as the unit of local government.

It is a

direct contrast to the Ne,0 England physical environment that
.
developed the famous town meeting and, later, the tol-whi,
The type of people that settled the two regions also enter
Into the determination of the form of government adopted by the
new-forming state.

The early settlers of New England are from

the great middle classes of Old England and came ciefly from the
towns, while the early colonists of Virginia, purely English,
belongim3 to the up -,:=r and middle classes Jr the mot'Icr country
ca.ne mostly from the rurfll districts aric the nobility.
they brought

Ho-ever,

ith the:1 a lnrge bdy of ”servnts" fro.1 the veri

lowest classes of England.

Men the nroes 7#..re intrae:11ced,

it led to the abolishment of wnite slavery by degrees, but it
left an element of the spoor w!%ites" that mnny decAcles nave

1

Hailing, 22. III., II, 170, 197.
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yet eliminated from the state.

The result wee that in Virginia,

in contrast to New England, the upTyr classes grasped the reins
of government and held them.1
The religion of a peonle enters largely into their system
of local government.

The period of colonization and develonment

was one of bitter struggle and civil war in England.

The

element of religion played a large ?art in the entire conflict,
and the most democratic movements of the entire English Hi.stry
seethed violently in the Cromwellian period.

But on the rhole,

the settlers of Virginia of the seve:tcenth century "ere men..
bers, or at least adherents of the Established Chlirch.
believed in a strong royalist type of government.

They

Yet the

pioneer is alrays democratic in his political relationshi -,s.

His

environment and intercourse with his fellow men ma'f.e him by
nature a believer in equality.

The first serious flare-up of

this spirit did not exhibit itself until after 1650, but camu to
a climax in 1676 in the Great Insurrction.

The Reform Arsnbly

of that year granted many of the ret)rms that the frntier
counties
'
,ere detand 4 ng.
Interlingled with the religion and classes -q• settlers
coles the ruestion of economic pros.yrity.

The r-1 1 1 4 n the

prce of tobacco, the 7r!no1lal commoty of the colony, broTht
distress to tY.e settlers, especially to those on tne outskirts
or hint..!rland tho are generhlly indebted to th ,se in tl!,:t met7opolitan are.s, hnd 71ro&iced a desire to barge g:)vernm2nt21
agencies.

This led to a serious deprecintion of t.:.e honor and

rilliam Conrad Guess, County
in,Colonial North Carolina.
,
(James Sprunt His. Pub., Chapel Hill, University of North
Carolina 7ress, 1911), XI,
9.

'4.111,0".""Pliereersentilmrto+vmsawirsav -

$
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ognity of the colonial county office holders in the middle
period of the eighteenth century.

But in transferring the

royal county to Kentucky in 1776, the same year as the Declaration Of Independence woks struck off by the pen of Jefferson,
there are some other elements of population, religion, and
land systems that play the most prominent part.

It was not

the Anglican colonist from the Tidew.ter that planted the
'Pioneer State of the Vesta.
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CHAPTER III
TnE LONG ROAD TO KENTUCIET
Virginia erected counties at will be the vote of the General Assembly.

The Assembly of 1769 divided Augusta County

and created Botetourt County which extended indefinitely westward and was supposed to include the transmontane region of
the Bluegrass as yet unsettled.

The following act by the

same Assembly will give an idea of the attitude of the people
toward the western counties.
Whereas the peo?le situated on the waters of
the Mississippi in the said county of Botetourt
will be very remote from ter court house, and
must necessarily become a separate county as soon
as their numbers are sufficient, which 7rill probably happen in a short time.
Be it further enacted by the authority of the
aforesaid inhabitants that the part of the said county of Botetourt which lies oa the said waters shall
be exempted from the payment of any levies to be
laid by the said county court for the purpose pf
building a court house and prison for the Bald county.s1
The first county court of Botetourt County met at the home
of Robert Breckinridge, near the present location of Fincnstle,
Virginia.

T elve justices were -,ualified on February 13, 1770.

Eighteen more cualified on the follorinq day. iris shlv's tie
increasing nu7lber of justices.

One FAlliam Preston held the

three offices of County Surveyor, Escheator, and Colonel of the
Militia.

The other officers comArsioned that day ...ere:

Court Clerk, Sheriff, and two Deputies, n-ld a Cororv?r.

County

Four

attorneys qualified that day to 2ractice in the court.2
1 Lewis Preston Summers, History of fouthwent Virginia, 17462 1796 (J. L. Hill Printing Co., Hichm,
nd, Va., 1903), p. 106.
Supra., p. 108.
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The Souse of Burgesses erected the county of Mc:1st'e by
dividing Botetourt County on December 1, 1772. light Justices
c.ualified as members of the local bench. ?he sheriff had four
deputies; the Clerk had four deputies; the Surveyor had six
deputies; ten lawyers qualified for practice tnat day, and
there was a King's Counsellor or Department Attorney.1
The above information as to the number of deputy cler;ts,
surveyors and lawyers gives an inkling as to the activity of
settling the Valleys of Western VITginia during that period.
The mention of VAI King's Counsellor is the first found by
the author in this connection.

It leads to the p-esumption that

this is the fore-runner of the present county and district
attorney as Kentucky counties kno,
P them today.
A few examples of the preceedings of the first day's court
held in Fincastle County follow with to others:
"The Court doth appoint the house adjoining
the Court House, -e,here the Court is now held, for a
prison, which house William Preston, Sileriffs epth
protest as insufficient.
'Ordered that Stephen Trig send for weights
and measures for the use of the said County, as soon
as possible, and on as low terms as he sells goods
to his best customers on.
'Ordered that John Byrd do provide all -lecessary lar books fir this county, and that 'ne do briag
in his c,large.'
Nay 3, 1774, John Gabriel James, having misbehaved himseli in this court, it is orde,.cd Vint he
make his fine with our Lord, the King, by payment
of twenty shillings. - - Lay 3, 1774, John Dou;htcry came into court,
and, it is fully proved that his left ear had been
1 Summers, 22.

RLI.,

p. 1?1.

•-"."
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bitten off by • person in affray, it is ordered that
the same be recorded.'
The last two examples show the rouchnoss of the pioneer
court.

The days of gouging, duelling, and biting were in their

prime.

The County Court of the period from 1770 to 1850 in

'4estern Virginia and Kentucky is at best a crude temple
justIce.
The Types of Settlers
Before the local goverl-Iment of an

state cnn be fully

understood, the racial strains of the population, religious
tenets, the influence of soil and climate, and tha econonic
interests must be added to the mere outline of political
organization.

And in keeping pith this thesis, the above

points will be added to the rich political heritage to which
Kentucky county government is heir.

Keeping in mind t';:at te

contribution of local government by the Anglo—Saxon is telr
greetest to civilization, and that these units of county and
4

township were the breeding grounds of democracy; also, that the
environment of the frontier tends to place the d,
.,mocratic
spirit in the vanguard, the writer is ready to proceed 71th a
su=nary of the ethic, physiographc ac econo7ic tack,Trcund of
the Kentucky pioneer.
Racink oritins.--When the first Iv.ve of the westward move—
ment started, the colonists pushed from the seab,oard into the
hinterland of tne piedmont.

Then the succeeding push brought

Summers, 21. Ia., pp. 132-3.
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settlers into the valleys of the Alleghanles,

These settlers

were mainly the new immigrants who in searching for new lands
were thrown directly into the frontier.

They were, in most

instances, the Scotch-Irish that settled the Valley of Virginia.
And a greater number of the pioneers of southwestern Penlsylvania were from this same stock that entered the limestone
regions from Virginia.1

Credit must be given to the groups

of German and Dutch that settled in the valleys of Pennsylvania, and to the Hugenots that broke into the valleys of t-,41
Great Smoky and Blue Ridge Mountains.

And it was from these

interlontane valleys that the first citizenry of Kentucky is
drawn.
The backraods mountaineers who dwelt near the
great watershed--were all cast in the sane mould,
and resembled each other much more than any of them
did their immediate neighbors of the plains. The
backwoodsmen of Pennsylvania had little in commcn
with the peaceful po?ulation of cuakers and Germans who lived near the Delaware and Susquehanna;
and their near %insmen of the Blue Ridge and the
Great Smoky Mountains were separated by an equally
'Nide gulf from the aristocratic planter communities
that flourished in the tidewater regions of Virginia and the Carolinas. --- The backwoods-en were
Americans by birth and parente and of a mixed
race; but the dominant straining their blood was that
of the Presbyterian Irich--the Scotch-Irish as they
were often called. - t-7.o f;.cts of nit,t innorLanes in dealing with our nioneer oeople are, fIrst,
that the ,estern portions of Virginia L-1- the Car,Iltn .F
were pe)pled by an entirely dif7'erent stock frJm
that rhich had long estited in the tide water regions of those colonies; and secondly, that except for those in the Carolinas who c•me from
Charleston, the iliigrnts of this stock ..ere
mostly fr-mt tne north, fl'om te'r great bre,atinz
ground and nursery in western 7ennsylvania.2

T-IFaer

b/Aler Hulbert, &t1-Its,. Influence aa tt ilisty of
the 0-dted St.:tea (Yhle U•ivorsity Press, Ne H vent le30r
XV, p. 1:7.
2 Theodore Roosevelt,
tanning of the West
(Cnrre-,t L'terat-.:re
Publishing Co., New (rk, 1906)
pp. 2-10, v9-107.

-.

$.11xi-T.3 and AovernmentalconceDta.--"These Bcotch-Irish
were Ple:loyterians whom persecution had driven from the old
country,

They were of a strong-fibred, indiridualishic

tent race, intensely religious and resolute for freedom.

Read-

ing the Bible themselves, and teaching their children to read
it, they deemed essential to salvation; and certainly there
was no better eeucator in good English."' "The Creed of the
backwoodsman who had a creed at all was Presbyterianism for
the Episcopacy of the tide.vater lands had no foothold in the
mountains, and the Methodists tnd Baptists had jurt begun to
appear in the west when the Revolution broke out."2

The reader

must understand the hatred borne by the frontiersman for the
Church of England.

And the rapid s'read of the Methodists and

Baptists at the expense of the Presbyterians'
,as due to the ?el
come that the democratic element of the border gave to those
sects with democratc tenets.

A reason rhy so few qualifications

have been placed on the officials of the state and local officers may be found in the following opinion by Roosevelt.
To many of the back-A.00dsenls prejudices,
notably their sullen EvAi narrow hostility tryfz,ren all
rank, wheter based on merit or on learning, the Bpcreed appealed strongly. Th7re t- c'r nrc--;("hrrs
obtained foothold, it was a matter of relro:.ch to the
?resbyter!
Cler:y that they hae b-nn rd, catrd In
early life for tbe minatry for a profession. The
love of liberty and the defiant assertion of ern:-%lity,
so universal in the bzies.woods and so excellent in
tilemselves, soleties took very w,rped and tirted
forms, notably when the 7,ortrayed the bac4woodsmen
into the belief that t!-..e tr7.;e den,crrtc anirit
fTn•bade and excluded any special training' for the
professions tnt or ,uce slcter, at tes7en, or
ministers.3
1 Temple Bodley, History of
1928), I, 28.
2 Roosevelt, 22
.
. cit., I, 107.

(S.J. Cl-rk ?"). Co., Ch 4 ca7o,
8

Ibid., II, 2.

•
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Thus we have the picture of the first immigrants to Kentucky.

The end of the Revolution brought a vast charge in the

type of the tide of population that was flowing into the now
territory.

The Revolutionary soldier come over to taco up

his land claim, the tidewater planters no longer fearing for
their scalps from Indians ventured forth to reap a r.ch harvest in land sheculation.

The lawyers flocked across the

mountain wall to revel in the litii,ation arising from conflicting land claims.

And nith the defeat of Benjamin Logan for

3overnor in 1796, the control of the state passed into the
hands of the same class of men that had been ruling the counties
of Virginia for the last tro centuries.

The Episcopalians

from toe coastal plain *ith the ooner that their realth gave
them were in the saddle.
Due to the county military organization set up io the time
Of the Stuarts and continued through the office of county lieutenaot in Virginia, toere rots in every frontier county a rues
fighting organization with its colonels and its captains.

These

officers could lead and influence their men, but th37 did not
comaand in a military sense.

It was too easy for tie le,y to

grow incliffarent on an Indicl ca!npan a)d return hooc.

The

conceptions of justice ald ici..nlniztrative details - ere r, tl'er
crude; the frontiersmen had hut fen courts, but the7 contrived
to 7:sta out josttce to the worst of offeoders.

Their punish-

nent xus rat':er severe, but so -,,ei*e ter customs of play and
fighting.

Duelling, lgou:ingl and 'biting' were freouent

when, at times, the TIlay beca-e rowh.
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at early, settlements.-- Collins' has been called the
'
,press a4ent for Daniel Boone, and perhaps Kentncky historians
have placed too much enphasis on Boone to the neglect of other
pioneers alnost ecually prominent.

If such is the case, it

will not be the first time in history that cert,
..in lenders
have been almost deified while the real mesers of history
repose unnoticed.

But the 1.!riter cannot add to the laurels of

the first-comers t at settled at Boiling Springs (Danville),
Harrodsbnrg, Boonesborough, and St. Assphts.

/t wonld not be

fair in a history of local rovernment, however, to fail to
take cognisance of the irvq.k of Col. Richard Henderson and the
Transylvania Company in res7ect to the first legislative body
that assenbled 'within the ',resent terr!tory of Ke-A-cy.
Trsns7lvania Conisention.-- It was on May n3„ 1775, that
four delegates from each of the foir statilns mentioned above
asselbled at Boonesboroueh under the old elm for the vrpcse of
organizing a government.

Henderson recommended Vle lars he

thought should be enacted and his advIce was passed on favorably,2
Laws were passed providing for courts, establishing a militia,
fixing clerk's and sheriff's fees, and n-71n..7 t7, the nrese ce
of a minister as a delegite, a law
L-reing and .Sabbath-b-eing.

en-cted r,rinst nrofa-A?

It r s Bnne h4 -1salf that

se, red the adoption of a sche-le f-r the protection of the
range, or pssture, and of the gar..e.

A1tnou7h all precedents to

the contrary, comnlete rell.giolis freedom rns p:.ovided b7 these
1 Lewis Cllins, an early Ky. hist-rin; w;lt,*1 r of to frat
volure of Rtstc.r- of Kentucv by Lcis and Richard Cn1lIns,
(Covington, U92, TO-111ns & Co.)
2 Kentucky
Legislatures would do well to note this precedent.
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primeval stttesmen.

And a forecast as to one of the State's

most nAed traits was made when an act w7,21 pasred to preserve
the breed of horses.' While the urgency of setting up a
court to take care of the land claims 135 probably the most
pressing claim r3z6 organizing one, the inherent aptitude of
Anglo-Saxons to establish a form of government if needed when
a few of them came together has always been true.
Kentuc',..y Becomes

3

County

The struggles and failures of the Transylvania Company
are well-known.

And the inhabitants, considering themselves

as part of Fincastle County, met at Harrodsburg on the 6th of
June, 1776 at the call of George Rogers Clark to send delegates
to the General Assembly at Williamsburg praying for relief and
asking that a new county be formed out of Fincastle.

Clart„

and John Gabriel Jones we7e elected durinz the five dny poll
as delegates and carred tvo petitions, one to the Convention
of Virginia signed by *Abraham Hite, Jr., Clerk,* and the
other signed by a committee of twenty-one a?po1nte6 by the Rnrrodsburg meeting.2
Clark and Jones at wi1liemsb'T4.--When the t-,-o delegtes
crossed the mountains tney learned berore reccing
that the Assembly would not convene until October.

It was

during this interlude that Clark demanded of the Council of
Virginia that they grant him five hundred ponds of po-der f:r
defe.nce of the settleme'lts against the Indians.
1 P-x)sevelt„ ol. III., p. 2E4.
2 Bodley, 2.2. 2.11., pp. 120-105.

His me:T)rable
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statement that *a country not worth protecting was not w:rth
claiming,led the Council after serious debate to accept
jurisdiction over the Kentuckians as her citizens by making
the grant.
When the Assenbly met, the delegates from Kentucky laid
the petitions before the

on the f".rst day. The following

record shows the gloomy outlook for the hones of a new county.
'October 8s 1776.'
A petition of the inhabitants of the Western
7.osts of Fincastle County, vrs orer,ented to the
aouse and read; - - Also a petition from the committee of ,West

Ziningt to the same prose.

Ordered, that the said petitions do lie on
the table On the 11th of October, the House in a committee of the
whole resolve_i not to ad'it the delegates, but stated that
'the committee are of the opinion, that the said inhabitants
ought to be formed into a distinct county, in order to en

tie

them to such redresentation, and - trier benefits of vvernment.g
On the 16th °a bill f'ar the dividins of Fincastle tntn two
distinct counties" was read the second time and ordered committed to Mr. Jefferson and the members na. Aulusta an(' Botetourt Counti.es.1

On the ncxt dny Ir. Jeffe7ron re7Irtuc',te

bill with several amendents.
the third readin& 'was delayed.

But on the day following that
This ap;yeared to all that the

tidewater me-2bers were about ta cause t.le effo:ts A* the young
Kentuciclans to fail.

Clark and Jones t-en s'bmitted

pet!tion

to the House and from the ninetee - A.1 of Oct .)ber follov•ed the
1 It will be recalled that Kentucky
Botetourt County.
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formerly a nart of

INI
wavering bill through the House and Senate until December 7,
1776 when the bill deprived of the alendments passed the
Senate and the first government of Kentucky was created.1
This action on the part of the Virginia Legislature afforded
considerable relief to the Kentucky settlers.
Fincastle County they had no benefit of

While a part of

olice protection; nor

could they vote at elections for reoresentntion at Williansburg.
Neither did they receive military protection.

But now that

they !lati a county of their own, they were entitled to two
representatives of their own choosing.

They were also entitled

to a county court of r!ivil jurisd!sction in matters of law and
equity witri the officers of justices of thc neace, military
officers, sheriff and deputies, coroner, and surveyor.

How-

ever, all criminal ases of importance under the existing Virginia system of laws had to be carried across the mountains to
Williatsburg.
The national importance of this fact has not been emphasized to the extent that it deserves.
the fact.

History rarely mentions

The importance of linkir,f tre seaboard 3LP:ten up

with the rest of ti-le (ontinent 4.n the -ny thnt it did hns been
passed by.

It

si:;!fricant that the fIrst defin'te step

towhrd state zovernment in a region west or Vie mountains ras
ta'hzen in the sane yenr
Independe:ce.

s tl)e st;nin7 of the Declnration of

The part pinyed by V4 rgin4u- in the mrcin7 and

signing of the Peclartion is too !yell tizn-,wn t- need further
comment at:er than to stress once lore the fact that it was
1 The Virginia House Journal f,lr 1776, cited by Botjley,
pp. 132-137.
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Virginia's county government that had been the training camp
for such ideas of self-government.

As Ir. Grigsby expreised

its
It was tne pride of Virginia Planters that
they were descended from a common stock; that they
spoks a comnon language; t:ey profesred
re
form of public worship; they enjoyed nearly all
the benefits of a free government in the Colony,
and were protected by the flag of Great Britain
abroad. But when ;luestions of
llcal nature
were concerned, Virginia practically Tepudiated the
interference of
e British ?arlicur.ent. For one
hundred and sixty-seven years she had levied her on
taxes; and it was her boast that te poorest an
in the Dominion could not be required to pay a
tax which had not been laid by his own
ent by
his immediate reoresentative. When the British
ministry sought to disregard this princi7le, it is
the glory of Virginia that she led the van in enstaining the common ri2hts of the colon'es.1
It WR3

clearly a denocratic gathering dominated the

Philadelphia Convention.

And the influence of

he piedmont

counties of VIrginia, as expressed in the type of Patr'ck
Henry, ras gre:-iter tlyll any other single body in t!-..e Convention.
In comparison with the gathering that s4gned the recinr:.tion
the Constitutional Convention was a reactionary bed -7 tIlr.t -ere
determine" to take steps to N-otect t,e'r pooperty from "the
common rfIbble".

Kentnek.ians, of curs, h

no ort 4 n the

first asso:b1a7e.
"But the tote of Ketucky as reprezcntf:d in the Convention
of 7ir3in1a
of

the

s, in conformit: to te strnng derlocrltic spirit

r,e-nle, more alive to the r ,17ers rnd .buses of polWcal

authority, than to the necessity of nn efr4clent ;overnmInt,
op'osed to the ado,ltion of the new 7,overnmcmt".2
1 W.1.;h Blair Grigsby, The V'r;:inia. ConventIon of 1776
villian and Mary P':b1lcation, 1865).
2 Sutler,
p. 1E56.

. ,lli-.....-The convention met June 20, 1788, and ratified the Constitut4 on by a vote of 88 to 78,

There were at the tIme

seven counties in the district of Kentucky wtth the following
delegates and their vote.'
Jefferson County, Robert Breckinedge ----Aye
Lye
Rice Bullock
—Nay
L4 nco1n County,
John TrIgan
Nay
Henry Pawling
Nay
John Steele
Nelson County,
----- Nay
Matthew WA.ton
Ney
Thomas Allen
Mercer County,
Alexander Robertson
Nay
- - --Nay
Hadison County,
Greene Clay
-Nay
William Irlrine
Humphrey Marshall
Aye
Fayette County,
Nay
John Fowler
May
Bo.Arbon County,
Henry Lee
Nay
John Edw:.rds
The attitude of the frontier is

exr)ressed in the over-

whelming vote of the delegates against the Constitutions eleven
voting against with only three, Brec'eAnrIdge and Bullock from
Jefferson and Marshall from Fayette c:-sting their v.)tes in
favJr of it.
Establichin

,I112, at= ,county.-- Early in 1777 the county of

Kentucky was organiLed wit

Harrodsburg as the county net. The

Governor of Virginia commissi)ned eight j1;stIces of th

peace,

..nk of colonel.
a sheriff, and a county lieutenant rith the r,
Tbe wr!,ter w;A! able to evirt the rs aci pos!tims of the
only the following:

John Todd, John Floyd, Benja-2in Loin),

John Borman, and Richard Callov.ay received c3mmi3sion5
tices of the 7,,eace; Col. John EorIan

s jus-

comnissionet! nlo as

cou_Ity lieutenant of the cou:ity militia; and Levi Todd r!...s

B'Aler, 22• cit., p. 166.
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1
appointed by the new court as its clerk.
'Thus was organised Us infant colony of Virginia under
the command of a county lieutenant with the rank of a colonel;
no imperfect type of their British ancest)rs, who had migrated
2
The
to Jamestiwn, and had founded the parent comr,cne-ealthis
justice

could hold the manthly sessions for the dispatch of

ordinary business, and the court could hold the quarterly
sessions at whinh they could try and puniSh misdemea-tors,
adjucate matters of common law and chancery of a civil nature
over twenty-five shi1li-4s.

Since the composition o: this

county was like that of other counties of Virginia there is no
occasion to review it further.
Kentucky divided, laI2 three. counties -..On November 1, 1780
the original jurisdiction of Kentucky County iT:s divided into
three similar organizations with separate jurisdictions.
couaties were t

Jefferson, Lincoln, and Frlyette.

The

F...yette in-

cluded the northeastern part of the district east of the Kentucky River.

Lincoln w-s south of the Kentucy River 7nd

Fayette; Jefferson lay to the vest of the Kentucky :,r1 . the
boundary of Lincoln.

At this tine, Col. John Bowman's command

of the county militia ceased and the Governor topointed Ls
county lieutenants Df

tee counties:

Benjamin Logan for

Lincoln, John Tood, for Fayette, a.id John Floyd, for Jefferson.
The criminal cases involving punishment of loss of life or
.(Ge-oge S. Fot,lason,
1 Humohrey Unrsholl, Rint -o.y of Itatly
Frankfort, Kentucky, 1824), I, 47.
2 Mann Butler, Rist:ry of Kghtucy, (Louisville, ri1oo7,
LlcLoruan arid Co., 1T.') o. oU.
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limb *ere still to be tried at Richmond, the ne,- capitol of
Accordin& to irrshell there was little need of
1
criminal jurisdiction in the district at that tirna.
Virginia.

Te Diptri,ct 9.L .çentuck7 created*--/n March, 1783s by an
act of the Virginia Assembly a judicial district ras in.;anired
fr)m the three counties

n

entucky.

Ad the ntme Keht7;cky

was revliree as the name of the entire district.

Similar to

the circuit courts of the period in Virginia of that d tes the
new district court had civil and criminal jurisdiction.
judges appointed by the Governor were:

The

John Floyd, &z:muel

McDowell, George Ruter. John May was avointed clerk by the
court; and Walker Daniel was named prosecuting attorney by the
same body.

The first

court ras opened at Harrodsb'Irg with only

Floyd and McDowell present as judges.

Among the cases tried

were eight for selling whiskey without licenses eight for
fornication, and one against the cler's of Lincoln County for
failing to keep account of his fees.2
penville becomes

cgs

capital of 141 distK;ct.--Since

Harrodsty7rg did not provide a house fcr the cyart, that body
ordered th4t the clerk and the orosecuting attorney select Fome
safe plce near Crow's Et- tion -s a site and emoloy 7errAls to
erect a log-house large enoucn for a court roo-3 in one e-c t.nd
two jury rooms in the other.

Also they ,,ere to have a :prison

erected with logs at lea:t nine inches thick.

This bulling

became the iirst te_lole of j.4tice in Kent.<ys and %:und it
pp. f?7-2,39.
1 F,oriley,
2 W. H. Perrin, J. H. ALttle and G. C. Kniffins Kent'icky--A
Coes 1286) P. 264.
•(Lculsville t Pattey
(t tc,

grew the town of Danville.
Land Problevis and Population Increases
Perhaps one retson lihy Kentuckians have always ten their
politics so seriously

N:tS

the early impression:

citizenry of the rtate in its :lays of inf:lhcy.

by the
The sc--.•;e of

tais article does not include tne troublous days in iiihich the
district was trying to sec7:re adAission to statehood

iile en-

tangled in the wiles of the schening tilkinson, nor d -es it
intenc to ?ortray the financial crises which is closely tied
up with the land problem.

But it will be necessary to stress

the relation of the land laws of Virginia aid the rection in
the courts of Kent'acky in erCer to understand the structure and
procedure of the early ccunty government.

Associated cth the

validating of land claims is the rise of the tide of imerligrants
which, from the period after the Revolutionary War, for two or
three decades swells to proportions that comoare favorably ",ith
the greatest in history.
Until 1779 land in Kentucky w%s secured without money and
practically without price, but at th!.s time the public larlds of
Virginia be :In to asau-ze a n. imp )
- rtalce.

The ravauJs derivable

from this ::ossible so.irce of inco-1 cpuld he 11•1 red
ald the fa.7ous
Assenbly.

longer,

law of 1779 was na.lree by the 7irzinia

This act valid:ted all el:iF la.le by:

veyirs of VI.rg4 nia who hcl. becn

sur,:c1 Mary

CIllee,1 treasury rints a-le! nI1Itar rarr:_nts, act1 settlers
1 The f1rst s!'rveyors in te nev. counties were GerA-0 ",:j in
Jefferson, Col. Thomas Marshall in Fa7e'te, anr Ja-es Thompson
In Linc1n4 This cL'es not i2ply that these were the f'rst in
the district, however.
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on una)prodriated lands,' those who had settled in
villages on
s..11e basis as those on other unapprJ)riated lands,
natiers
since 1778 on same basis as those previous, the
Hen0ers-n grant
of 200,000 acres, and the reservetion of military
lands lying
beteeen Green River and Tennessee we-ls included
In ti.is act.2
Thg, lce-4 court.--The seme act by the Virginia ilsc:Ibly
committed the edjudication of these clniee tc
a s-eci-.1 eenrt
c-e.tcd for that purpose. rillim Fleming, &Irate:6
Lyn', James
lerbour, and rtephen Trig were co=4_ssionee
as the ee-7bTrs of
the bench fcr this cpurt. The court met et St.
Psaphts Itrd
he3-in vb)r':c on the 13th of Oct.:ber, 1779. It met
at different
places for the cenvenience of the numerous clai
mants Feld nassed
upon approximately 3,000 clains by April 26,
1730, when it
adjou:ned eithout day.3
The grEett mIsta%:e of the Assenbly was in not
hz.ving the
entlre district surveyee in the meener %dooted
by the -estem
st.,tes. It lee to the confusing meze of an
boune.r:es In all
of its Indefini.tenesc nnd overla.)pings e!th the
repeltnz ceaseless litia.tion before clevr titles of rec.)rd coul
d he
ven.
Exzt-aples of the t:-.)es ef va!
;ee L.,nd indefinite
V;'41 n.r.icrol.:; in .3.1 nf to old cou'ity eeert
record.r.
cites the follceing:4
1 Those on unc?pro:e.1:.ted lands '4e:.e liWted to 400
acres at the
rite of f,',P.f;5 par hundd aee, trit the:, :''ro
-,re-ception
rights to 1,000 acres adjoining at ferty cents
per acre.
Mirsh:11,
• c't., pp. 95-110.
3 Perrin, B4ttle re,d Kniffin, 0.la., pp.
Ef2-223.
4 tars - -...1,
• clt., Is U
,
O, 175.
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Leris Craig enters 500 acres ef land upon a
treasury warrant, adjoining his former entry on the
north side, and runaing sortriwardly with Christiln's
and Todd's line for suantity.
George Smith enters 50 acres ef land on a
tressury warrant, lying on the n)rth side of Kentuesy, (Ricer) a mile below a creek, begiluing
aboot twenty poles below a lie's, ruaeing d:en the
rivor eesterly :or euentity.
In commeating upon tae eagueaess of toe ..5ole claims thick*
are typical of the entrles far the

rlod, Perrin, 3attle, and

..'niffin ma :es tne foliorins commentsl
The country belns unkno.en and -unsettled la its
greatest extent, was explored by 1.1dividuals or
t:or-courses, traces, licIs,
ssiall objects, such as
ate., and often mistook or confounded places and
dista%ces from tee one to the other.
Whence snranz an infiniteue of coafliettng
claims. Others made or Deferred to obscure n=liss,
which not havils acsured the atsent!_o-1 of tipse
conversant in tneir vicinity, esnted not::Lety to
su7ply the abse%ce
descriotion„ (sle) and reited
on ttem as tne founeation of their locations.- - It often happened that t-o sets f locatsrs, co=encing their entries o% parallel creeks, and running
out each we7 until t'eey interlocsod were euite
astounded to find their surveyors crossing each
others lines.
sros'th after 111 ::EL-:
In ;...a earlier pert of
this c.la ,ter the troll)

settlers has been discussed feo..1 the

viewvint of racirl origin, rclisious aee z-vcsnle-itza eonce2ts; it no. rcaaine ta

t c e.' cot'C.c. lead 1:..s.s and

the pacifyiag of elm frontier after tae war upon teligr“t on.
Filson' in his visit to 4entecky In 1734 estimetes "thet
K'entecIte contains, at sreceet„ up7i-rd3
1 Perrin, ElLttle, and :thiffin, 22.
2 F'1.sn.

t :airty thoused s)uls.

.,p. 56.
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So auc,zinly rid ha-s been the set•lement in a few years
._ccount

accur

is estiiate was based upon the :act tiv,t

of all male inhabitants above tne age cf fifteen rho fire rated
toward the ex7enses of 7-7er-Irent, b7

nnne of Tithablese

was ke't in the various counties, r_nd "alloring that those enrolled aziount to a fourth A* the whole inh:bitantse.
Ci_rcillt with

173e, the Met.peists organt7ed Vle

James Ear and Benj:.- .:in 7.:7;dcr, az circuit rers. These :)r;:. chers
were relcc:ed t

ent -c4 by sevel-:.1 lieth:Id!st fnmilles which

had recently come frlm l!Rrylend and Vnia
V:e eirevit reported ninety members.)

(zne

.
at the .7ear

In four years the mem-

bership grew to 1,2C5 rhites and sixty-five colcred Methz:eists.1
This is tyr.ical of Vle growth' of L11 denominrti-ne as tne same
- th the An211car C-b,:rch ar]herrave of immigrants was bri.1;:in7 b,,
ents and the dissenting Presbyterin.ne a7.d ne-er denonin:7,t!ona1
faiths.
2
The census gf, 1790.-- The population ofKentve 7:r as returned by the ft cerrl -f -f 1790 -f.1

follows:

rE 1.A over --:e.
lnler
Free
sixteen
under
Free white males
Free rite fe!mlec
All otner free persons
6.1.7ver
Total

15,154
17,057
Eq p9P2
114
lfs e70
'

iLLia S. Sweet, The gmlaa of the Cfrcuit Rf:!er acrosS
• ;-rn.„
'Iourtains, (?r':ceeeincs 7'f the 'cr, V- 11c7
2 Bureau of the Censur, A Century of Plulation Gr.vt.: in the
Offace,
United Ft-t,r, 1790-1900
76,
121.
??. 47,

1

The coaposition of the .-.!te po .,ulation of
Georgia, Ker,tucky, and the elstrlet subsecuently
erected into trx str.te of Tenne:aee, zunknown;
but in view o' the fact that Georgia 17as a distinctly English colony, and that Tennes3ee and 'r,entucAy were settled largely from Vir,linia and
North Cr.rolina t.e loolic%ts'n of '1 .rth Carolina
pr000rtions to the white oopulation of these tnree
rsnits in -hat la •:lubtless an aonryt4 nnton )f
the actual distribution.1
Nationalities

Number

English
scotch
Irish
rutch
French

50,133
6,147
1,406

Per cent
83.1%
11 wyf,
.,
.3%
2.8
.1%

183
1,712
61

kll others

The above figures be:.r on the racial origin of the
early
settlers of Kentuc4, and are included as illustrat've of the
fact that the overwhelming ma.lority 1.ere En•;lish.
From 73,677 people in Kentucv in 1790, the v71217.tion
grew to 220,955 in 1300, and nearly doubled in 1910 by re:;ching the luz_rk of 406,511.
Counties in ,17Vk, ,-hen Kentuc,:y became a Ste.-Counties
1 Jefferson
2 Fayette
3 Lincoln
4 Nelson
5 Bourbon
6 ',ercer 7 Madison
9 lason Aooworn
/WI

Formed from

OW

Kentucsy County
Connty ntl.ze:y County Jefferon countyFayette Cority - Lthcoln Co;Inty
Lincoln County - Boron County
Fayette County ONO.

OW

WO

m•

4110

OP

YaL.r
OW

anD

OW

oft.

OM

ay.

OW

WW

OW

mo.

moo

.1M1

1730
1.790
1790
1784
1795
'795
1795
1793
1739

Bure!tu of the C,=nsils, 22. cit., pp. 1E1.

?:pulation
in 17f.0
- 4,5(35
010

•••

- 6,5E9
e•:

40E.

WI.

mom

1

- 5,772
- 2,27
- cl 210
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Eentucky Becomes a State
After a series of cmventions beginning with an infermal
meeting of the citizens at Danville in November, 1764, and
lasting through all of the Wilkinson intrigues and larshallts
combats with him, throu:h the application to Congress f.:r admission to the Confederation, throuf7h Iirzintats enabl1Ln7 acts,
and through all of the economic sand social unrest fit!lin her
territor7,1

Kentucky wn.s finally admitted by wan act dedlaring

the consent of Congress, that a nea State be forned -'.thin the
p:risdiction of the Commonwealth cf Vieginia, and admitted into
this Union by the name or the State of Kentue:y* whiTh was
apnroved on the 4th of Februarys 1791, and was to ta%e effect on
the first of June, 1792. The act was based upon the Comoact wit4
Virgini0 which had already been enacted by the General Assembly
of Virginia an the 19th day of December, 1719.

This aot pro-

vided for elections in the respective counties in the eictrict
of Kentue%y for the choosin7 of renresentatives to a constitutional
convention; five to be chosen from each county. roe electorate
WPS to consist of every free male inhabitant over the o3e of
trenti-ond :reers.

The oolls r-ere to be !tept olen that cll might

exercise Uleir privilege of votin-, p.nd r f4 ne of one h:Indred
pounds was t 7osed on the sheriff rho failed to com117 with the
act.
1 William Littell, Poltical Trtinsoctions in and Ccnerning
Kentucky, (Re7rint, Filson Club Publication No. 71). (Louisville
Evening Post, Louisville, 1926); also John 'Jason Brom, 70;itit11 Beginnings A: KentucA.y, (Filson Club Rubltcatton Fo. 6).
Join Y. lorton and Co., Louisville, 1454.
P C. S. Morehead and Mnson Brorn4 Pixest oljkaStatute Law 031.
(P:ankfart, A. G. Hodges, 1SZ4), If pp. 45-49.
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A number of interesting condit!.ons were attiched to the
Compact, the first of which vas that boundary line betwoen Virginia and KentucIty should remain the sane as that at the tine of
the ma,cing ,-)f the compact, the second provided that !,entucky
should assmme tier proportionate s.iare of the debt of te United
states.

But the clauses that mere of most importa.we In the

signt of the Virginia legisia-_ors were t,..se (lealing -.it:1 land.
All private rights and interests

th

st,:.te of

Kentuce4 should remain valid .r.d sec-ire under the las of the
new State, and , ere to be deter
existence in Vinia.

et

lavs then in

But not sr.tisfied -Aith these provisions,

the Virginians added t?Aree mores

First, 'That the lands within

the pro:, sed Stte of non-resident pro?rietors, shall not in
any case be tF.xec higher than the lands of resideats„---" Second,
'That no grant of land or land -arr:at to be issued by the proposed Etate shall interfere with any warr%nt heretof:)re issued
from the lane office '.)f Virginia,---* Third, 'That tnc unlocated
lands wtthin the said district, vihich stc.nd une7_pro - fr 4_ated to
individuals ---shall be exempted frum disp-,sitton of the proposed Ette, and stall reh:ain subject tc be dispee 7: by the
Commonv:elth of Virzinia---until
These precautions
Virginia the ever-increasin
trict of kentucy.

e frst tay of Uay, 17LP.---*1

to preserve :o: tLe .xist)cr%cy of
valm_ble lnht grants ih

dls.

Cut of thc lz- nd ruestion anc its ass-)ciated

ecolo7zic prbleizs grev ttle fa.mous stru;ile bet7eu.
. thz. court
1 Ricnaed n. Stanton, The aevIsed Str:t4es of 'antec'Ky), (CincinZ:Lert a•
13C0), I, 31.--3. (rhe Compact
with. V2r;inia).

•

„

Sle

•(

"atirrnraw•-•rw,

and country partes that claimed so prominent a part of the
public mind of this ,eriod and Influenced t:ie :list3ry of aur
early court 1ystem.1

it. I. Stictles, Tbe Crit4 c4Court Struk7,10 in Untucky
1919-1329 (Published under the aum)ices f t:ae .1rz:c!-Elte
Council, 'Indiana University, 1929).

•
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CHAPTBS IV
THE KENTUCCY COUN:Y FROM 1792 TO 1850
The Constitutional Conventims

of 1792 and 1799

Coring with ze provisions of Lie Compact -1tn Virginia,
tits forty-five dele,;atea from the nine countles of Kent._&,:y met
in Danville oh the Lire if April, 17i:2, .for the purp7so
forming a new constitution for t:-.e newly e:ected St,Ite.

Colonel

(lc:aro Nicholas was the outstandiag char:Acter of the meeting.
He was from Virginia where ne had made a strong dc-fee of the
new Constitution of the United States in the State ratif;ing
Convention i n 17d8.

It was no a.J.ubt tAr.Jugh his ef:rts largely

that the first Constitution of Kent..;c:y rese7.1bled that adted
for the Union.

Tho records of the Convent1.on at Eanv'lle are

not in tezistence.

But from the r:ocu7.1ent :147.)&loe:; f

their

labors we can surm4.se Cie public o)i.ito:: of t:ie t-Ime

ca,ised

some Jf t:le changes from the ti--.d1.tiontll methos use( fn local
government toy the motter State.
The pradt:rtl qualifications fDr suffrage rure aO:liehed,
at

prIvileze extended to evv:-./ free

oe yeLre of i.ge witnto ycart re
in the county.

m n

J;

ice in thc st:Ae ad one

Snaler2 calls t:.is 'proba:.ly tt fi.t cm:deri-

merlt In aanhood suff'ragc in a:ly- a.:,Corn

The c:.reet

1Butler says the journal of the lroseedin:s 'slumbers in a
perisnable mc.h1.15cript lu tite ttra.t f
pe 207
2 R, S. Enaler, Kentilc%y (Americen Cornonr.cr.lth Series, 3oston,
Houghton-T:1-.1n ald Co., 1395), p. 122.
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influence of the frontier is exhibited in this move, and also
in the following.

Tho practice of ropreseitation by counties

in the General Assembly was abolished, and the population was
used as a basis of apportionnent.1

The frontier counties of

Virginia had struggled vainly for the adoption nf this plan in
order to give them an equal footing with the older counties of
the Tidewater Region.

But the greatest departure of the new

constitution from the institutions of local government in Vir.
z4 n4 a was the election of the sheriffs ane the c3rnnera b7 the
people for a term of three years provided they othrwise be—
2
haved v*11.
In reality the election of the coroner by the
people was merely a return to the English method instituted with
the introduction of that offie in 1194, whl.ch has been the
custom cf selecting that dignitary in England to the 2resent
time.
Another feature of the first Constitution that contrbuted
most to the dissat'sfaction of the courts in the early days of
statehoo6 was the granting of original juriAict'on to the
Supreme Court of all land cases.

The tide of immigrants coiling

into Kentucky was beginning to change the attitude of the
electorate on governmental concept3.

The ne- co-Jers •cc-re as a

rule adherents of the Anglican arlstocracy from t;.c1 olCer
settled dl.stricts of VIznztnia.

Article XI provided a vote of

the people in 1797 and 1798 on the question of calling s new
constitutional convention.

11:•Is was done, aid the lc

ture

passed the act calling for the convention in 1739.3
1
Mr,1:r1:1, 22.
2 Butler, sla.
p. 209.
3 Wirliam Littell, Lass
of Kentuck
Printer, 1307), II, 211.

p. 256.
(Lexington, Ky., John Bradford

Se
nil Constitutional Conventioq 91:1321.--The convention
assembled at the new State Capitol at Frankfort on the 22m1 of
July 1799.

There were fifty-four signers of the new document

which was evolved by them in twenty-seven days time.

These

members were selected from the counties on a basis of population
as were the members of the lower house of the legislature, instead of a definite number from each county as rns the rule in
the ?receding convention.

The assenbly was presided over by

Alexander B. Bullitt from Jefferson County.
The greatest changes in local government were brought about
as a compromise between the tTqo elements in the convention.

In

order to secure the election of the governor and the senat.-rs
by direct vote, the more democratic element sacrificed the
privilege of electing the sheriff.

The coronrr was appointed

by the County Court as will be noticed in the discussion of
that office leter in the chapter.

The governor was restricted to

the appointment of the member of the county court bench that was
oldest in years of service to the office of sheriff.

One attitude

on local officers is well expressed by an early historian in his
comment on the change of the sheriff's mode of appointnent.
The election of fiscal officers such as t;:e sheriff
by the peoDle, seems incompatible with ne 7,ecuniary
responsibilities involved 1. the office. It is almlst
sure to make the sheriff and his securities the vtctim
of indulgence, inconsisteat r/ith private snfety, and
the punctual collection of taxes. There Is one effect
which the bringing of elections home to the peolle
may produce, that may eventuate in their corruntion,
or their improvement; it is the incessant courting of
their favor for every public elployment.1
1 Butler, Jn. cit., p. 2Wo.

by the
Bennett H. Tamil writes as follows on the connromise
two elements in the Convention of 17991
ic
The destruction of whet was termed the aristocrat
principle of the Constitution of 1792, under which
the governor and the senators were elected by an in.
.
dependent and intermediary tribunal, w%s highly grati
this
n
for
retrr
in
and
e;
peopl
the
flying to a majority of
the
they surrnedered the right to elect the sheriffs and
should
es
offic
the
of
all
that
coroners, and consented
be filled by appointees named by the governor and
confined by the senate.
The County Court
ed that
The fifth article of the first constitution proTie
ior courts from
the legislature should ordain and establish infer
article detime to time as needed. Section six of the same
clared:
A competent number of justices of the peace
shall be appointed in each county, they shall be
commissioned during good behavior, but may be removed on conviction of misbehavior in office, or
of any infamous.crime„ or on the adCress of both
houses of the legislature.
Courts,
The legislature passed an "Act establis'aing County
ner" on
courts of quartclr Sessions, and a court of Oyer and Terni
June 28, 1792.

These courts were to be oonposed of the justices

of the 7eace.

There was no particular (7ualification rerllire:' of

them exce2t the ta:in
tution.

of the oatA as -rescribed 1i the Consti-

There was no definite number 9f justices esta'olished

by the legislature.

In the thirteen ounties in existence at

slight rethe time, the number varied from eight to sixteen; a
n
4 -0—ont. Any
6iird to pooulation
y 0ourt,
to of these justices constituted a cuP,rlim f)r the count
Their
1 Bennett H. Young, The Constitutions of Kentl?czy and 1320), p. 46.
Co.,
nting
HIstorY, (Louisville rgirier Journal Job P:.4

rt7tr,

and three made a quorum for the court of quarter simians.
The County Court was to bold a monthly seesion in the court
house, if one had been erected, and had jurisdiction over all
cases of wills, letters of administration, mills, roads, appointments of guardians and settlements of their accounts, etc. /n
addition to the judicial duties it had the powers of fiscal
administration including the levying of the county tax for the
various expenses of the counties, such as the building or a
court house and jail, bridges, and the support of the poor.

It

should be noticed here that the Virginia c - urt system was copied
almost to an exactness, but the legislation enacted in the following years reveal it as the center of conflicting ooinions
and as a result

is

changed frec.uently.

Also the fiscal exercise

of duties by appointed magistrates did not smooth out the conflict of legislative and judicial functions.
Justices of the peace were eligible to seats in the legislature; judges were not; and Marshall' states that in the
original bill presented to the lezislature the word ludges was
stricken out and Justices subst!tuted.

Marshall adds that had

the original r..)r( luJ4es been left in the bill, many of the
- 1ified from service.
legislators rould have been dis.u;.

The

legislature of 1794 cAalged the act so that th.? justices o: the
quarter sessions were excluded from the legislature.
'It will aooear that the county c-rt iyirtices, now become
justices, r,ere not inattentive to themselves.
1

In the

Humphrey lars1:z.11, list rcIL r.eatucicy. (Fr-nkfort, Ky., George
S. Robinson, 18245, I, 12-31.

system of jurisdiction, justices of the peace received no fees;
/attic/ugh they were conservators of the peace, and held Jurisdiction in their chambers and also filled the County and cuarter
But they were successively sheriffs of their

Session Courts.

respective counties for two years each--as such they received
feesj and such only were their pecuniary rewards.'1
The advantages of this situation were that the just_r.e receiving nothing from litigation was anxious to avoid any cause
was a peace maicer and there were no charges for

for trial.
his benefit.

He had not defiled his fingers with jltsticeri fees

for his benefit.

No country ever produced a yeomanry m.-,re

respectable, decent, or orderly than did Virginia doe.n to the
period of senaration.

Kentucky had felt the influence,

but it

had become impregnated with foreign mixtures and ingredients of
corruption.,2
The justices severally had jurisdiction over all cases of
less than one thousand pounds of tobacco or five pounds sterling.
If a judgment was rendered for less than one half of that amount
it was final, if over five hundred pounds of tobacco or the
3
equivalent, an an eal lay to the court of ruarters sessions.
The Court of cuarter Sessions, as its title inctes, t‘rts
held four ti e

:Ye:Arly ad nu-1,1r,nied t!,e County Co,;rt C..te ;.!:d

place while in session.

Its jurisdiction extended to cases at

corr7on law and chpncery, exce)ting criminal cases ir

hich loss

of his or limb were involve.

. t:"*
.C.
1

the Court of Oyer and TorAiner.
22• cll., P. 33.
3 Biltler, su. 211., p. 213.

In

This court was hole by three
.
2 Ibid., p• 33

•

justices and their decision was final.

This was changed in 1795

at which time the original jurisdiction of the supreme court was
divested of its original jurisdiction of land cases, and the
District Courts were established.
cated ats

At first there were six lo-

Washington (in Mason County), Paris, Lexington,

Frankfort, Danville, and Bardstown.

At this time the Court of

Oyer and Terminer ceased to exist and their function was taken
over by the District Court.

The District Court could try any

case except actions for assault snJ battery and civil eases of
less than fifty pounds in value./
The act establishing the County Courts 2rov1ded that the
court should be a court of record and provided for tile appoint.
ment oi a clerk bv the justices.

It was in the amendllent to

the act of June, 1792 that the justices of the Cuarter Sessions
Court were excused from the general drudging duties of the com—
2
At that time more than a malrity of
mon Justice of peace.
tne members of the legislature ,Tere commissirmed as jurtices of
the peace.

Also appeals from a single justice were to be taen

to the County Court inste;d of thc Court of Cunrtq. Sessions ns
formerly.3
As an inO 4 cation of the turmoil ex'sting a five 2a:e Act
concerning the justices was passed in 1703.4

Among the princi—

pal changes were those giving the 2oer to the justices to ap—
point frm anong their
1
2
5
4

n. 014 f.
Butler, o-.
7.,
La.,
92.
Marshall,
Ibid., p. 5Z.
Litton, 22. III., I, 202.

4 4. ;::.:ces to cll

to Settlement of all accounts on which they might be in arrears
to the county. /t was this act in rhich the fee for the justice
was placed in the statutes by some of those justices in the
legislative halls of the new State 'that were looking out for
tnemselves as Marshall arraigns them.
The County Court is to be considered a corparatime or municipality of an original, complimated, and
comprehensive character of primary usefulness, and
extensive effect upon the local affairs of the Com*
munity--embracing the rights, intereats, moral habits,
and all the rudiments of government in such a manner
as to render it an object of momentots concern to the
- -In the first place
legislatures and to the people
its members, as justices of the peace, possess and
exercise, as conservators of good order, arm' as Judi-.
cial officers, individually authorized to hold their
tribunals, without limit, as to time or place; and
as members of the courts, and almost infinitude of
powers, to which are added eligibility to the legislature.- - - When sometimes from necessity, often
from negligence, and even from worse motives, the
best ap2ointment is not always made, while the people
still more ignorant than their magistrates, are the
greater sufferers. - - - Yet they (the justices) were
in general, but illiterate men without one in twenty
having any pretensions to a knowledge of jurisprudence, and to these were entrusted both the maAng of
- - And that
the laws and the adjucation of them.
the county has almost been worried to death by the
changes 19 a fact equally notorious; its present
condition is ec.ually deplorable.'
Unless the reader is acc:uainted rtith the part played by
Marshall in early Ke-itucky history and of his op7pstion to
ilkinson ancl of his rac7.41 vie - s on

entlicy Courts, he +17, y

be inclined to ta'.e the above criticism too seriously.
there is an element of truth in the excerpt.
004 7thil4Lty of

Of course the

'n 'he 1e,71s!it'!re hAs

P

been long since removed.

Yet

The definition of the County Court is

t-Marsna--, o-. c.,I, 51-2.
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to be entitled to, shall from time to time be revs.
Isted by law.
Section S. When a surveyor, or coroner, or a
justice of the peace shall be needed in any county,
the county court for the same, a maj:Jrity of all Its
justices concurring therein, shall recommend to the
governor two proper persons to fill the of7'4.ce; one
of whom he shall appoint thereto; - Section 9. Then a new county shall be erected, a
competent number of justices of the peace, a sheriff,
and coroner therefor shall be recommended to the governor, by a majority of all the members in the house
of representatives from the senatorial district or
districts in which the county is situated; and if
either of the persons thus recommended shall be rerson
jected by the governor or the senate, another
shall immediately recomiended as aforesaid.
Section 10. Each court shall appoint its orn
clerk, who shall hold his office during good behavior;
but no person shall be ap,ointed clerk, only 22:2
who shall not produce to the court appointing
a certificate from a majority of the judges of
the court of appeals that he had been exanined by
their clerk, in their presence, and that they judge
him to be well qualified to execute the office of
that for
clerk to any court of tne se dignitl!
which he offers htnself. They shall be removable for
breach of good behavior, by the court of appeals
only, as well as of the law. Two-t:Iirds of the
meT.bers present must concur in the sentence.'
Already the tendency to lengthen the constitution and avoid
legislation is to be noticed.

Po ular distr::st of the lawnaers

of the State wr.s intensified by the stri,71c of the t-o col7rt
v at tnnt ttpe.
,
parties in Kentvc'

Horever, this tenee,icy of

lengthening constitutions to prevent the legislrAures from
changing was nearly universal in the United St-ites and con-Jnued
until the beginning of the present centliry.
The LegL,12ture of l79 enacted a law providing tpr the
ap,ointment of the minor officials of the county by the County
Pevised Sttutes of Kent:ccv (Rbert
1 Richard R. 6daton,
Clarke and Co., C'ncinnatl, 1860), T, -16-107.

Courts: 'It shall be the duty of the respective counties, as
often as it shall be necessary, within their counties, to appoint inspectors, collectors and their deputies, surveyors of
1
the highways, constables, and county jailers11.
It was also at this session that the County Court was
aut-orized to employ an attorney at law as counsel and le7y
money on the county to pay for his services.

The County Court

statutes were again amended in 1794; t'ais time for the benefit
of 'the relief of the insolvent debtors".2
Amendments to the act establishing county courts ..ere numerous.

Examples given are in&cative of the pro cedure of the

legislat.re in

ts attempt to force performance of certain duties

laid upon the justices of the County Court.
In 1310 an. act passed the General fL;sembly making it compulsory on the County Court to have a majority of the justices
present when levies for any public improvement or buildings
should be :rade, and that a majority of those present had to concur in the approval of the levy.

It will be noticed Viet even

with this restriction it was possible for a min)rity of all the
glstices of a county to pli_ce a levy uln a crity.

The sc.ne

act provided that the names of %11 just:ces abent should be
noted b7 the clerk rhea actin

; ta-:en upon any 1E1.7.3
.s bein!

The act must not have been deeed sufficient to obtain the
1 .t.tnton 506. Cited from Litton, Up 294.
2 LItteli, 22. 211., I,
3 ;bid., IV, 172.

results desired for in the year followins it was amended in
this languages

It shall be the indispeasabla duty of all and

every justice of the

203CO

of this commonwealth, to attend

punctually their respective county courts,---and to lay the
levy therefor upon the county, as prescribed by law---.1

In

1821, an act was passed to restrict the county courts in tne
levies to the extent that no aoproriati.on should be made over
t100.00 unless a ma:ority of the nagistrats were present and
it was declared unlawful for then to levy a sum thct exceeded
one dollar and fifty cents for each tithable person in the
counties.

Whenever it became necessary to levy a larger sum

It was to be done by installments.2
/n 1882, it was enacted by the General Assembly nat the
county c.-turts'should sallow tAe sheriff, judge ard clerk of the
election precinct a reasonable compensation for attending such
elections not exceeding one dollar per dayw.3
It was about this time that the

'magistrate' began to

find its way into the statutes instead of, or synony,nous with,
the term 'justice of the peace'.
justtces necesE-A-v t?
Court

WRS

Incsinar the nu-ter of
''-st.:es of toe Cunty

furtr exressed in 13:7.0 v;'r 't ras pro7ided t!,at

In the aorointment of the clQrk of any county court, a maj,rlty
of all justices of the peace of that count: had to be )rr-sent and
conc- tr

the aono!rt --::t;

D,Inte1t exceot oro tel.)-re to

1 Littell, 22. Ell., IV, 217.
2 Acts of V,(3 Gencr.11 A2ne ny of Kent-Icky, 18P1, p. 27C.
Acts of 18:-L, p. 35.
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be made until a majority of tbe justices did concur in the ap.
pointment.1

It was in the General A:sedgy of 1833 thrt the

County Courts wore given the power to

er-lit the erectl_an of

toll gates on public roads of their cluntles, except inter-county
seat roads and pest roads.2
i complete history of the legislative acts concerning
county courts would cover several volumes and connot be dealt
with in this monograph.

Other references will be given to the

porers granted to the courts from time to time under the headings of taxation, education, etc.

The list of acts passed by

the General Assemblies of the State for local or specisl legislation fs as great in most of the years as V:e 7resent inclination to include stretches of the couhty roads in the st;Ate
primary road system.

The writer eelected at r3nc:om one year of

this period and examined the tables of contents of the
the year 1837-8.

cts of

An excerpt of page iii is sho-Nn to illustrate

the vast =count of work done by tie State Legislature concerning
local matters.

This year ras t e ttme of the -lento resulting

from currency troubles of the Jacksonian administration.
Table of contents iii3
p<1e
Allowing one acditiJnal justce of the pc....ee
and constilble to Casey County

7P

For tiie benefit of John Black and !la:Iele Black - - 72
1 Acts of 1836, p. 125.

n

0,

;).

3 -lets of 1857-8, Table pf conteAts, p.

Par the benefit of the sheriff of rsyne
To appropriate the fines and forfeitures of
Clinton County, to lessening the county levy -

73

For the benefit of the sheriff of Washington
County

73

For the benefit of the late sheriff of Allen
County

73

For the benefit of
Marion County

rft,

F. Scantland, Surveyor of
73

To establish a:1 election precinct at the house of
John Carter to be called the Sympsonia precicIct - 747
An Act for the relief of the Sheriff
of Logan County,1
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the Sheriff of Logan Co nty
be allowed until the first day of 'Jay, eighteen hundred and thIrty-eisht, to settle rith the rtuditor of
Approved Dec. 21, le37.
?ublic Accounts - Title of Act for Toll Roads for Allen and
Barren Counties.2
An Act to Autorize the County Courts of Allen and
Barren Counties to subscribe *Lock in the Glasgow and
F
Scottsville Turnp14:e Road CotnIa.w. (The anount
not to exceed .5,000.) (1837)
Title of Act for Allen County Seminary.3
An Act F)llying to the fines ane forfeitures of Allen
County tu the benefit of the C-Janty Se.linry. (The
s gra'ated 1'7111 7y)wer t, r,-celve an collect
trustee
3tc.) (1837)
fr-yi ?,11 scriffs,
The Sheriff.--As has been nentioned already the office of
sheriff rs.)resented one cf the
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suffered but little change is the adoption of the second constitutios4,1

One is surprised at the aeount of the legislation which

appears on tim statutes with almost calendar-11 ,cl, regrlsrity
dealing with the clerk's duties and procedures.

Examples of the

provisions tre given here as illustrative of the detailed
legislation to orotect the records of the county and to insure
the proper handling of the legal docu-rents of court actions
that passed through the clerk's office.
Section 4. And be it n:rther enacted, That
eny co,intf, or
it shall not be lawful for the eler
the clerk of such curt, to renove or cause to be
rem:lred the records Mlle papers of the pp-te, or P.ny
part thereof without the county, except in cases of
activel invasion or insvrrectIon, There in the npinion
of the court, tne same will be endangered - Section 9. The judges of the suprior
courts, a:id the justices of the Cuart- Session tind
county courts, shall annually appoint three fit and
oroper lersons to exnine the off4.ces of th.e!r
and compare the records with the papers filed in the
rert
se7era1 suits in tne rilsoective officns,
they
whom
by
the state of the office to the court
of
t4Ane
tne
fron
are ap?ointee, -4 thin two nontnr
apoointllent.°
Section 14.- - -And if any officer hereafter sha.2.1 claim, care, de-nand, exact or
any more or greater fees f.,r any writing or other
business by him done, - - -such Ti"cer, for every
such offence, sy-L11 forfeit a.ld -)ay the ,erty inf.Thr
r
:e, besides s.)Ir';1 fc
every particular ,I•t:_cle or fee so unjustly calliTes
- - -.4
,ere placed undcr e'10,00 bond -4.th tvo
In 1810, the clerks'
5 .,
or more sufficient sec“rities, this vrts lat-r incresed in 1834.
1
2
3
4

Littell„ 01. EII.„ IT, Pt3.
Ibid., II, 255.
Tb4 d., TT, 25.
Ibid., IV, 13.

,

Any act regulating the clerks, duties usually began with the
clerk of the court of appeals and extended down to the County
Court.

The circuit court clerk, of course, came in with that

office in 1802.

An example of one of his duties is given here*

Section 5. Be it further enacted, That it shall
be the auty of the clerk of the circuit court, in each
circuit, on or before the tenth day preceding the court
of claims for the county in which srch circuit ccurt
shall be held, to deliver to the clerk of the county
court a complete list of all fines inflicteo by such
circuit court, together with the returns of the sheriff or other officer whose handp such fines hsve been
put into for collection.
Bradford's General instructions.--2

One of the first books

published in the State onllocal government was that by the first
nrinter in the State, John Bradford.

The book was written in

1300, and, according to its sub-title, sttes that it has
yorecedents suited to every case that can possibly arise in
either of these offices under the laws now in force, with reference to the laws out of ,c.!lich ti!ey do arise.

The whole alpha-

betically di4e5ted under the sever,=1 titles; rith an index for
the ready finding of any matter sought*.
The Constable.-- On tne office of the cr-,nstable, Bradford
writes the follo-el'Ig:
A const:Ible is the Irrier officer of P juFt!.ce
of the )e,ce, a
Lound to executi-_,
rc.It.s. It
is the duty of the County Court of each county, toly
off thelr reunective coui:ties into d'stricts a.id to
appoint a constable in each; wlio sLell !ive bone in
the pe-ialty of M.:: and sec'irity, fitithfuily to di?1 Littell, op. cit., (1305), III, El.
John Br -.dford, Oer!r -_1
Lt and
Autnority of Justices
t.5e Peaces Shriffs, Coroners and
Conbtz;bIeL in
St - te of Ke-itly TE;1177,Tons y., John
Bradford, ?rintr,-177.75). The rare volume Is in the Kentuc(y
Library of Vestern Kentucky Tebc1-,ers College.
3 /bid., p. 32.
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charge the duties enjoindd his by law. livery unstable
before he enters upon the duties of his office shall
in open court take the oath prescribed by the constitution, as also the oath of office.'
cts
The constables were as a rule appointed to definite distri
app,3intbut the Court held in Chambers VA Thomas,2 'that the
ing
-,ze.i;; of a constable for the county gener311y, $-ithout assign
regular, /s
h'l any particular dtstrict, although not strictly
not void./

In an act of Lie ALsembly in 1320, the nrmter of

constables was limited to seven c,Iuntry C.strl.cts wit:: one constabs each.

Each count' torn co„nposed an aee!tna7 e:rtrict

ointed.
,
In which not m2.re than two constables e)uld be ap.
sa7ne act provided thht the cnstable jive bn
12000.3

t

The

to extent of

In 1382, an act 7a2sed allo!ving the justices of the

counties L) divdo tla:r constables' d'strets into not
than tweive.4

On the T,hole, it vi7I be seen that the const.?blets

duties have changp0 but little from te

cf thnt ofi".ce

in colociel times in 7irt:Inia.1
Coroner.--Tile coroner's ofce was one of the to
that wAs 21hde electIve under the first cl!Iztltvt'on.5

But in

l7v9, it was turned Iver to the govrtiorls a-xylintive
upon a rtcommcliee.tion

jtwtee3 of the Co!vaty C:urt.6
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Br:ldfnre., cr.. cit., p.
Littell, sq. cit., T, 263.
Acts cf 1820, p. 3ez).
Acts of 1822, p. 74e
Fee oage 79-62.
$4se lags 75.

fai

commanding him to summon at least twelve of the moat
respectable housekeepers of the vicinage, to appesr
before him at the same place with all convenient speed6
The coroner upon every inquisition found before
to
him, shall commit to writing the evidence given
ce
nizan
recog
in
sses
witne
the Jury, arm shall bind the
trial
the
for
held
court
to appear at the examining
st.
of any 'arson found guilty of a felony on the inque
The coroner's fee for taking inc:,:tsition on a
dead body is six dollazs, and for all otner business
done by him the same fees as are allowed sheriffs
for a similar nnture.1
shertff and
In 1800, it was provfded that the offIces of
2
In 1103 the coroner
that ,;!* the coroner were incom7attb1e.
5
And in 1820
-as given the power to sumion his own juries.
y sher4 ff wns
the General Asseobly enacted that in case a deout
cler'.: of tne
interested in any suit in his juriction, the
tie roCounty C ,urt, or -41 the circuit e urt, shoulf! ir.nue
of tic deouty
cess to the caroner to be served by him instend
power to
sheriff. In tie sa:Je act, the coroner W13 ,liven the
execute tL,e procees of his I.:a exccutims
judellt.4

wh:ch he nnssed
ts fynd

Aellin in tis office very littlo

3ortJe

In the fu.icto:Is fro,1 tie d,:ys of

of Enllish

Histry.
CoAnt- ;1...tet.--'.vtc1!‘ V:5 cf thn ff.rst csntitutIo,1

ri'c

cormon-.:r.ltL

1,n

aria and disctplinel' for fts fletcse".
nllo-ed t , )e.y
Bradl'ord, as,. VIA., pp. 40-4.
cit., :I, 415.
LIttell„
Ibid., III, 017
).etsr 13r0, p. 117.
5 St..nton, ol. 2.11., pp. 35j-36k.

I. 11 be

Conscientious ,lbjectlrs

. The
f)r :errionA. sf-r-",

were to be apnointed by
field and staff officers of the militia
n staff officers -era
the governor, except that the battallo
resting part of
anointed by the field officers. A most inte
officers of the cowthis military organisation was that "the
lled in the list
par 4_es vere to be chosen by the persons enro
commissilned during good
of each company, all officers being
ds of the batt%lion
behavior, and during residence in the boun
or company to which they belonged.

But the office of the

as such from the time of
county lieutenant does not carry over
the first constitution of the State.

TheJailer, lnsoectors,

sl.irveyors of higrPfaYs, /Ile--

is
Be it enacted by the 'General Asse%.bly, That
ts,
c7Ir
shfill be the Cuty of 'no reect4.7e county
r counthei
in
with
y
ssar
nece
be
l
as often as it shal
r
tui
ties, 1.o a?,)oint imipectors, collactors and
tables, and
deluties, surveyors of the highwa7s, cons thiIL, becounty jailers. Any perzon so a—ointed
take such
fore he enters on the duties of his office,
;,
Jrit
sec.
't.11
bone
oath and enter into sh:th
ce
be reuire(2 by law, and shall continue in offi -d by
cribc
pre:ns
ltio
regu
d
agreeably to the
all jailers
law: ?rovidq, That the a?pointment of
the caJrt by
of
:12re
llt,7!
shall be 1%-ir ancl during t.-i .
whom they are 8ppointed.1
y had trouble
By 1802, some of the justices had evidentl
st,tute ayl.;. rs
getting rid of e trciublesme jailer f,,,r this
County Curts
liknd be it further efc,cte6„ That tne severhl
ve the %eepers of
respectively shall Wive full dower to remo
to then that such
t'e c -x.-rty jails, whenever it shell aear
^f ne.loct of Ortv; ane the lovr,rnor
L:.7e bon
rtv.ve from effice any
shall in like manner have full >orvr to
e.2
district jailer, or :ecler of the st:.te hous
Litton, L12.. Ello p TI, 294. (1796)
69
.
2 bid., In;
;

An element enters in hers that is a fundamental principle
of administration; that all ministerial officers of the county
should be answerable to the administrative body that hires
them for the pro,er d!scharge of their duties, and upon failure
to oerforn those duties properl' they should be ortly removed.

This fe:a.ture will be rem)ved fr::m the laws of the

State in the great change maee in the county goveranent in
tne third constitution, but in nearly all of the important goveranents of the world, we find the subordinate officials ''irectly answerable to the acininistrative superiors except in the
county government of most of the St tea of the United St,tes.
The duties of the inspectors and collectors need not be
taeen uo here.

The surveyor of roads is still the sire petty

road forenan of Colonial Virginia.

The Kentucky StP.tutes pro-

vide that 'the severn1 courts shall divide the public land
Into precincts, and appoint a surveyor over every orecinct to
continue in office until another is a»ointed.w
Every surveyor of a road shall cause the s:-.ne
to be ept well :leareu ao.d smootnee, and trty feet
wide at the lceest; wid at the for'ec or crossing of
every ou'elic rood sAL11 czeise to be erected :led 'at
In re;air from time to tine, stone, or otnertlse
).st r i tree, -1th olAin 2_nscri,oail index, )r
Lions there)n in 1aeTe letts, directing to the
e-ch of t‘c a7 le
lost noted o1L,ce
shP11 lead. - - - And ehere bridges are necessary,
the survey): shr,11 cauze tlIaL to be L.se:e twelve f..:et
broad at the least, convenient and s71fe, and 'eep
sarne in ra.7.1 r - Education. --No'teer t.e :irst or the second cIartitutions
of *c.,-,tuc:y
ha„: carr'e

f-7

ste:zols.

The Anelict.r. en-1cent

over the isea of '..lover-,pr Bee4leyt5 f-aous eivine

1 Littell, 22. c,t., T, 677.

presses.
thanks for no free schools or printing

Roosevelt

Kentucky were on the whole
declares that the first settlers of
V:_rgin1a.1 H-'-ever, in
different from the typical fs of
1309, it wer escte'

y tie legic2 ture that a sel:inary of

learning should be astahlishe
wenith.2
year t

In ever:7 county of tne common-

the
Seminary claims were also established in
rovide -ellohue for

ShMO

le-niaar•es; the first grant

vr,s only 600 acres to eJch county.

In 13U, the ,IYterr.l. Tund ,

profits of the
established by dA•edting one-half of tie
esteblis.iment and
Bank of Kentucky to be set aside for the
In 18r:54, and 13285
support of a system of nublic educatIon.3
blishuent of private
acts were passec to encourage the esta
n five or more ')ci.s :- .ns
schools. The first .1rovided that 117ie
purpose of f-;rming a
associate tIlemselves togeter for the
ty court xodld receive
school in their neighborhood, "the coun
tr...st fur theI an:; the
the land from the group and hold it in
neighborhood.

Iees
The County Court i,L;to appoint. sevea trvs

to hire the teacher, and one ir
end reddrt the

to teep a record of the L-chool

to tie coLaty court at least mce a year.

vr.s sec-red by t
In 183, the €lection of the trlztecs
t!,e doo.nty courts, provision
and guardins
a mai-jority of the

1
2
3
4
5
6

3de Later To on
Littell, on. cit., p. 440.
Ibid,, III, 440.
Arts of 1921, 7). 731.
A AS of 135, ?. 113.
Acts of 13f8, 13. 57.

Jrc:,ar:t

- rents
that
6
(1 ,:tlon.

90
In 18ZO, an act was passed with tn1s title;

An Act to enc,ur-

- lth,
11.!e the ge,1 .1.11 diffusion of Edrcation In tis Commonwc
sel-,01 3.011
by the establishment of a uhif--rn syst/r1
'The county courts

mx, if

they thic, ,:r1-)t,r4 diviee the

.ty into school distr!cts, razing FLn1 nlimberinl e.:ch disthe
trict and are to be elected annuslly by the resieents of
e'strict.*

It ems in 1937 that the first State School Funer-

of clun1.-]tendent was n?oo4_ntee, ane the corrPrpor.ding office
.ch Inunty. Thin vv,s bety school commissioners set Lin in e',
cause of the eistributIon of the srnlus of ..he United States
Trelsury of which amount Kentucy receiyed over one million
dollars.
Attorneys for tle County Court.--The at creatinl the
n* the Cunty Court ..?as issred in 1929.
office of the attorney f,
.ty
It irovtded thr-..t *the !'ounty courts of t 4.s St/tee, a najor4
1y,
of tLe ,lustices lf t)le c:urt cncurring, nRy a,ont, arm/111
an attlrney for Cle conty, ntnse duty it shnll be to attend
each of the courts for ter resnectlye counties; to attend
all of the cases and business pending in court, wrlerein the
, 71unty ir cernee; tn -tve lerA
rights of interasts of t!-7,a .
r ,4v1ce V: 9-4 d crtnrt, ir to Rn-, o
in relntion to any c,.riuty business

01r!
the 3ust4 cas, '
c.,r!':ing be: we Vlem;

4111,

dIMI.

Provision was mrde Clat the Colnty Court shoule at Vte:r court
of claims sesslons irscl.;de in the!: county lovy the sum of
money thnt

the

emned reasonable for tie servf.des nerformed

by the said att.)rnt:T.

I

1 Acts of 1930, p. 272.
2 Acts of 1929, 2. 105.
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nty courts were directed by
Patroller,.--In 17?9, the cou
into not
off their resnective counties
lay
to
re
atu
isl
leg
the
comappoint for each district a
more than five districts and
ptain
company was tJ clastst of a c:I
s
Thi
s.
ler
rol
lat
of
y
pan
ants. Their duty vas to patrol
and not more than fur assist
not
County Court should direct, but
the county as much as the
ng
th, for the Air-ose of visiti
less than twelve hours per mon
e
other places in which slrves wer
the slave quarters and the
e
ul assemblies. If a slvle wer
suspected to be holding unlawf
hout
one elantation to another wit
found strolling around from
i, he or she w )- .s liable to a max
a pass from his or her master
ary
\
hes on the bare back. The sal
mum number of thirty-nine las
per
be less than three shillings
of the patroller w . not to
courts '?ere sllo-ged to have as
month.1 In 1814, the county
to erect.2
many districts as tiey saw fit
ic4-ds.--In view of the disFees of the early county off
the
chapter on the fees system of
cussion to follow in the last
the
the fees prescribed by la,.7 for
Kentucky county, exaaples of
rt
be givea here. In the first
vrious county officials will
ictment of the justices of the
of the cha2ter lar11/s ind
lble role by virtue el their
peace, who mere acting in a doi
tn .Ang ftnple c!.7fte of t
election to the lebisle.V.tre,
e,
ts proviling fees for tie jIstic
selves through their enactrien
e::lon that
at te lre:7Plt trme 4.a Lie exr
fincls a
tr.5".
"t .e serva:Its have become tie ma:
1 Littell, IT, 264.
P Littell, V, 110.
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letz, 1112. elerki 91; 142 county, court3.--/n 18A4, there
kare exz.ctly one hun:A

sery-!ces llsted for w%ich

the county court clerk or the circuit cotIrt clew

”eee4 ved fees.

The rates were fixed by law, and ?enAlties "Jere -.ttaced for the
clarging of a higner rate than the law nrescrfbed.

Snme of

the hundred ser7!ces were not coqmon to both offices.

As ex—

m)les of the fees received five services are listc: here.
Ia::ing a .'ompliate recorl, in e7e7.7 czlvae
where recuired by law, for every twenty w)res,

.61i

Every trial, including the liwesAring of the
jAry ald witne:Foos, and rricording a gener:A.
verdict,

.75

For recor,A_Ig and certifying a deed of convey—
ance of land, taing the ac'inoTfledgelent and
proof thereof, a.ld certifying the sane, and re—
c)rdinr; his ci,
rn certificate tere,74 th, for t'ne
waole service,
1.00
Filing an apneal from tile justice of the
.leace and docIeting the se, to be ciared
but once,

.25

For the probate of any will or testale71t, and
certificate, incl”ding all se:.v!ceo rr-q1A ng
theretool
reek for the sheriffs and constables.--There were in 1834
twerty—itne serCces for T'lich the sher-Iff could levy a fee.2
Summonin4 anfi e.m7yt7elliag a jury, in
evcry cacse ;:eoein
ite
,rn,
;; --.r.r
Zeloving
Cebt)r, by a ImbeLli c:4.)12!), frm
the county Jail to any vblic Jr:U p for every
n!le,

1.(Y-

.04

For an arrest,
-dr
facias riossessionem, for each tenant,

1.00

1 Littell, V, 539, 54; Acts of 1828, p. 147.
2 Littell, Il, 256; II, 334, 359; III, 34, 55, 145, 169
Iv, 186, 386; V, 50, 442; Acts 1318, p. 698.

319, 458;

911
Co1lectin4 the oounty levy,
There were only ten services from wich the conrtble
collect a fee.

Some of the fee.

Some of

eres c—rrespnd

1
with those of a sheriff for the s-ze .-lut'_ess.
Serving a pece lr search warrant,

1.00

Summoning a jury in a civil case,

.75

Taking up a vagrant,

.50

Levying an attachAent,

.37i
(6%)

For collecting fee bills,

Fees for the justice of IDA ,7)e:;.ce and the ,lailer.--There
'were fifteen services for which the ju3tice co”ld charge a
fee. The couattble, as mentioned lreviously, had the oo'er
to levy and collect his own fees.

The macistrate also charged

erson recuiring the services, a_-.d if tAey

his fees to the

came as costs in a civil case, they were au co to the bill of
costs and paid uo the losing ?arty in the su't.2
1.00
For attending to take depositions, per day,
.12i
c71se,
givtl
a
Pr.::
in
r'im
Issuing a warrcint ftr
.12;

Each oriinal juetrment,
P')st!ng

strn.y, evid recercYnI each nr.,st note, . P5

Certifying a rce-,rd
The Vi!leris fee

11.nen Pn p -r-te^) .50

were fev.er in nimber that, *he ,-0.1r o4'f4 ers

and are all g;ven here as they rere In 1874.3
For putting in 7,risnn ard relepsement,
1 Littell, III, 130, 318, 40Z; V, EV.
13, p. 147.
2 Acts of 1819, n. 735; Acts
1817, p. 4.49.
of
Acts
P4P;
90,
3 Littell, III,
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Keeping and prwiding for a debtor in
jail each day,

4140

Keeping of • rnsway, to be paid for by the
owner; and keeping and -rov1:;ing for n crimw.
by the
trial in jail, each day, to be .)aid
public,
Cleaning jail, fuel, etc., t
county.

t);, - 714.1 by the

Atteading circuit curt, when required,
Sum to be paid from tne State Treasqr:r.

1.00

her revenue
county_levtes,.-- 1,:entucy be
composed
orgaaIzation
an
with
administrative
system
taxes;
?roperty
for
list
of a County Commissioner to
the
Cnurt
enftrce
a Sheriff to collect; e County
records
and
laws; A County Court Clerk to make the
collect fees; a St-7.te Treasurer to receive and pay
out the funds; and Auditor of Public Accounts to Seep
all financial accounts, audit all claims, and draw
mtairantv on the treasury under the a?propriz.tion
laws. To there htive been aced county boards and /
state boattds of supevdsion, which complete the
administratiye organization es it is at the ?resent
time. (1930)1
The county commissioner was ao-,:)inted by the County Curt
fro= 17.92 until 1850 in the s-...me ray that the other
officials of the co,,Inty

ere.

inor

The .4 ..sk of collection the

taxes has always belonged to the seriff„ if he crluld ma.-:e a
bond tnat wes nccetable.
the Court ap7)ointso

b

If he could not present su:h a bond,

collect,.)r of tr.xes.

Then the popLl%tion

of the comty bee:e to ltrge th,A one comlfasfanel., or as_essor,
cculd ncdt do the

ort the Gencrel Assembly autL:rized

the

into districts are the
County Court to civide the county
I
nectst_vy aul,Uer of comzissioner.2
The count; oi,urt cler
place: ih

1

hLs at tiLes held vary proninc:It

Statetz, revenue system.

1 Taff, o-. c't., Pe 9.
2 Ibid., p. 9-10.

Lt certain ?er!o:::: he

isor,
has performed the duties of the assessor, acted as a suierv
The grant..
and aided in the collection of taxes from delinquents.
clerk, and
ing of the licenses has usuall! been a duty of the
d from
a goodly 'onion of the State's revenue has been derive
receipts of licenses and fees.

The board of suoervisprs„ as

we know it todav, did not come into existence until 1850.1
w141 the
The work of the assessnr in early histor7 of the Stf,te
mesing of a si-Iple list,

35

the entire syster! of taxes was

re valorem
based on the principle of 3 certain tax ler unit. The
in which
tax appears for the first time tn the act passed in 17832
the land

WAS

divided into three classes for rating. It is

.tion
,
not the purpose of this study to give the history of tax
Taff
of the county. That has been admirably :ipne 137 tr. N. 0.
in his work -already cited.

The putor knows of no work that

atterlpts to differentiate between the funations ..3f the /ocel
ves of
county officials that make then simet4.mes representhti
;%/Irely local
the State, and, again, officials of the cDu:Ity ia a
3
othsrs in
way. It is obvious, as is p:inted ci:t by Fair11e ane
a dual role In these reslects.

The share of wrir

thnt should

ent
be credite:: to thprt:Ae 3 ,e to the polnty in the difer
office: !.s nJt
that in the se.m.7.- *

mAti.Tfll

bp feerl

of tax levies 3nd elllect1 n4 sloe

of tLe c.)unty offiOnls do have dual rales to perf,r52.
1 iu, u. CL;., pi. 1:-15.
Vttell, I, . 211.
1 C. Pl. r.neier, C-unty jovcrngent
3 John A. Fairlia
Adn.inisp4Alln (Tile Century co., re-:- nri,

•-•••....-"mmillorlelp1101111111/411•04,,

Vlionw•gift

1111MMA•410.-.0.

...111r•-• •
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CHAPTER II
TCYJS CHANGES OF

couivrt oovE:-.1r-,22r:

121 1850

The year of 1828 usnei-ed in the reign of the "peo7,1e's
champions.

The inaugural ball on 'arch 4, reveale4 to the aris-

tocratic East that a new political f,,rce representing the 'common rabbles had arrived.

The frontier had bred a new type of

men and reared them in a stern and stirring achool of economic
thought.

Democracy was in te lilot house.

been largely an agricultural State.

Kentucky has always

If ner young men wished to

take up a orefesstm, law stood out as the most favorable one to
enter.

The problems arising from laAd litigation had attracted

a large number of members of the legal profession to the State
in early thlys,

The struggle of t.:e court and coirltry part4.es

was in full blast in the year tile rection in national politics
swept over the Alleghanies aid sto.)ped ,72117 when the White House
was reached.
There were 1. rge nu4bers of aEptring yolmg lawy:Aes t:Iat
needed public offices to pr-pvide neans fr a livelinood.
tenure of the local officials was nearly permanent.

The

The Crinsti-

tutio.1 of l7:49 leiLt the n:Ipaintive pc-?r in the hlnlr o_ - he
aovernor, cr in the hz,nds of the menberr of t'-le Cnt7 Curt.
Such autocratic procedure was not in keeping ,vith t e ne
cratic theory of V--

0- 1-ntj of:t-:!als
7

t: t.

1:14: D4

seci7c in
*h.* 'D..,

-

kee,:

emoo-

ti.aes.

-

On'

41m

-

"ere

"'
.1111w001,

1
elected governors from 1792 to 1824.
Nowhere has a better expression lf the iener..1 eiseontent
"IJung, a

been given taan in the discussion of the ler' C

member of the Constitutional Convention of 1890, who pre'ared a
history of the 2revious convuhtion:) ..L.L.a for that purpose in
2
tne State.

The fillowing extract from his publication summarizes

the period well.
It is n..lt s!;prising tnat the 1.1.1onsc patronage
of the governlr and the life tenure of all the officers
appointed by him should, in the course of half i.century—the lifetime of two generations—produce a tremendous feeling of discontent among the people at
large. It was but naturl thLt the governor, with
such appointing p,:wer, should disalloint an innumerable
number of able and ambitious office seeKers.
The avoihtees bore a small proportion to those
who Wefe disappointed. These officers, be1n4 ap
pointed for life produced a degree of Inde -)e:sehce of
publi,c sentiment wh'_ch, in Vie enC„ mnde the system
resoonsible for giving snch tenure, extremely unpopular, in a community where there hac: been alw,tys so
much of social ecunifty, and .'here the men -:ere valued
so highly for .)ersonal prowess aha personal c_Airage,
for which the latter, rather than efftclenc.7 was
coastuered the best ground for 131itichl a.:1\vineement.3
In the decade in:lec,iately lrecedin

the c.11ing of Lie condtcial

venVon, the greatest brunt of the criticism fell on zhe

1

depart-leht of the goyL.rnment.

From tha Cecfstons of the circuit

court, taere was no a-ppel in cri:aiLal

Mk_re

Vir4

Z.

sad

lac& of uniforlaity in the Cecisions of t.:e jud4cs c. t.1c3e
courts, and the fact that these autocrats we

bey.onu the reach

1 George L. r111is Sr., Hitory of ',:tenticr.y Constttlit'ons and
Constitutionnl Cinyeat'ons :;e4ister of the
Society, Uct.-,ber, Ii)7,0; January, 1971) October, 1E70, p. 719.
2 beh.-tett H. Irung, tiilt31-7 an._ Texts of th: Three Cost:ttms
of Kentlicy (Lluisville, dourier Journzll Job ''rlht'ng Co., 1990)
P. 51.
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of the public opinion of the citizens in their life tenure,
or lecturing good behavior', increased Vte unrest of t'le
r]ur.•

There were many arbitrary ald unpist dectens
in

the oeriod.1

lift tenure.

The cler!cs of the c,7-2.rts were also e79n
favoritism,

Such conditions led to nepotisma

maid so ;rave did this abuse become that, in some parts of the
Stite, it affected the respect of the le.ople for the judges
themsel7es.oe
It should be said in justification of the procedure followed
by the Constitution of 1799 that a?)lintraents by the Govenor
Or

the County Court avoided the rush and scramble for office

that Kentuckians are so well acquainted w'.th today.

The judge

that was not de.ler.dent upon p,)-)ular electin collie, come nearer
disAnsing -justice to the citizens of ids jurlsdict!.on.

The

greatest fault was thht once a:IpoLited, there

little check

or supervision upon the urk of any L:ficial.

All miAiste7la1

positions shoul,;- be unzier the direct control of a supefiar
officer, who, in turn, should be answera1i3e df.rectly to the
people for the conauct o: his office.

It vas ir this point

that the provisions of office-holeing as bri,..;ht
the days uf

1111(

uneer royi41

th-:scugh
..E.)vern-

alent in Virginia faileO when the county siz,s trInsfe:red to the
dwaocrEitic pioneer society of ientucky.
had been trie0', teyz Young,
134; ami 185

"The appointive r2thod

or fifty years, and the men of

srung Lo the other extrume."3

_
1 Young, cin• nit
p. 57,
11.1
3
p. "47.

pi,

57.
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tive method had
As a matter of fact, as stated above, the appoin
Terc the
been tried for a thousand years, but the last fifty
tent o

triAl under a republican frm of

The demand for

,.c.

constituti:nca canvention wrs not 1 suddin

inbpirtAlln of the zoment.

"A dea4.4,, ,:rose for the revision of

a half dozen
tie Constitution of 1799 before that instrument vas
ity
years ()idol and it continued with varyinz degrees of intens
2 In 1037, the mve vr,r
r. ims had in 1849".
down until succes
c. this

It

incre.sed with gre=t vigor led by the Democrats.

ta:te the sense
year that a bill fIrst passed the letslatul-ks 'to
of calling a
of the pes2le as to the ex2ediency and :Iroriety
conventinn to revise the Constitution of this St;-te."3

The

the convenWhigs were warned by their leaders against voting for
tion, bvt anJtaer elemeat entered into the r7ns.3tion.

The nor-

on of
thern AbolitiJntss began to crinpai.7n in ravor of a reeisi
the Ccnstitution to do &Nay wItd slavery.

discrsdited

Tnts

g of
the move that less thi-q. 27% voted in favor of t-ie callin
4
a convention.

In 1347, the agitation w-is slAccessful and in

the vote in August of that yeir 92,63 ballots

it of a total of

1;o7,b11 rere cast in favor of a rt.viiion of t-Le ContitutIon.
tution
In accord.:lce nith the .)rovision of tie exIstng Consti
e s,lch an
for crOling a nen convention, tne voters had to aTirov
A

act by giving a majority on two successive years.

Those favor-

1 7,ar!-"hall, cn. et., !I, 174.
,..entuckr
2 a. i-asey Connelley int.:4 E. A. Coulter, Ht,-,rv
II, 972.
:":77
Vq'
y,
Foe,et
(Chicgo, The Amor-l_chn 7itstoric%1
T, 42.
3 Collins, lo.
47.
TT,
4 Ibid.,

ing the revision continued thetr labors.

A newspaper edited

tk.e ;Atac%ing
by R. C. McKee, Conventiala, was the center of
total of
102,0(r rforces. The vote in August 1948
141,000 for the convsntion.

Lemocracy

not to be dorded.

judges,
Some saw s virtual tyrLnny in the thouside of
other
us
vario
an
ffs
justices of the peace, sheri
offices over whom the eeonle had no lower in election.
that
A reform editor of the ;entuckx Yeonan declared
"in
,
ntees
aonoi
these
the st!Ate was sorely beset by
all four or five thousand officers,'ho visit every
ess
hose, insiauate thenselves into every man's busIn
are
o
ts—wh
pocke
and thetr hands into every man's
arbiters of our lives, liberty an'.i 7r).oerty--t?le
pe)le. In very truth, the whole system ,f official
teau;..es in this Etate at .)i.sent is
lointlents
ap.
but one vast -twit for the sa e and retenton of official p1under.111
There were many other lesser reforms desired-all looking toward a greater degree of democracy.
Elections extended over a oerio7: of three days and
ot
made it easy for corruotions nd menioulltons
seen
many klrids to creep in.- - - The ,eo71e had
Idatine and time again beautf.ful oleos for nolular
cated
cation; but the peo -)le still remainR(A unidu
thout a nubile school syates.4
and
The denocrats

on a majority of the deletes

the convention Wtth Jo.oes Guthrie as oreeident.

or7qnized

It is notice-

e,
able that Clay, Crittenr:en, Robertson, R. J. Brecittnrte?
ne!' de the
he•td, and T. F. '!-Arahall were along the outetendin7
°iret
State nnt nenbers of the assenbIlle. 0° these t`Ie
71oloatel; the re!laininT Aver r-tr. an0 .7ere
ref,,sed to be c,

ea.

locol Tlv.
feted. It TvAst not be thought thlt the re'rn of
nation
the only (r2e5tIon before the convention. Expni
.1 reno.st of
of t2e smce dIvoted to th,, d44.'fa”ent isimes in t)
Yemlnl qf 'Jet. 8, 1446 cited by Connelley and
1 TAe
Coultor, 1:. 1,t., 1. 94.
4.
2 Connelley ant Coulter, sia. ,g11., pp. 333

•

_

it
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eleve th.lt the change of
the convention would lead one to'b
r importance.
couuty government wus only of mino
sable to gtve a gltm2fe of the
The arite' has thought it advi
in t'14.3 c-nvention on the
actual viers of some of the leaders
I
e as follows lf the body of
uestion. George D. 'nemtice wrot
1,:t contstned nen renarki.
in that com'osd this convention.
oth-rs remarLbla for the
ible for thetr il1o:-7i.ttan, and
.7 e?7111 1Thr'their ondorments
want of It. It cintainel sond :::1.
study; and othcrs, p.1-out
by nature ama thetr ac..12isit1ons by
t C-le7 ever got tnto ench
rhom the only wonJerful fact w:-.st
rt of the clmvention
ii.i of the :epo
a body at all.2 A
a real insi4ht of the philosophy
gives the student of government
spo:ce as fall.ws in defemee of
of the .,eriod. re C. larshall
tne County _Court.
le of the
It is a court in which the .)e . It is
rest
inte
counties, feel a deep and abiding Ilafas aad to their
r
thei
Ca
ght
brou
a matter wnich ts
the eve77 da': infiresides. It in brought dorm t5
.;*
bet.cen
tereourse
will
t,
ty Cour
talk about interfering with the Coun
7
stisgcloi.
with
it
at
lolk
aca
re;rd your action
n,
Maso
friend from
in the language of my eloquent
th,.n the rihss
'the re 'rocuction
gins1.-•
conOne oi the objects ir cAllin4 Cliso:f in
ba
t.Ct ti;
vunzixl
that th'e self-constituted body might
end
s;
rtct
dist
:011 ?Z0103 :o
be Jillerelitly zotstituted. H.Jb complained of? :n
remedy the evils that 117.ve been
the election
f4 rut place you 6ive to tile )0o,110some that
by
,
pcf
1rono
of judges; and then it is .
iejuz'3u, AAd by others th=It
they snail hivc
magistrates. It
they shall have a full bench of
in a noel=
axNea,rs ta me tnat taere is Jaretycan got a majoris ra-el., ttzt you
courso.- r te to go ou te honcho bocse
Ar
ity o the

- _ _ .

svllle journal at this tiae.
Pr,IrtIce was the editor of tIle Loul ter,
Coul
22Aj., p• 335.
2 Prentice, cited by Connelley Lid
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go there, except,
there is no ind,:cielent for them to
tey *re looking
perha7:s the sheriffalty to w'!'ch
m compensation?
the
e
liv
forward. Do you proloso to
load upoc the treasury
If you do, you will place a
t is the objection to
Wha
that will stagger it.
ge power tnat wIll be
the three judges? It is a lar
duals. Bet they
vested in the hands of three indivi ;arge; and
at
are to be elected from the county
counte,1
they will reprelent the whole

mr.

Grey then spote on the snme tooic:

s not
It hac not been the court of sopell to
ple
peo
the
ed
the circuit court, which has inc
n. It has been
tio
ven
con
a
l
cal
and
rise sa masse
ignorance of the
the court beforetheir eyes, the
they held office.
magistracy, and the tenure by which otiler officers
and t7:e
It has been their constables
er .frlcers about
Z7h
,
1
the
not
of the county, and
cared lest: for eP
whom the people little kne
ulty rcmetimes experienced by the
Mr. Chambers revealed the diffic
es upon the bench long en-ugh to
lawyers in keeping the magistrat
plead their cases before them.
of ap7ointThe old law lodges the ooeer
:ing
hands, ma,
sent in the'.r (the justices) own
ef,
chi
mis
The
--y.boe
g
them a self-per7etutin
s organization of
or mischiefs growing out of thi
sdninisti-ation of
its
of
our county courts, and out
elost as numerous
the matters committed to it, are
. Gentlemen need
ion
ict
as the subjects of its jurtse
complained of
not tell :le that the only things the tenure,- - anC
7ere the mode of a7,-)o1ntr2ent
ent, and disoriierly
it is an unwieldy, inconveli
,
ult matter to :et
court. It is freeuently a diffic hPAch aid %:eop
t;;?
a majority ,f the justices of
them tLeie tnrouahout the case.'no incentive f.,r httt :ing
As clentfoned ative IA.: justices hae
v!lege of taking their turn
the Ccunty Court, exce2t the ,ri
ffs office. But as freduently
through seniority at tie e'erif
a1.7 ?roprtar, ;Ienort,
1 R. Sutton, OffIc!al :),e
-A:r'n
ve
Con
gxev%sin f ILI CGriLtttuttonA
ceeW.n:s
, 1949) p. 703
Co.
pv,ci
A. G. F:ae,;e1
y. (Fr--:f:)rt,
the St *.e
2 Ibid., p. V09.
p. 177.
3 Sutton, 22.

happened, the justice would sell his seniority right to some
one not a magistrate, and then resign from the COMMi3S1OU given
him by the Governor with the understanding that the purchaser
would be appointed in his steed.

rith

a system so fiomly in—

trenched in power as this one wonders how the struggle was wan
so easily from the ofrice holders that were in power fcr the
rest of their life if the existing regime lestsd.

The power

of widespread public opinion, however. has Mlways had sefficient
force to compel attention and obedieece on the nart of those
in authority, and it may hold the secret of the surprisine ea3e
with which the officials with life tenure were toiled from
their security.

It is a natural act of governments in ttees

of revolution, peaceful or otherwise, to go to extremes.

The

members of this constitutional convention were aware of this
as shown in the following statement.
The convention summed uo its worq thus, 'We
have boldly, but we trust not inc?utiously, removed
those berriers whch our aecestors deemee necessory
to impose on the direct exercise of ronulsr soverkene
ty, and tis we have done without anorehension, as
we felt an abiding confidence in the etsdom and
moderation with which tnese greet pos/ers would be
exercised by to,e fl';:ceen of 7.entuc'sy."1 But the
most ccnservative critic declared, "The fundamental
princiele of the new constitution is to thr7le
-- the bellot box, even enen
everyttn paLell int !
Fne
of
militie offiers,
to the el,ction
mailers."
One wr1ter3 exlressee his oninton on the rerelts of the
celet4 tutfonal c)nvention in these 1,;rest
thc, ;,"t.„ tc, of :.".e:Itcee, (panpilet), p. 13,
1 New Const4i t....tloq
cited by Coenelley r77—(71tcr, on. c4 t., p. en.
P Article in the Lexington Cbserver f.elerter, !.'eb. 2, 1130,
. cit., p. ,337.
cite by Connelley and Coe'Aer, or,
. Z25.
3 Perrin, Battle, and Kniffln, 2
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Chancellor Kent saie that the great daliger to
this country is *the too f7.ee7uent recurrenckto
popular election." This is mAde more maniP*Ot every
year. No longer the office seeks the man, but the
aan the office, and it is often the Case, that the
man with no qualificatloh for tne place he seeks,
save his money-bage, is the successful competitor
for public pcsiti-m, aye: ten much better cualifiad
to discharge the duties of the office. Should the
fktbric of this govennmcalt ever fall, it will
but little wisdom to trace the cause or its
wreck to the corruption of popular elections. The
appointing power, although anti-Republican in principle,
seems to be, jueging from the erlartence of the
past, the best calculated to secure efficiency and
compentency in office. - - Under the anpointing po,f,er (the second constitution) the offices wire generllly filled by
faithful and competent nen, ape the records of that
period show but few changes. Striking instances of
this fact are found in the cases of Jo Allen, rho
held the onices of county and circuit clerks of
Breckinridge County Thr over fifty yrars, age of
Judge Benjanin Shackelford, of Christian County
who occupied the circuit bench of the Seventh Judicial District uninterriptedly for tnirty-six years.1
Allen, anotner Kentucl.ty histr)rian of Vie period that the
th!.rd Constitution wr,s in effect denounces the elected
ciary in the following way:
Opinions exoresscd by me tr-enty years ago
have been fully veriVee. I tLen believed and
still believe, th,t i:71partial justice will not
at all times be adlOnisterej by t.,)se A.:ho depeld f'_)r their stt ris1.1;:.:)n the sjnopnacy which
7e.lthy, intluotil ano the
they breathe to,,:ard
powerful; and who, instead of rdiag teir boolf.s
and r,ualifying the-Islves for the stti9nr, ore
tLe ;T•t3zss
electioneering snd lewnzgerIng
and groceries.2
1t

6.
1 Perrin, *:tatr.le, s2d Kniffin„ p. cit., 7. 325-7Pby
PerrIn,
cited
(1872
Allen, 's.story, of
ll
2 Liian
.,p. 3f.C.
.
Battle, a“u .1:711ffin, 0 ,
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Section £5. The Judges of the Circuit Courts
shall, at stated times, receive for their service
an adecuate compensation, to be fixed by law which
shall be ocual and uniform throughout the Sta'e,
and wnich shall not be diminished during the t'me
for which they were elected.
Section 28. If a vacancy shall occur in the
office of Judges of the Circuit Court, the Governor shall issue a writ of election to fill such
vacancy for the residue of the term, Provieed,
That if the unexoired term be less than one year,
the Governor shall aporAnt a Judge to fill such
vacancy.
County Courts.--Section 29. A county churt
shall be established in each county now existing,
or which may hereafter be erected within this
Commonwealth, to consist of a Presiding Judge and
two Associate Judges, any two of whom shall constitute a court for the transaction of business:
Provided, The General Assembly may at any tile
abolish the office of the Associate Judges, whenever it shall be deemed expedient; in which event
they may ass-niate the said court any or all of
the Justices of the Peace for the transaction of
business.
Section ao. The Judges of the County Court
shall be elected by the qualified Votehs in ech
county, for the term of four years, and shall continue in office until their successors be duly
hualified, and shall receive such compeasation
for their services as slay be 7rovided by law.
Section :U. The first election of County Court
Judges shall ta-e place at the sane time of t.he
election of Ju.ges of the Circuit Court. The
Presiding Jodge, r!rst elected, shall hold his
office until the first 7oneay in August, 1'154.
The Associate Jrciges shRll hold tTir offices until
the first 'onday in Atgust, 1152, ao0 until tleir
successors be cjvilifled;
electins
s.,11 be held on the frst loneny in Auust, in
the :gears in which vacnocies reTlhz.rly occur.
Section 3% Ni lerson Milll be eligi.ble to
the office .)f residIng or Assoc!7_te
*he
County Ciurt, unless he be a citi7en of the United
Sta'es, over tr^%ty-one years of a4e, and shall
have been a resident of the county in wInch he 3i:till
be chosen one year next precet:ine, the election.
Section 7Zk.

The juriFr21ct4 on of the Cohnty

10,
Court shall be regulated by law; and, until
changed, shall be the same now vested in the
County Courts of this State.
Section 34. Each county in this State shall
be laid off into districts of c:Invelient size,
as the General Assembly may from t'me to time
direct. Two Justices of the Peace shall be
elected in each district, by the rlualified voters
therein, at such time and place as may be prescribed by law, for the term at four years,
whose jurisdiction shall be co-extensive with
the county. No person shall be eligible as a
Justice of the Peace unless he be a citizen of the
Inf.ted States, twenty-one years of age, an a
,esident of the eitrict in which he may be a
candidate.
Section 35. Judges of the County Court and
Justices of the Peace shall be conservators of
the peace. They shall be commissioned by the
Governor. County and district officers shall
vacate their offices by removal from the district
or county in which they shall be aca)ointed. The General Ansembly shall provide by law the manner of
conducting and maiing due return of all elections
of Judges of the County Court and Justices of the
Peace, and for determining contested elections,
and provide the mode of filling vacancies in
these offices.
Section 36. Judges of the County Court p.nd
Justices of the Peace, Sheriffs, Coroners, Surveyors, Jailers, County Assessor, Attorney for
the County, and Constables, shall be subject to
indictment or -,resentment for malfeasa7ce or
misfeasance in office, or will ful neglect in the
discharge of their official duties, in such mode
as may be prescribed by law, subject to appeal to
the Court of Appeals; and upon clnviction, the4 r
offices shall becorne vacant.
Fection 87. The General Anelbly may provide
by law that the Justices of the eace in each
County shall sit at t'ae Court of Claims and assist
in laying the county levy and mating apnrcariations
only.
Saction 38. Then any city or town shall have
S sep rate rearesentatian, such city or tarn, and
tae c anty in which it is located, may have such
seaa.ate municipal courts and executive and ministerial off.cers as the Genoral Asselbly may from
time to time provide.
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Section ?I). The Clerks of the Court of Appeals Circuit and County Courts, shall be removable from office by the Court of Appeals, upon
information and good cause shown. The court
shal
be judges of the fact as well as the law. Two- l
thirds of the members present must concur in
the
sentence.
Executive and Ilinisterial Officers for Counties
Article VI, Section 1. A Commonwealth's
Attorney for each Judicial District, and a Circuit Court Clerk for each County, shall be
elected, whose term of office shall be the sale
as that of the Circuit Judges; also a County
Court Clerk, and Attorney, Surveyor, Coroner,
and Jailer, for each County, whose term of offi
ce
shall be the sane as that of the presiding
judge of the County Court.
Section E. No person shall be eligible
to the offices mentioned in this article who
is npt at the time twenty-four years old (except Clerks of the County and Circuit Courts,
Sheriffs, Constables and County Attorneys, who
shall be eligible at the age of twenty-one years
)
a citizen of the United States, and who has not
resided two years next preceding the election
in the Sthte, and one year in the county or district for which he is a candidate. No person
shall be eligible to the office of Commonwealth's
Attorney or County Att,rney unless he shall have
been a licensed practicing attorney for two
years. No :Ierson shall be eligible to the office
of Clerk unless he shall have procured from a
Judge of the Court of Appeals, or a Judge of
the Circuit Court, a certificate that he has
been examined by the Clerk of his curt, und,- r
his supervision, and that he is r'unlifted fr
the office for witcl he is a calte.
Section 3. The Commonv,ealth's Att,rey and
Circuit Count Clerk shnll be elected at V,e same
time as the Circuit Court Judge--the Comnonwealth's
Attorney by the cualified Inters of the district,
the Circuit Court Clerk by the f:ualified voters
of the county. The Co-nty Attlrney, Clerk, Surveyor, Coroner and Jailer shall be elected at the
- e tY :ne. In
Pce:Cing
Judge of the County Court.
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Section 4. A sheriff shall be elected in
each county by the qualified voters thereof, whose
term of office shall, after the first term, be
two years, and until his successor be (o.ial-fied;
and he shall be re-eligible for a secono term;
but no Sheriff shall, after the expiration of the
second term be re-eligible, or act as deputy, for
the succeeding term. The first election of Sheriff
shall be on the second :Ionday in May, 1851; and
the Sheriffs then elected shall hold their offices
until the first 4onday in January, 1855, and until ther successors be (lualified; and on the
first Yonday in August, 1852, and on the first
Uonday of August every second year thereafter,
elections for Sheriff shall be held; Provided,
That the Sheriffs rrst elected shall enter upon the
duties of their respective offices on the first
Monday in June, 1851, and after the first election
on the first 2onday in January next succeeding their
election.
Section 5. A constable shall be elected in
every Justice's district, who shall be chosen for
two years, at such time and place as may be provided by law, whose jurisdiction shall be coexteostve with the county in which he may reside.
Section 6. Officers for towns and cities
shall be elected for such terns, and in such manner,
and with such qualifications as may be prescribed
by law.
Section 7. Vacancies in offices under this
article shall be filed, until the next regular
election, in such manner as the General Assembly
may provide.
Section 8. When a nest county shall be erected,
officers for the sle to serve until t'le next st ted
election, shall be elected or Ro.»Inted in seh a
way and at such times as the General Asselbly may
prescribe.
Section 9. Clerks, Sheriffs, Surveyors, Coroners,
Constables and Jailers, and such other officers as the
General Asselbly may fr o time to time require,
shall before they enter upon the duties of ther
respective offices, and as often tlierefti. PS raRy
be Ueeed pro;)er, t;ive sucn bond and secrity as shall
be prescribed by lay:.
Section 10. The General Asseolbly may provide
for the election or ap2ointment, for a term not
such other cunty or dieexceeding four years

1
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trict ministerial and executive officers as
shall, from time to tile, be necessary and
proper.
Section 11. A County Assessor shnll he
elected in each county at t:le same time and
for the same term that the ?residing Judge
of the County Court is elected, until otherwise provided for by law. He shall have power
to appoint such assistants as may be necessary
and proper.1
The provisions in the third Constitution are rather lervithy
but it has been best to include them.

The tendency to lengthen

constitutional provisions is still growing at this period.
This Constitution, undoubtedly, marks the period of greatest
change in the evolution of the county admJnistrative organization from the early Anglo-Saxon days.

The length of time that

it took the young democratic system of government to overpower
and change the_autocratic principle of apoointment of local
officers to elected ones, lasted from the Revolution to 1850.
Reformers of governmental practices should take note of this
and not expect immiediate results in their plans to change
hereditary plans and conce-,;ts of government.
The new Constitution brought about several changes i

the
1

--:entucky StrItutes.
additions made.

The provist,ns r.7e si.iplified and some

The clerk of the inferior courts vicre compelled

by law to keep teir offices within two hundred yards of the
curt house under pe:ialty of a ten dollar fine for every
twenty-four hour period that toe Statute was not complied with.
A number of ids fees were ta:en from him, especially those
I

These exti%Icts frpm t-le Constitution of 1850 were taen from
the co.17 in Etanton, I, 119-177.
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affecting the docketing of cases and Ulm keeping of the minutes of the court.

As a penalty for failing to keep the

minutes and dockets properly all his fees were declared void.1
In 1854, the statutes were amended to permit the judges of a
county court to c.ualify as circuit court clerk.

To the county

judge, also, was given the power to stake, receive and attest
the official bond of the circuit clerk aad to approve or reject the sureties offered by such clerks.2
Section III of Chapter 20 of Stanton's Revised Statutes
prescribes an oath for the constable to ta:ce before the County
Court in addition to the one prescribed
1050.

the Constitution of

The substance of this additional oath was that the con-

stable should do right to poor as well as to rich, in all things
belonging to his office; and that he should do no wrong to any
man for any gift or reward; nor for fav,r or hatred, and that in
all cases he should truly and faithfully execute the duties
of his office according to the best of his knorledge and power.
Additional limitations and definitions were placed on the performa:Ice of his duties.

Among those w,s one to the effect that

tile constable should not buy any claim plc:ced in hi E h%nds f)r
collection from another.

At the sa - e ttme the other revisions

were made in 1851 concerning the local officers, the act allowing the appointment of deputy-constables was repeFAed.3 The
st-tutes were amended in 1856 to the effect that the constable
1 Stanton, 22. 2.,.,I, -.4*-2501.
2 Ibid" pp. 250-251.
3 Ibid., I, 253-2'59.

should have concurrent jurisdiction with sheriffs in executing
process in civil actions, issued from quarterly courts, over
fifty dollars and under one hundred dollars.1

In 1858, an

act was passed to the effect that the constables could con—
tinue to act upon cases or collections in their hands and not
finished after term of office had expired.2

The changes

in the constables duties as well as the ot;ier officers in the
revisim of the statutes shows a grim determination on the
part of the lawmakers to compel the newly elected officials
to strict performance of their duties.
The tendency of the American people whenever a problem
arises has always been to enact a law to remady the situation
and rest serenely fortified in the belief tt the enactment
would tae care of their troubles.

The failure to secure

strict and capable performaaces on the -)art of elected officials
will never be secured by statutory regulation.

211,county,

evy.--Chapter 26 of Stanton's Revised Etatutes

provided for tie clunty levy.
wall male

It desilates tithables as

e:sons over twenty—one years of age, and all sli, ves

over sixteen, sall he tithable and cirgeble for levis
im.00sed f r echunty -,vr7, ses.

The assess-,r wa

to de71-16 a liFt

in writing fron every person being a tithable of every tithable
in his family.

This had ta be in before the tenth of Ji.:nuary

and w.ls to be turned in by the assessor to the county clerk
1 Stanton, ,
-)p. _W., I, E59.
261.
2
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the same day as the real estate levies was delivered to his.
The county levy 'ins left at one dollar and fifty cents each year.'
An amendment was made to Chapter 26 in 1354 drantind the
sheriffs until the January term of court to com?lete settlement
of the county levy which was Lutde in Eeptember.2

In a case

in Bracken County Court in 1857, it was declared that there

Was

no law forcing the sheriff to pay over the county levy to the
county treasurer.
The county, court, attorney,.--Chapter IV, Article III of the
Revised Statutes of 1851, provides that "Each county court
attorney shall attend all county courts held in this county,
and shall superintend and conduct all cases and business in
the court, touching the rights and interests or interests of the
county."3

The powers and duties of the cr,unty court attorney

-!e, and he
%Nere ex3ressly defined and limited by the above pass;
had no constitutional provision for his office.

His duties

were of such a nature that he had no general power to act for
the county at this time.

For example, V:e attorney could not

without exnress authority prosecute an action against the
4
sheriff for failing to 7r.ly over money due t?le county.
Chaoter 27 of the third Constitution de:Ilt Iwitn tre cpurts
of the St2te.

According to the Constitutional provisions the

state was divided into twelve districts of counties for the
1 Stnton, 21. cit., I, 235-301.
2 ;bid., I, 187.
3 .Ibid.„ 1, 191.
4 Ibid., To 187.
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Circuit Courts?

Franklin Circuit Court

Court of the Commonwealth.2

WP9

mpde the Fiscal

Article XVI of Chapter 26 gave

the quarterly court of the county judge concurrent j'.:risdic.
tion with the justices of the peace in both cases of law and
equity.3 The cnurity judges rere made conservat.)rs of the
peace; given all the po,Rers of a justice of the peace, and
empowered to hold all inquests upon idiots and lunatics.

The

county judge was also to keep a record of all of his official
acts out of curt and was given.

He kad to hold a 01,
-,rterly

court at the times prescribed by law, and such court was to
remain in session until all cases on the docket were disposed
of.

The processes returned by Viis court cou1:1 be executed by

a sheriff, constable, or a coroner.

The judge of the quarterly

court was to aet as his own clerk.
Count7C-nmmts.--The County Court was given jurisdiction in
all matters of county levies, public buildings and structures,
control of all fiscal affars, and maintenance of the poor.
It was to have porer to carry into effect the above mentioned
powers.

In addition to the original jurisdiction the County

Court was zr:,Ated ao)ellate jurisdictio-, over cases frlm the
magistr:4tesf c-)urts.4

Article XXI of Chalter

the office of assciate judge.
1
2
3
4

abolls;nd te

The judge and the mriV.strates

Sta7iton, 22. a.I, 31.1-3U.
Ibid., It
Llbid., I,
Ibid" /, 3f'5-327.
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composed the County Court, and the magistrates were awarded
one dollar per day for their services.

This point had been

bitterly contested in the constitutional convention two years
previously.

If a majority of the justices failed to assemble

at the t1me avointed by statute, they were liable to fine
for their absence?
The county judge was given power to ap)oint commissioners,
guardians, etc., and the office of three commissioners for
that purpose was repealed.
im1/10L9Lag,,peace.--The justice of the peace had lost
his position of life tenure; gone was his opportunity to eventually become the sheriff of the county.

Two justices could act

as an examining cmittee over all infrsctions of criminal and
penal laws and send the accused to jail, or force him to give
bond, to await trial in the circuit court.

The justices also

held their present day powers of trial of misdemeanors, breaches
of tae peace, ripts, and disorderly conduct.

He c ,uld call a

jury for hit cases at t:le request of either of the parties in
the suit.2

The aevised Statutes of 1851 made careful provision

for fees of the off2_c1als, but in 1854 rever%1 of the fees ,iiere
changed, partl_cularly those of the circuit
clerks.3

I county c.=:1-:t

Illustrations oi these acts will be given in the

passage of one act that has led to one of tne greatest present
day grafts in our court system.

The ;:ct is self-expl:.nstory.
1

1 Stanton, 22, cit., I, 328-330.
2 Ibid., I,332-333.
3 Ibid., I, 515-539.

'An Act concerning the Mileage of witnesses
attending the Circuit and cuarterly Courts.1
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of
Kentucky: That witnesses attending V-.e clrcult
and quarterly courts, who reside at s greeter
distance trot such court than ten miles, shall
be entitled to the same mileaie now allowed to
the witnesses residing out of the county, and subject to the same rules and limitations. Approved, February 17, 1858.°
To anyone rho has visited the court houses of our state
and has watched the number of 'witnesses' proceeded to and
from the witness box for the sole purpose of getting the'r
witness fee to pay their expenses to the city for 'court day',
It will be eelf-evident that the above act war a bad prece(lent.
The judge and the clerk of the Colinty Court were to
constitute a board of tax superivsors for each county.

They

were to meet on the first Monday in liay fur the transaction
of their business.

The assessor and his assistants we -e to be

present to give any assistance in the tax records needed.2
The ,county schcol_system.--Chapter 33, Article IV to IX of
the Constitut'.an of 1350 deal with the machinery of the common
school system iu t -ie counties.

The County Court vtas to ap,)oint

one, tro y or three school commissioners in each county for a
,ears.
term of two :

The t!omnissioners v.ere to constitute

body

politic to receive, hold, e.le dIs2Jse )1' re. anc! :erhonl
prooerty for the comnon school of the county or districts therein.

Once a 'ear, or ofteher they pere to settle their acc -,unts
f

1 Stanton, on.
2 Ibid.,II, 257.

, I, 537.

11?
•

with the County Court.

The districts were to remain as already

established, but the commissioners hid the right to alter them
as they saw fit.

Trustees were to be elected annually, three

trustees for eich district.1

At f!.rst, 1850-1, any nerson

in the district could serve as fudge of the dlection of trustees,
but in 1854 the law w;!- 19 amended to tbe effect that no person in
the district could act as judge of that election.2
Sheriffs, jailers, and coroners.--Chapter 91, of the
Revised Etatutes dealt with these officials. On the whole their
duties were changed but little.

No process vls to he served by

the sheriff on Sunday except a writ of habeas corpus, or process
on a charge of treason, riot, breach of peace, or escape from
custody.

The -n.ovisions providing for the contrl c! the sher-

iff's fiscal' duties and collection cf taxes.

In connection with

the jailer's dutten, the obligation was placed on the County
Court to *prescribe rules for the government ark

cleanliness

of the jail, and the comfort and treatment of prisoners; and
the judge of the County Court shall ma%e an inspection of the
jail at least once each month".
The Adnisston of Counties
There is no p7.ace in this monograph f9r a list of the counties to be given in chronologickt1 order, so tile writer has thought
best to place it in this elr.ptcr as this represents the last
of the revicr of the development of cunty goverulent until the
1 Stanton, 22. cit., II, 32'3-333.
2 Ibid., II, 330.

present Constitution and present status is
reached.

As has

already been noted in Chapter Ill, there were
nine .1tounties
in existence at the time of the adopti:-..a of the Ztate
into
the Onion. An example of the legislative act for
t•le admission
of a county is given at tods time as representative
of t'ne
entire group.
An Act for the Division of Fayette County.1
Ap7roved tecember 19, 1798.
Section 1. Be it eaacteu by toe General Assembly, That fro7L and after the first day of February
next, all that part of the county of Fayette, includ d
In the following bounds, to wit: Beginning on tne
Woodford line, where it strikes the Kentucy river
,
near Todd's ferry; thence along said line half a
mile
north of John Allints military survey; thence to
the
seven-mile tree, an Curd's road; thence to V-,e eight
mile tree on Tate's creek road; thence al -,nc said
last mentioned road to the Kentucky river; theoce
down the Kentucy river to the beginning, sh11
be
one dist!Idt county, and called and nowu by
the
name of Jessamine.
Section 2. A court for the said cpuhty rhall
be held by the Justices thereof, on the fourth
Monday in every month (exec:A those in which the
court of ;- uarter sesnions are hereafter dtrected
to be held) after said division si.all tale plRce,
In like manner, as is orovie& by law in res?ect
to other counties, and as shall be by tEe!r commissions directed.
Section 3. The .;:itices to be aaAed in the
comission of the ,)ece for the said county of
JerF:ko'ne, hi :leet at t?ie house of Fisaer
Rice, in the said county, on the first court day
after snid divfsion shnll take place, aod f-ktving
taken the oaths prescribed by law, and a sheriff
being legally qualifiet: to act, the justices sohll
proceed to apooiut and rualify a clerk, nod shall,
tolethor with t,e Justices of the court of cuarter
sessions fr said °Aunty, fix ulon a ?lace for
1 Bennett H. Young, A litstDry. fapssanikal C)unty., :eltocky
(Louisville, Courier-Journal job Printing Co., 1898),
pp. 64-65.
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holding c.:,urts therein; then the courts shall
proceed to erect the public buildings in such place;
and until such buildings are completed, shall appoint such place for holding curts as they may
think prcrer; provided, always, that the cppointsent of a place for erecting the public buIldih&s
shall not be made unless
majority of the Justices of the said courts concur therein.
Section 4. It shall be lawful fa° the
sheriff.of the c;unty of Fayette to collect
and make distress for any public dues or officers/ fees, which shall renain unpaid by the
inhabitants of the county at the time of such
division, and shall be accountable for the
same in like manner as if this act had not been
made.
Section 5. The court of Fayette snail have
jurisdiction in all actions or suits in law nr
equity; that stmll be depending therein at the
time of such division, and shall try and deteraChe tZ-.^safle, iss7le process a::d award execution
thereon.
Section 6. The court of quartrr session
for the said county of Jessanine, shall be held,
annually, on the f-mrth U-nda: in January, !larch,
July aid October.
Section 7. The said county of Jessa-.ine
shall send one representative to the Ge'lerra
Asselbly, 11(1 the cillinty of Fayette s;lall retain
six representatives.
This act shcll commence and be in force
from and after the pass:ige thereof.

TABLE /
itronsloAical, Order of Cowaties
New Counties
1 Jefferson
2 Fayette
3 Lincoln
4 Nelson
5 Bourbon
6 Mercer
7 Madison
8 'iron
9 Woodford
10 Washington
11 Scott
12 Shelby
13 Logan
14 Clark
15 Hardin
16 Greene
17 Harrison
19 Fraaklin
19 Campbell
20 Bullitt
21 Christign
22 Uontgomery
23 Bracen
24 Warren
:yarr:.rd
k,6
27 Pulaski
28 'enlet-r
29 Liv1ngatun
2:0 Boone
31 Henry
72 Cumh.rland
33 Gallatin
34 .iuhlenbizri;
35 Ohio
ae, Jeffne
77 Barren
38 Hend-rson
39 Brecinridge
40 Floyd
41 Knox
42 Nichclas
43 7ayre
44 Acia!r
45 Greenup
46 Casey

Formed From
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Jefferson
Fayette
Lincoln
Lincoln
Bourbon
Fayette
Nelson
roodford
Jefferson
Lincoln
nyette and Bourbon
Nelson
Livicoln and Nelson
Bourbon and Scott
Woodford, Uercer, and Selby
Harrison, Scott, and Mason
Jefferson and Nelson
Logan
CltIrk
Mason and Campbell
Logan
"lercer„ Lincoln, and Yadison
asin
Lincoln nnd Greene
Bracken and Campbell
Chrlstian
Shelby
Gr:_-nklin and Sholty
Lolitti ant Crtstn
rd In
Varren and Greene
Christian
Hardin
Flemirv, 2ontgoLlery, and 7.'son
Lincoln
Bourbon and Wrson
Pulf,ski and Cumberland
Greene
Mason
Lincoln

Year.
1730
1780
1780
1784
1785
1735
1785
1788
1758
1792
1792
1792
1792
1792
1792
1792
1793
1794
1794
1796
1796
1796
1796
1796
1796
1799
1799
1799
1798
1793
1799
1799
1798
17Z9
1793
178
1798
1798
1799
1799
17;.=9
1799
1900
1901
1803
1908
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Nes Counties
47 Clay
48 Lewis
49 Hopkina
50 Estill
51 Caldwell
52 Rnekcastle
53 butler
54 Grayson
55 Union
56 Bath
57 Allen
58 Davies
5i ":1tley
60 3pelan
61
62 Owen
85 Simpson
64 Todd
65 Aore
66 Triu
67 Grant
68 Perry
Lawre!Ace
70 pike
71 Hic4maa_
72 Calloway
73 lora
74 jldham
75 3ruves
76 :Aeude
77 .9.)e:Icar
78 McCrazken
r-i:aouuon
30 Laurel
81 :wasell
82 Anderson
83 :1Aac3eL

84 1iirion
85 Clilton
36
87
80
89

Trimble
Carroll
CPrter
:3i.eatilitt

90 Kenton
91 Ceittenden
s2 'r.ill
ti3
94
95
96

hallard
Boyle
Letchr
j'rsiey

67 Johnson

Formed From

Year.

Uadison, Knox, and Floyd
1806
Mason
1806
Henderson
1806
C1i.r1:
Madls=
1808
Livingston
1809
L'ncoln, u1asI, ladtson, ard vflflX 1910
Logan aria Ohio
1310
Hardin and Ohio
1810
Henderson
1811
Ylntelmery
1811
Parren wad Barren
1815
Ohio
1815
Knox
1318
Floyd and Knox
1819
Hardin and Greene
1819
Scott, Franklin, and Greene
1819
Logan,
rren, na Allen
1819
Logan
1819
Barren and Curlberland
1820
Christi.an anl
1820
PenaletJn
IWO
Clay and Ford
19`-0
Greenup aad iloyd
1821
Floyd
18f1
Ciaduell and Livingston
1821
Hicklan
1822
Flayd a.ad BAth
1322
Jefferson, Shelby, and Henry
1823
Hiescman
1823
Hardin aid Brec.cinridge
1825
Ncicson, Saelby, aad Bullitt
1924
Hicicman
1824
rarren, Uart, F.! -Id Grayson
19:175
Roc"!scastle,
iox,
1825
Ath-ir„ ';•ayne, u A Cumberland
1825
Franklin, Mercer, and -Jraqnincrt.ln
1827
ilz..cicinre, TiVie$E,ad Ohi ,)
182c..
"J's%iin,7,ton
1854.
CILIbtarltrici
;ayne a
183E
C;:lattn,
Rne Dldhnn
1858
1958
U,llatia
Greenup and Lawrence
195.
18V.
7erry, and still
Campbell
184tD
Liv4 ngston
1842
Callervay
1842
H!Oz.Ine Fuld !leCracken
1942
qcreer aid Linc -)ln
1842
Perry ald
1842
Clay, Fatill, and Breathitt
1143
Floyd, Limrw!ce, and lorg,n
1943

`I

New Counties
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

Larue
Fulton
Taylor
Powell
Lyon
McLean
Rowan
Jackson

106 Metcalfe
107
108
100
110
111
112
113

Boyd
Magoffin
Webster
rolfe
Robertson
Bell
Menifee

114
115
116
117
118
119

Elliott
Lee
Martin
Leslie
Knott
Carlisle
McCreary

Foraged From

Year.

Hardin
1140
Hickman
1845
Greene
1848
Montgomery, Clark, a d Estill
1852
Caldwell
1854
Daviess, Muhlenburg, a:d Ohio
1854
Fleming and Morgan
1856
Estill, Owisley, Clay, Laurel,
Rock-astle, arid Madlson
1858
Barren, Greene, Adair, Cumberland,
and Monroe
1360
Greenu2, Carter, a-d le:1Trence
1860
Morgan, Johnson, ad Floyd
1860
Henderso, and Union
1860
Morgan, Breathitt, Owsley, a:d Powell
1860
Nicholas, Harrison, Bracken, avid Mason 1367
Harlan aNS Knox
1967
Bath, Morgan, PoTell, Mnntgo,nery,
and rnlfe
1869
Morgan, Carter, and Lawrece
1869
Owsley„ Estill, Wolfe, and BreatlIttt
1570
Pike, Johnson, Floyd, and Larrence
1870
Clay, Harlan, and Perry
1878
Floyd and Letcher
1884
Ballard
1886
Pulaski, Wayne, and whitleyl
1912

I. Perrin, Bartle, and Kniffin, o/.

.,p. 564.
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The aduission of cantles for a time was based tioon the
natural growth of population in the gradual develonlent of the
country.

But as time went on demands multiplie

fez' the adlis-

sion of cAinties based on other reasons than actual nee: for a
1)cal administrative unit.

The constitution of 190 in Sec-

tions 63-651 limits the erection of new countIes to those bits
of territory which will not re(Ince the existing counties to
less than four hundred snuare

ies, ar'd tAat the nev 7,Ainty

erected shall not have les than that area.

Whitley ws the only

county to be erected under that provison (1912), arid it will
probably be the last one.

The problem of consolidating or

grouping &!ounties to eliminate expense of administration 7/4 11
be ne:Itioned in Cha2ter VI.
The story of the schemes to erect new c,:unties to crente a
boom in certain little tons that hA asirations tc bec7e the
.o.etropolis of the surrounding are(ls, or to create a ne. :et
of c‘ounty ofilces to benefit certain politicians v-h7) lived in
that ter -itory, would in itselr alone nr,Ive an intereting
chapter in Kent!!c:y history.
with

At the sane tile the loase7ess

e local 4overm7e7!t :.As been builee

steo

step

-Are ,71573 been

7nould be re7e%le.

Tiny of there cunt'en

r 1)111?er counties".

The table in Ciier VI on the real rwilth

of each county will reveal the poverty of certz,i.: sections n-.(1
t:At utter inade-..acy of the revenue obtai able fur t e mainI Kavanau.7h, Ker:tuc y
Co., LAM).

irectory (Frva,
:f.,rt, The St- t' Journal
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tenance and improvement of the governmental act'vities of
those counties.
To give an example of the cnditIons that elistgel in the
creation of certain counties of the State, the writer submits
excerpts of the article that aapeared in the Louisville fammercial, for July 8, 1 35.
The last legislature included a plain-looking
man of forty-five, of the average size, &leanly
dressed, slightly bald and wearing spectales-Robert Bates, the member from Letcner and some other
counties. He occupied a seat in a re7ote cor-ler
of the House of Representatives, and never arose to
speak even to a "point of order." The chief distinction he wore was that of being a broteer to
'Baby Bates,' the celebrated Kentucky giant, known
to the patrons of every museum in the land. Back
of the seat occuoied by Bates, freeuently leaning
over the railing of the lobby to talk with hint
sat an ex-menber mcied Fitepntrick, tall a- k*Rard,
smooth-faced, and always ppearing in the same
heavy drab overcoat. Before the session closed an
act las passed to create a county to be called
Knott, with a county seat naaed Hind - n, in nonor of
the two officials wearing these names. PerhLos it
would not have been termed inapprooriately *An act
to establish a county-seat uoon the lane of Robert
Bates."Here the traveler is still forty-two miles from
the Forks of Troublesome, indicate: by the act ae tolf
seat of 2overnment for the new county. Another horse
must be procured for the ride over the rough road
%hleh fA.lcy-s Renver Crr,e durthg a grc•tcr 17:rt of
the -!:ay. U on arrivin=; at the Forks of 'roubleso-le
nothln- a7 - er,rF but to or tree lo hol:se, not
gr2une togetrcr with any vfo of maA.rw, a be;:il - ng
for a ton, 7:11e vast forests extezid in every
direction.
On U-neay, July 7, 1984, the comniesioners
named to f-,rm the new c3unty of Kn ,tt assenbled at
thellf.:rks." The event had been duly ticive!.t!see
out the -)LIFts of Breathitt, Floyd, Perry, and
Letcher Counties, wA!ch r.e7e to be elbraccd in

'•
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the new organisation. A fee ners,Ins from e distance were ludged in the *double" log-house, which
served as the only inn in that section. It
consisted of two log pens, covered by one roof,
with a space between tnem large enough for :lother
room. The second largest house was the store of
*Chick* Allen, a son-in-law of Robert Bates st)resold. The third house wss what Is focetiously
known in the "moons'aine" districts as a 1")onded
warehouse." No distillery was in sight, but a
plentiful supply of er.!te native whiS,cy Tins
served from the log-cabin with toe high-souning
none. Mr. Bates WhS on hand, of c-urse, as ve.s
his friend, Fitzo:Arick, the latter being the
spokesman of the comnissimers.
Early in the day the neighboring pel-,1e-a'A not all of the near neighbors--began to
asseobly. The young people predlmlnated, because
a *good time* was promised. R rtic widens,
accompanied by their swo',a, and rugged farmers rith
their families came on foot pr on horseback, according to tOe eistaoce. soon too fid!llers of
local reoute made 3n apperance, which wos a signal for cleoring a small level space ne:r the
store, wnich was used for da:.cing through the
day. The "bowed warehouse* was the chief attrction, however, aod the pore mo ,otain liquor,
as the good people deeoed it, flowed stead'ly
from mornin". until night. rith some, nomr_rous
pototions )roved an ineeotive for greter agility
on the doicing-ground--not that anybody wns
drenk, but "they 74ar a drinkiof some.* The
effect unon otoers was to make them boisterous
singing and shoutfng, now and then firing a
pistol to add to the gener 1 "hilarity".- Meanr;.!le t'e camrlissl-ncrs ere com2e11ee,
by toe gener71 exciteoent, to adjourn to n ftrmhouse re:lf s mile Ooo. tie creek, -hc,re t:eir bus'ness
was transrxted. The nr,,ture of th%t bus'ness
perh:Ins ncvc;:. roc;rd,Jd. It Irns nrA
a oeaceable meeting. The terrIC-)ry to be f-rmed
Into s
col2nty embraced the nos of the aesessor
of Floyd County, the sheriff of Letcher, the coroner of fireat:1!.tt zod t.ie sooveycr of Peroy. The
fi.rst menti:-neo, BollinL1 Hall, wos nailed as the
head of a committee to d!vide the c -unto into
1agiste:i..1 districts, but refused to serve,
ars -A%ting thot he *4'-a1c never coo:,
- ent to ony arr..o4ement which would derive him of his f,r-ner
paying office, as t e fo:.mat no: toe ne- county
would do. Another work of the commissioners was
to arrange for the election of county officers a
month late:., aoe to order a set of blo.nk bo ks f ,r
the co.onty reeords. The ltter :v ye becn secured

•

and the bill for them sent, as the law recntres,
to Frankfort, to be paid by the St-.t. The
shrewdless of these unslohisticated people 12
shown in the fact that while no other ner city
has ex7erlded more than 11,200 for an outfit of
record books, the bill sent by Knott was $2,100,
an amount which Auditor Hewitt has refused to
pay until forced by law to do so. Thus it seems
that one of the first Acts of the new clunty wns
to raid the SUte treasury f3r the private
benefit of a few citizens. There is n st.)r7 tnld
at Fran'4fort which is a nro3os: The late James
Davidson, while St.te treasurer, alyays doled
out the public moneys gmidgin:Tly, as if bestowing
private alms upon undeserving perslns. One day
the sheriff of Perry County came in to met his
settlemelt with tne State. There were twentyfive *idiot claims,* which were a7proved by the
additor, who gave a warrant u2on Vle treasr;.er for
teir payment. Mr. Davidson counted the claims slowly and aloud, turning, as he finished, to the
sheriff win the remark:
*Why, Mr. Coombs, you must all be idiots un
in Perry County.*
*Pretty near, I guess,* 'vas the renly, but we
gent.:rally have sense enough to get what's cocain'
to us from the treasury.*
In the iatter resnect it seems tit Perry
County peonle are not unlike all the others.- Since the first day's perform.,nce in Ivking
the new county it is not re.,orte,? th:-A any further
mens,:res Iv.ve been Viken toward settin te •ounty
machinery in motion. The double log-house is the
only known relositor o' the exensive recre. books,
a'.d no accommoeatiniF. Waye been pr)vir_.ed f -r holding courts. Such is the ne,, .A)unt:f nl-ned ftr the
present ;;overnor of Kelittzcky. S%ch Iste co,mty
forme fA* the benefit ,:
5Ates ttnci his fr'encs.1
1 Perrin, 134,ttle, and Knif- n,

.p. 565.
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CHAPTER VI
THE PRESENT STA1US AP THE KENTUCKY C UNTY
*No gre_ter intere3t, from any point _I' view, stould at-

tach to any phase mf goverrment and public activity in Kentue%:y
than to cJunty government.- - - It is thr - ugh the c-unty nrimsrily that the 7r,Ib1ens rf nubile health, educt,tion, and
scial welfvre will be solved.*1
No inportant changes in cc,unty government in Kentt,cy frau
the standpoint of structure and . -rganization h;.:ve Ven pince
in the last seventy years.

Ne-/ functi-ns and duties of tie

cnging s:cial order have been loaded upon tne 'id structure
until a gener.-A breakdown

f the entire syrteli

The orese.a. Constitution, framad in 1991,

is c.

thre,tr!ning.

furt'ler extension

of the idea to -7rov1de fr %1l possible c:.nditi- ns of gover:Imbnt
In the Constitution itself to :void legisl%tive en ct ent.
KentucAy

is

not alone in tns respect since an exa Ination of

all the StzAe constitutions will reveA. .the a:use tendency.
The present Constitution hns a better arr:)-!ge-t

or

the

cotinty orgahly.at1on than that of 1850, but the only 17Tortant
Cifferences i!e;!1 w1tJ-. 7,inor det-!s •)is
chges

i-oced .:.c.

The .::•6..test

te atolisent if the fF;c!

Jef:son County officers ad the 7rqvision

n of
the ch-.n!e to

the commission form cf government if the voters of t:la epties
so ex ,
ess the-selves.

17-;er€ is rto provisin fr,r the

the necds of
I The Efticiency Commission,

etr-

densely 1011'1 ted urben centers and

cu., I, 549.
1
44
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those of the most prinRitive soltain di-tricts of tie Stnte.
The provisions of the Constitution de^ling witn county government are rather lengthy, but s',Ace tne writer hr.s included
those of the three preceding ones he hns deemed it best to sdd
t!As one •,lso:
Ill

The Present Colistitntien of Kenti,e'cyl
jieuresentation.--Soction 72. no person shall be
a ReprE,sentntive, who, ;.:t the tine of his election, is
not a citizen of Ke!itue.y, has not attained V:e age of
tweaty-riur ye.:rs, and who has not resided in this St-te
two years next ?recedinr! his election, and the last year
thereof in the c,anty, town or city f r %hien he may be
chosen. No perscm shall be a Sen -A -r who, at the time
of his election, is not a citizen of Kehtuc,cy, has not
attained the c. lie of thirty ye,rs, and tvls nt resided
in this StAe six ye%rs next preceding his election, and
the lcist yer thereof in the Oistrict of 4.,4 ch he may be
chosen.
Section 33. The fir.st Generll Asseil'ily after
adlpti.-,n of this Constitution sh'.11 divide the St:4te into
thirty-ei!ht Senatorial districts, age one hundred Represtritative d!ztricts, as ne:_rly er:u:!: in noo,:lti .n as
may be with_lit div'ding ;.lny c:nnty„ excent where a c-unty
may include inre than one Jiatrict,
districts
shall co:tstitute the Senatori.11 and ae2resf:nt-tive districts for ten ye -:
,
so Not mo-.-e thnn two co.ritles sr. .11
be $oined toeter to f'rn a RepresentAtive di:trict:
Pr:
,vlded, In d)in s tne principle recniring every
district to oe as nearly 43,- :,1 in nonulntion ms mly be
shall be violhted. At t!:c ex ,iration of th!t ti -e, tne
Gener1 Arse7ib1y sh,,11 then, and ever:' ten ye .irs thereafter, redistrict the rt.te accor"ng to this rule, And
for the purse ex2ressed in tija sect:on. Tr, in •r: in g said districts, inc u:lity of ponul:Aton sn)uld he
given to districts 'flaying the 1 r.:est territory. lo
part of e c.,unty sh111 be added to another co ty to
artice a district, and the eltnties forming 14 d'st ict
shall be contigucris.
KnIrnau..;h, op. eft., pp. 17-17.
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Local and Special Leislation
Section 59. The Generel Assembly shall not pass
local or special acts concef.ling any of te
following
subjects, or for any of the following purposes,
namely:
First: To regulate the jurisdiction, or the
practice, or the circuit cot.rts of justice, or the
rights, powers, duties or colpensation ot' the offic
ers
thereof; hut the practice in circuit courts in conti
nuous session mny, by a gener%1 law, be made diffe
rent
from the practice of circuit courts held in
terms.
Second: To regulate the s7.mmoning, impanelina or
compensation of grand or ?etit jurors.
Fifteenth: To authorize or to regulate te levy,
the assessment or the collection of taxes, or to
.:ive
any indulgence )r disc%arge to any assessor or
collector
of taxes, or to his sureti_es.
Sixteenth: To autiv;rize the -pening, altertng
maintaining ,
-;sr vacatint; roars, hi._7hvr:ys, street, alleys,
town pl.
:ts, cemetries„ graveyards, or yiblic grounds
not owned by the Commonwealth.
Eighteenth: To create, increlse or decrese fees,
vrcentages or ellonces to public officers, or
to extend the time for the collection thereof, 3r to
authorize officers to a)point deluties.
Twentieth: To provide for c -,nducting elections,
or for designating the places of voting, or chang
ing
the boundrtrtes of wards, precincts or 'istrtcts,
except when ne,
, counties may be ce td.
Twenty-fifth:

To orlviee f-r

Ti.e:Ity-mi:,
.th:

To loo -Lte or chanze

n

of
cunty

Twenty-seventh: To provide a mens of tarin:. the
r•
of the people of any city, tom:, district, precinct, Jr county, whether they wish to avCi rise:
rhgu1:.te or prohibit t:iercin toe sale of vi7otv,, s!rit
oun or malt licuors, r biter the lic,uor laws.
Twenty-ninth: In all other c?ses -here a generra
law en oe m7tde h.plicable, no specil
s'Aall be
erv,cted.
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Count!es roar: C- -nty 2o7,ts
Section t17. N9 ne- ounty shall be cre-.ted by the
General Assenbly wh!ch
reduce the county or counties,
or either of them, fvom which It sholl be ta'-.en, to less
area term four hundred vuare miles; nor shall any
county be formed of lers are!,; n'r sh-;11 any boundary
llne thereof lass 'thIn less th:.n ten miles of any
county seat of the county or counties pr -,
:.osed to be
divided. Nothing c)nta'hod herein sholl ; event the
General Assembly from abolishing any county.
Section 64. No county sh.111
be divided, or have
any part stricken toerefrAp, except in the frm.,tion of
ne7; counties, without. ubr1ttLril the .ueztion to a vote
of the 2:.:-)nle of the ccolity, nor unless the Enj.)rity
of all the leq,a1 voters of the county voting an the
nuestion sh,711 vote for the sr.ne. The c.71inty seat of
no county as nor located or as m-y hereinafter be located
shall be moved, exceot unon a vote of two-thirds of
those voting; nor sholl any nerr county be estlblisned
whIch will reduce an: county to less tn,.7.n tz.elve thousand inhabitants, nor sh:,11 any solmty be cre'ted containing a less posul:ition.
Section C5. There s!Inll be no ter:itory sticken
from aay county unless a majority of the voters living
in such territory shr,11 petition for such division.
But the oortion so strickLn off and nd-7ed to anther
county, or formed in whole or in oart into
ne county*
s11 be bound fnr its orcoort5on of the indebtedness
of the county from which it her been ten.
Officers for tistricts and Counties
Section
At ti!e gencrl 0.ection in elPteen
hundred and ninety-two there s nil be elected in ench
circuit c7;rt district a Com:on:- ealthfr Attorney, and
in each county a clerk of the circuit• c•ort, rho
enter uoon the discharve of t1,e duties of their respective offices on the first Mfsnday in January after
their election, and shll hold their off!ces five ye:!rs,
and until their successors are elected Lind :uplif!ed.
In the year el -hteen hixtdree ani :Inety-reven, and
every six years thereafter, the uhnll be an election
In each cArity f:-:r a c!!rcuit court clerk, ond rnr a
ConTonwealthts Attorney in e4ch circuit co.6;rt district,
unless thLt office be Lbolished,
o rh - !1 hold !net:*
res:Iective offices f!:r six fer.rs frost Vie f'rst
In January i'ter tJeir election, and until the election
and qu:,lificati
.
on of t.leir succ4iss)ris.

1E1
The cempeesatien of the Commonsalary And such percentwealth's Attorney shall be by
as may be fixed by law,
age of fines and forfelteres
m in so far as the same
and sech salary shall be unifor
Tre7ser7 and hot to exShall be prid out of the St- te lars eer an-um; but
del
ceed the sum of five hundred
cemeensAtion, to be
any county may mace additional
eercentage Dr fines
any
paid by said county. Shoeld
, it shall not be eaid
lae
and forfeitures be allowed by
fines and ferfeiteres
except upon such proeortIon of into the Ftete Treesery,
as have been c -Alected and eatd
'td.
and not until so oollect -d and

Section 98.

cted in eighteen
Section e9. There shall be ele
e Jule of the
nty
h cou
hundred and ninety-four in eac
ne7 Attorney,
Cee
a
Clerk:,
County Court, a Ccunty C uet
essor, and
Aes
and
or
Selerlff, jailer, Coroner o Survey
?eace and
the
of
e
tic
Jes
In each justice's District one ueon the discherge of the
one Consteble, who shell alter first nonday in January
duties of their offices on tAe ue in office three yeers„
after their election, and cnntin ication of their seelif
and until t.)43 electien and -ua
d and ninety-s ven, and
dre
hun
ee
hte
ei7
cessors; and in
re shall be nn election
every four ye_rs therenfter, tee tioned, eho shell hold
rs men
in each county of the office
the first aonday in
om
(fr
rs
yea
r
their offices fte
and until the election
January after their election),
rsrs. The first elecand qualification of their se.cce tution shell be held
sti
tion of Sheriff's under this Con , an the Steriffs
-to
ety
nin
and
in eighteen hundred
offices tee yeers, and
then elected sh -.11 hold teeir ation of their seccessors.
until tee election ad :e2a11fic
for their first term sh?ll
The Sheriffs now in office
ateen hendred and ninetybe eligible to re-electIon in eig hundred and ninetyetwo
hteen
tro t and tnose elected in ele
gible to re-election in
eli
be
for C.e first tine sh:._11
but tecrefter no
eighteen h ndred and ninety-four, ction or to net !)
ele
reSheriff s''111 be eligible tc
term.
deputy fir tle eucceedirv tee
be eli.;ible te the
Section 100. 7:o per:ee rhell
-scycl End ninetyety
nir
offices eeetienee in secticns
his election teentynine, who is not at the t'me of of County end Circuit
four yeers of ege (exce-et Clerks years ef e.-e), a citiCourts, no shell be t:enty-one
T',0 hes not rerlded in the St-te
zen of Kenteciv,
electien in
r,rs, hnd one year next - receding his a:iCete.
ca:
a
he ir
the minty and district in 'or!r!h
ice of Comnonelth's
off
tre
to
le
eih
p-.rson shell be eli
n a licensed orecticing
Attorney unles:, he snell have bee
ll be eligible to the
lawyer four yeers. No eers.en sh-e
ne shill heve been a
office of County Attereey unlese rs.
person shall
yee
licensed precticing lawyer tea
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eligible to the office of Clerk unless he shall
have procured from a Judge of the Court of Aopeals,
or a Judge of a Circuit Court, a certificate that
he has been exaoined by toe Clerk of his Court
under his supervision, ald that he is cuolified
for the office for which he is a candidate.
Section 101. Constables shall possess the
same r,ualtfications as Sheriffs, and their jurisdictions shall be co-extensivo with the counties
In rlich tley reside. Constables now in office
shall contt_nue in office until tOeir success:rs
are elected and clualifled.
Section 102. Ichen a new county sholl be
created, officers for no, sL.r,a, to sorvc until
the next regular elect4 oa, sholl be elected or
anointed in such ray and at such ttnes as the
General Assenbly may prescribe.
Section 107. The Judges of County Courts,
Clerks, Sherl.ffs, Surve:,ors, Coroners, %Toilers,
Constables, and such other officers as the
General Assenbly may, from tile to t'ne, reeoire,
shall before the:' enter u7oll the duties of Cleir
resoective offices, and as often thereafter Ts nay
be deemed orooer, give such bond and surety as
may be nrescribed by lar.
section 104. The Geoerol !.ssembly moy abolish
the office of Asresfor rind rrovide that the assessment of oro7erty sholl be mode by other officers;
but it shoal have po,Ter to re-est%blish the office
of Assessor
nrescribe Mr euties. No person
shall be eligible to the office of Assessor tro
consecot've teros.
Seet!.on 105. The lenerl Arre.bly, ay, at
any time, consolidete
off!ces of Joiler end
Sheriff in any count; or ceentles, as It errll
deeo most ey-edieot; het in the event
consolldatIon be mode, t!lc of:lce of Sheriff st.:1.1
be retained, and the Eheriff sh,l/ be reeutred
to perform the duties of Jn!lcr.
Section 106. The fees of county officers
shall be regu1nte0 by lar. In c)
- ,Int!es or cities
having a oopulotton of seventy-ftve Vlousnad or o.000,
the Clerks or the res7ect!ve c•T.Irts t!!creof (excelt the Clerk of the C4.ty Ceurt), the !!rshrlp,
the
eriffs, arAd the Jailers, shr.11 be paid out
of the State Trees,iry, by salary to be fixed by
law, toe snlarles of said officers and of their
deput'es and necessary office expenses not to

exceed seventy-five per centum of tte fees colBald officers, resoectively, and ?old
lected
into the T-easury.
Section 107. The Generll Asoe7nt1y ar.y provide
.on or apnointment, fir R term not
for the elect.
other c:,unty or
exceedin3 four years, of
district minister'll and execute officers as 'sly,
trim time t., time, be nece2sy.
Section 108. The Geneml Assemtly m-y, at Nny
time after the exoiration of six years from the
tion cf this Constitut!on, abelisa the office of
Comnonwealth's Att-Drney, to tr:ce effect. noon the
exoiratien of the tt.r-:.r of the inc-;mbents, in -,hich
event the duties of s%Id office st•11 be disch:rged
by tte C:,unty Attor:.eys.
Circuit Courts
Sect!on 125. A CircWt Court shall be estabex!.sting, ,r rhi_ch may
lished in each county
tYs
in
CorlonTelth.
hereafter be crel.tee.,
•
of s 4 d Court
ion
Eection 126. The .11;.:71sdict
d, hereby
establishe
shall be and remaln as noto chan7e it.
po-er
giving to the Gener_l Assenbly the
ible
,
Section 130. No person shall be elt
as Judge of the Circuit CAirt ro is lens than
eri elcted, r-ho is 7ot
thirty-five years of aze
resir!ent of the dis—
a citizen of Kent.....cys anr1
date t-!o :e is
trict in v.hieh he tay be a c.
n t 1”en
next preceding his election, and ,- -ho h
a practicing la-,yer eight yeprs.
Section 171. There etr_,.11 be rt lcinst three
regular terls of C!rcu1t Curt het in erc!I
r.
every
Curt'1y C vtrts
Section 139. There shall be estlhlin:ned in
each cunt; no existine, or wIl!.ch 7.-ly be hc.reafter
- to
crelted, in tnis St.te, a C urt, to be style !
srhich
shll
of
on
the
jurisd!cti
Ciurt,
(uarterly
be regulatad by a generol law, and, until elignged,
13 t`lat no - vestefi by 1t. in the
shall be the 97
tis Com:ommealth. The J71:!les
of
urts
o
(uarterly C,
of the County Colirt shAl be the .171ges of tae
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cuarterly Courts.
•

County Courts
Section 140. There shell be established in
each county now existing or ehtch may be hereafter
created, in this State, a Court to be styled the
Ceunty Court, to censist of a J'_idge, who shall
be a conservator of the peace, and shall receive
such compensation for hie services as may be
prescribed by law. He shall be comniesteree by
the Governor, nne ehell ercate his of'ice by
removal from the county im r'ntch he may have
been elected.
Section 141. The jurisdiction of the
County Court shall be uniform throughout the
State, and shall be reel:fated by eenerA. law,
and, until changed, shall be the same as now
vested in the Co-nty Courts of this Stete by ler.
Justices' Courts
Section 14n. Each county now existing, :%
which hereofter be created, in this State shEll
be laid-off into districts in s..lch eanner hs the
Generel Arseebly may direct; but no county shell
have less than three nor eere than ei3ht e!ntricts,
in each of which districts one Justice of the
Peace sh111 te elected as preeided in scetion ninety.
nine. The Generel Areebly th:11 make provisions
for regulating the number of said districts from
time to time within the limits herein prescribed,
and for fixing the boundaries thereof. The jurisdiction of Jvetices of .he Peece sh-11 be coextensive with the county, and shall be erlual
and uniferm threuehoet the- Ft%te. Jurtieer Oe te
Pence rh- 1 1 be eenservat-rr of the pece. Thy
shell be com'lissionee by t - e Governor, and shall
vacate their offices by re-oval fr:m the districts,
respectively, in which they eee. heve been elected.
Fiscal Courts
Cetion 144. C3unt'e::,
rirc:1
Court, which mny censist of the Jecee of the Ceunty
Curt and the Jnetices of the Peace, in which Ccurt
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the Judge of tne County Court shall preside, if
present; or a county may have three Commissioners,
to be elected from the county at large, eho„
together with the J,:dge of the County Cnurt, shall
constitute the Fiscal Court. A majority of the
members of said Court shall elnstitute a Court for
the traisactien of business. But where, for county
governmental purposes a city is by law separated from
tne remainder of tne county, snch Comnissioners
may be elected from tne pnrt of tne ceunty outside
of such city.
Section 186. Esch ceunty in the Commonweelth
shall be entitled to tts proporticn of the school
fund on its censos of puoil children for each scnnol
vcir; and if the pro rete seare of any :,';'11.)•1 district be not called for after tne second school year,
it shall be covered into the treesure and be placed
to the credit of the school fund for eener7,1
apportionment the following school yer. The sernlus
now due the several counties shall remain a perpetual
obligatien against the Comnonwealth for the benefit
of said res-ective counties, for which the Coonwealth shall exec-te its bond, bcneft.g Interest at
the rate of six per centum per annum, payable annually to the ceunties resfextively crit!tle-! to the
sevie, and in the proportion to which they are entitled, to be used exclusively in aid of connon
schools.
Section 227. Judger, of the County Court, Jestices of the Peace, Sheriffs, Coroners, Surveyors,
Jailers, Assessors, Ceunty Attorneys and Constables
shall be subject ti indictment or prosecution
for misfeasance of malfeasaece in office, or willful neglect in discherge of officln.,1 duties, in such
mode Zs eey be nreecrlbed by lar; and unon conviction,
his offioe shall become vscnt, but s-ich officer
shall heve the rieht of .:)peal to Zho Court of
Appeels.
Section 234. tell civil officers for the rtnte
at large snnll neside ;.Itnin the St?te, and all district, county, city, or toen officers shnll res!.de
within tnelr resoective districts, counties, cities
or toens, and shell Itecp their offices it s ch
pieces tn,rein as mey be reeuired by
Section 235. The salaries of punic officers
snnll not be cnnn2ed durine tn., :erns fn.
which they were elected; but it Shall be tne dee, of
the Generel Assembly to regul&te.

_•.
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VirKinia

Aorth Carolina Chanze.--It is interesting to

note that the tro States from which Kentc..7 derived her county organizaton, Virginia and North Carolina, have seen fit
within t..e last ten years to materially change their plan of
local governuent.

Such procedure forecaste a chan7e in the

Kentuc'.4 county before many years elapse.

County governnent

has received less attention toward improvement and nodernization than any other fern of ,-!overnent.

Rural neonle always

tend tJ be conservative, anc the result of recent atte•lots
to amend or revise the Constitution has proved the reticence
or hesitancy of Kentec,ians to any change in the existing
status.

One thing alone 7vi1l bring about the needed reforms

and that is economic distress and high taxation.

Panics or

deoressions have nearly alwaes caused an ulset in existing
regimes, and the present dfsc:.ssion and agitati -n among the
citizens of the Comnonwealth may be tie begnning of annew day
of hope.

The rigid constitutional provisions ,rovided for in

1891 are no

an Impedilf.ent to legisl'itive enactment.

However,

the legislatures ketve not ta-.cn aelvaritage of the few chrges
that

be Lde such

and crelbining his d Ces

:lbolistr%elt of the
it

tse or the ser4 lt

.-)fficse.

Comr;arisna cf clunt5.es..-"PeJle seldom inprove when
they have 710 model but tne:Iselves to coly. - - - Couqties have
not been able to como.tre tnelselves rith

the^ c'untes in

tneir otn ft -.te or • !th more distant counties in other States.'
1 James E. Boyle, C:untv ,Budeets: Econom y andEffic'ency in
Atndemy) XLVTI, 1v9.
Ex,enditures (Annols of the Anerican
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Counties exist in every St te except Louisian
a tn rhich the
corresponding divisions are known as parishes.
There are
over 3100 counties in the United States, or an
averao of
sixty-five to each State. Kentucky with 120 has
nearly twice
that number. The average area of a county in
the United
States is 975 suare miles, but, omitting the larg
er, sr,arsely
settled counties of tae aest, 630 square mi.Le
s, Is a fairer
average for the typical county. The size of our
<cht,icy
county is approxiaately 340 vuare ziles, a little
more than
half that of an average coanty of tae entire caan
try. This
shows plainly the exteut to wilich tire State has
bet,..n made the
victim of political saoilation4lor tae benefit
of a few wouldbe office holc:ers. It eleo furnishes a good expl
anation for
the mounting cot2 of local government when compared
with those
of State goveraiment.

The following tables reveal the density

of the peaalation, the true wealt- per cunita,
ane the true
wealth behina each chil6 of each caunty of the
State.
When one considers that behind each in, ividual
in the United
States in 1U9 there was 13, 671.00 of wealth, and
that in Ken.
tucay for tat.
?eriod t,.cre
enly risof,a.po per ca2ita„
it show the neen Ior rise aat: careful spelal:ng of
each tax
dollar in pre.er to insure the same social oplo
rtunWes to our
citizens that are offered to citizens of other Et
tes. Pehtnd
each child of school ceasus a4e in '
:entucy there is only
,
t7,750.00 as compared with t17,450 for the eati
re United StT'tes.1
1 Bert i. Smith, V.hat la Kenta
c'aYls Ability to Finance, aihUm
ta4 acation? (An unpublished thesis in the Geor
ge Per.t,
. dy
College, Nasnville, Tenaesse,

TABLE II
POPULATIJN AND AREA OF THE C'XNTIE8

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
A
25
26
'..7
28
29
30
31
32
73
34
35
36
37
38

Aa
40

County

Area

Adair
400
Allan
394
Anderson
201
Ballard
E52
Barren
435
Bath
270
Bell
384
Bone
251
Bourbon
304
Boyd
195
Boyle
196
Bracken
204
Breathitt 493
Breck1nr1dg668
Bullitt
308
Butler
417
Caldwell
322
CnIlvpsay
412
Campbell
145
Carlisle
198
Carroll
132
C:.rter
413
C:).sey
379
Christian 725
C1:46k
265
Clay
478
Clinton
233
CrttterE:en 31
Cumberland 387
Daviess
478
Edmonson
308
Elliott
263
Estill
254
F-vet`e
269
Fleming
35
Floyd
399
Fr..a:clin
199
Fulton
193
Gallatin
109
Garrard
277

Population
197)0
16,401
15,190
9,494
9,910
25,844
11,075
38,747
9,595
18,060
43,349
16,282
9,676
21,143
17,368
8,968
12,en0
13,7,31
17,662
73,3.91
7,383
8,155
23,839
16,747
34,233
17,e4o
18,526
9,004
11,9Z1
10,204
43,779
11,475
7,571
17,079
P9't'rs.17.
•
12,931
41,912
21,064
14,927
4,477
11,562

Population
1920
17,299
16,761
9,992
12,045
25,356
11,996
33,999
9,572
13,418
29,281
14,998
10,210
20,614
19,652
9,329
15,197
13,975
20,:302
,71,968
3,31
8,346
22,474
17,213
35,393
17,A1
1(:),795
8,589
1:7,1',-5
10,648
40,773
10,354
8,817
15,569
5e.,7(:4
15,614
27,47
19,357
15,157
4,664
12,503

Loss
or
Gain
-5%
-9%
-14:1
-17%
1%
-7%
13%
1%
-'
)
'f,
49%

8%
-5%
2%
-11
-55
-16;
-1%
-155
18%
-151
-2,::
61.
-zo
-,..4.
-5'f
-2%
-C."
.5
-8!.
-4%
7%
61
-15%
91
...r.•
.....,„
-175
W
9g,
-:i%
-4%
-8%

Den.
stty

41.0
33.5
42.3
39.3
'
4
51.;
100.9
38.2
59.4
275.8
87.5
46.1
47.8
30.6

29:e •
f12,c9A
506.1
Vi.V
44.2‘
47.3 \
66.6
33.8 4:..
33.6 ,..
30.5
26.4
91.6
37.3
280
67.2
ZL4.1
39.8
105.1
/
19.1
4047
48.8
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TABLE /I (CONTINUED)
POPULATION AND AREA jP THE CJONTIES
-

MOmmillimb...--

No.

County

Area

Population
1930

Popu,.
lat4_on
1920

Loss
or
Gain

9,176
50,77°
17,055
11,401
24,554
6,147
:1,0,017
64,557
14,859
16,16!
P6,255
17,564
9,7f5
37,449
10,7
7155,7!50
1 2,431

10,475
3P,413
19,9r7
11,391
20,062
6,945
24,287
31,546
15,7A
19,5/4
27,e00
17,411
10,7.44
54,177
11„77
29C,369

-e,
-C•

93,34

g:Z
11,6F.5

Density

"•=1•••••••

41
42
cs
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
GO
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
58
79
80

Gralt
Graves
Grayson
Green
Breenup
Hfincock
Hardin
Harlan
Harrison
Hart
Henderson
Henry
Wckman
Ho?kins
Jackson
Jefferson
Jessline
Johnson
Kenton
Knott
Knox
Larue
Laurel
Law
Lawrence
Lee
Leslte
Letcher
Lewis
Lincnln
Ltsingston
Logan
Lyn
u.cCrac-:en
McCreary
McLean
UttdIsm
"got 'n
Wieln
11±rs;r1.1
Martin

264
551
497
279
346
197
606
478
311
430
475
307
!=?b
546
373
387
172
268
167
25Aq
356
299
447
422
199
777
-,,g,Y..)
,)
491
338
792
647
277
297
406
"58
446
Mr
345
3?
227

„,:, .7:,.:- q

152:.- 31
26.2P
9,097
!?1,109
16,713
9,7P9
11,765
35,70f!
1)1,715
17,635
8,608
C3,975
8,570
46,211
14,6E7
llorriT
”,62'
1n,719
15,4t3
1E1 393
9,584

24,172
10,014
19,1'1
/71,13
11,011
10,1:7
?4,4G7
15,1!79
16,431
9,77r
r7,673
8,75
77,46
11,676
12,502
28,',4
13,159
15,5P7
15,215
7,654

-15r

1Ff
.
„,-.
...;.
-12,-13!:
1047',
7
-6
-137
ce
-0
„
-55
-15%

,.
-10!
245
2,e
le
,.:
3.1!!

8%
-105
7:,
4
•
.5
„
-1'
1.'
.
eg
6,:
46:!
,---...,„
77,
-11%
1:f,
-3%

n4,
27':
-13.!
_.,
:),
141
-11
-.15%
12%

37.4
55.9
34.3
40.9
71.0
31.8
34.5
135.1
47.8
37.6
60.4
41.5
38.3
68.6
4144
."2
'
IT.;
573.9
43.8
73.9
31.6
47.2
79.6
7,8
28.9
100.6
29.2
52.3
22.0.
34.0
30.0
103.6
35.0
43.8
61.9
52.0
19.:
57.8
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T:ELI;" // (CoNTINUEr)
POPULATIel ',Jo AREA oF THE CouNTTES

No.

County

Area

Powlation
113741

Po)uula:ion
1920

lio,.;_=

Den-

Jr

sity

Gain

41110•••..

81
82
83
84
85
86
97
78
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
99
99
100

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
109
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

Mason
Meade
Menifee
Mercer
Metcalfe
Monroe
Montgomery
norgan
Muhlenberg
- Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
Oldham
Wren
Owsley
Pendletm
Perry
Pike
?owell
Pulaski
Robertson
Rocccstle
Rowan
Russell
Scott
Shelby
Simpson
S)encer
Tnylor
Todd
Trigg
Trimble
Union
warren
Tashington

wayne
rester
'ALitley
!eolgo
Voodford

227
301
203
253
703
441
188
365
472
411
2U8
584
180
367
216
279
335
779
191
628
109
310
272
329
299
427
216
136
279
367
4P8
154
'25
:s70
299
478
744
442
2.0
195

18,862
8,042
4,558
14,471
9,372
13,077
11,660
15,170
37,784
16,551
8,571
24,469
7,402
10,710
7,223
10,876
42,186
63,267
5,800
35,640
3,743
15,145
10,897
11,930
14,400
17,679
11,736
6,606
12,047
17,520
12,531
5,328
17,053
33,676
12,623
15,848
20,534
29,770
8,425
10,981

17,760
9,44P
5,779
14,795
10,075
14,214
12,245
16,518
33,353
16,177
9,894
26,473
7,639
12,554
7,826
11,719
26,042
49,477
6,745
34,010
3,871
15,406
9,467
11,954
15,313
15,5Z2
11,150
7,735
12,(-76
15,6:44
14,203
6,011
11,040
30,959
14,773
16,208
210,72
27,749
8,733
11,794

0
-15%
-14%
-2%
-7%
...8%
-3%
-8%

13%
2%
-13%

41%

-4%
-15%
-7%
-7%

12%
-105%

-13%
-2%
15%
1%
-6%
-4%
2%
-n%
-1%
-14
-12%
-11%
-5%
9%
-15
-3%
-1%
l'Z
-4%
-71

93.1
26.7
24.4
57.2
30.9
29.7
58.9
41.5
80.1
40.3
41.2
41.9
41.1
29.2
33.4
35.0
125.9
81.2
32.0
56.8
30.7
48.9
40.0
36.7
49.8
41,4
52.5
35.5
43.2
36.3
P9.7
74.7
52.5
63.5
42.2
33.2
59.7
67.3
36.6
56,3

TABLE

III

ASSESSED AND TRUE VALUATION PER CAPITA

No.

County

Assessed
Valuation

I at- True
tio Valuation

Populatim

Value
pox. cap.

"et

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
It
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
25
50
31
32
33
Z4
35
3Z
37
53

5,728,288
Adair
9,271,613
Allen
8,922,228
Anderson
Ballard
11,440,786
17,910,569
Barren
12,175,171
Bath
50. 783,750
Bell
19,-75,250
Rome
44,847,790
B-Jurbon
61,544,408
Boyd
31,224,988
Boyle
15,920,333
Bracken
8,359,691
Breathitt
Areckinridge 12,903,881
9,3A„390
Bullitt
4,505,274
'Butler
11,608,290
;Caldwell
12,784,472
Callowaf
112.339,920
Campbell
6)A45,340
Carlisle
10,795,571
Carroll
12,754,125
Carter
5,984,543
Casey
73,982,515
Christian
41,427,24
Clark
6,483,48?
Clay
2,257,771
Clinton
7,411,62?
Crittenden
3,772,640
Cumberland
52,373,181
Davless
5,947,547
Edmlnr7m
1,445,721
Elltltt
11,9u0,331
Estill
169,599,954
Fnyette
14,812,999
Fleming
25,922,063
Floyd
34,071,208
Franklin
13,509,692,
Fulton
/rT5

re%r.

t..)••

40

Oarr::rd

17,542,077

55
80
77
100
74
87
90
83
86
45
82
81
64
101
35
81
94
87
65
90
66
70
86
101
87
71
67
93
57
15
76
65
71
89
63
66
75
101
L.
83

10,414,0F5
11,598,266
11,598,218
11,440,796
24,203,4/1
14,359,277
34,204,166
23,20,759
67,552,712
136,7C5,351
38,079,253
19,654,732
15,062,017
12,876,614
11,645,164
5,562,066
12,349,244
14,694,795
172,830,640
7,717,044
16,341,774
18,220,179
6,842,491
33,646,054
47,617,579
9,131,671
7,369,807
7,369,401
6,541,421
$1,615,537
7,695,45C
2,224,1,46
16,6£0,194
f'44,346,310
f?7,512,680
39,276,713
45,429,277

16,401
15,190
8,494
9,910
25,644
11,075
36,747
9,595
16,060
43,649
16,21£
9,676
21,143
17,368
8,968
12,620
13,731
17,662
77,391
7,367
P,155
23,839
16,747
74,283
17,640
19,526
9,204
11,9'1
10,204
43,779
11,475
7,571
17,079
63,543
12,971
41,942
21,0C4

635
764
1,364

4,477
11,561.

1„:.!4
1,9r

1,%Z;
2,420
5,763
3,119
2,739
£2031
618
750
1,317
441
896
832
1.1048
V,004
?64
409
, 091
t.;699
493
42
t7
t;

pr.1
\94AN

1,l8
6
2,1 7

. ?Cs^
.70.01

8,627,553
21,175,072

\-
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TABLE II/ (CONTINUED)
ASSESSED AID TRUE VALUATION n? CA?ITA

No.

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
'F.5
66
66
68

County

Assessed
Valuation

70
71
72
73
74
75

3rant
16,041,460
Graves
27,784,365
9rwson
11,563,043
Green
5,175,979
Greenup
22,377,416
Hancock
5,205,366
Hlrdin
24,663,836
Harlan
40,137,300
Harrison
25,854,293
Hart
11,133,670
Henderson
38,904,292
Henry
17,506,620
Hickman
10,285,562
Hopkins
33,013,952
Jackson2,774,569
Jefferson1,1,04,679
Jessamine
21,204,367
Johnson
15,320,090
Kenton
125,830,697
r. c-- 1 - 1 -Knott
Knox
10,6(33,134
Larue
7,862,831
Laurel
10,177,i35
Lawrelce
13,602,803
Lee
8,260,3.66
Leslie
3,769,157
Letcher
21,079,563
Lewis
1.,324,602
Ltnc.31n
18,344,127
Liv!ngstm
5,309,993
1,-)gan
20,466,806
Lyon
5,239,079
Madisan
36,016,439
Ma;offtn
5,735,534
Uarion
15,550,035

7A

"nr??
,
01

77
78
7i)
40

Martin
Masan
McCracken
UcCreary

69

a

pr..c. 2rA

4,318,384
41,629,897
5r.,94,9;18
8,454,731

Ratio

True
Valuation

67
23,949,477
92
30,200,396
103
11,266,255
64
9,097,467
56
39,959,671
96
5,492,256
102
24,180,231
69
58,170,000
63
41,038,560
84
17,482,296
39
47,712,687
76
23,035,026
37
10,603,672
77
42,875,262
66
4,203,992
79 1,500,018,819
67
31,64E-,,308
53
28,905,870
56
224,697,640
45
16,068,651
61
17,490,711
81
9,707,128
75
13,570,513
50
27,205,606
78
10,590,212
79
4,771,094
69
70,:390,357
31
14,005,990
74
24,799,360
32
6,474,391
86
73,7I-f1,611
82
6,450,096
73
49,337,656
37
15,501,578
38
17,670,494
17.
13,7:.
- 6,707
58
7,446,351
A
42,050,401
73
77,945,119
102
8,289,000

Population

Value
per cap.

9,376
30,778
17,0E5
11,401
24,554
6,147
20,915
64,557
14,959
16,169
26,295
12,564
8,725
37,449
10,476
355,350
12,471
22,968
93,534
15,230
26,266
9,097
21,10D
16,713
9,729
10,765
35,702
14,315
17,6!,37
8,608
21,975
8,530
27,621
15,71
15,499
12,-;":9
8,584
18,862
46,971
14,627

2,,
!!=4
291
1,627
98
1,1ne
)01
2,762
1,091
1,662
1,973
1,215
1,144
402
L,
965
2,546
1,259
2,402
1,0F5
166
1,068
643
1,528
1,0-8
443

SC9
978
1,402
752
1,099
756
1,736
0,968
1,140
33;:
9F7
2,929
1,684
567

I!
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TABLE

III

(CONTINUED)

ASSESrEL AT) TRUE VALIJATION PER CAPITA

NO.

County

81
McClean
82
Meade
83
Menifee
14
Mercer
i5
Metcalfe
36
lonroe
87
Montglser7
98
Morgan
89
auhlenberg
90
Nelson
91
Nicholas
92
Ohio
93
Oldham
94
Owen
95
Owsley
96
Pendleton
97
Perry OA
Pike
99
Powell
100
Pulaski
101
Robertson
102
Rockcastle
103
Rowan
104
Russell
105
Scott
106
Shelby
107
Simpson
108
Spencer
109
Taylor
110
Todd
111
Trigg
112
Tr'mble
113
Union
114
Tarren
115
Washington
116
Wayne
117
ebster
115
'friltlPy
119
:olte

120

roodford

Assessed
Valuation
7,492,305
5,628,487
2,237.595
21,718,897
3,744,495
5,396,096
19,793,015
24,087,100
19,811,827
12,769,676
20,527,2..:6
11,174,958
8,901
'
480
1,715,775
16,375,737
20,706,531
39,r49,225
8,940,44
O( •?(
3,b74,254
5,588,010
3,460,501
27,706,211
31,76,500
11,060,00
7,166,914
7,137,501
11,209,912
7,717,562
4,170,904
22,602,715
35,230,038
11,937,329
6,759,468
15,710,611
1F,719,, 7O
2,542,671
30,2122..96

tia
75
83
70
54
86
71
83
30
82
76
30
83
81
51
36
83
102
77
65
60
52
80
62
69
75
56
80
59
95
83
63
101
67
76
85
69
72
95

True
Valuation

Popula :on

9,9,740
6,791,30(.,
2,944,190
31,026,970
6,94,250
6,274,518
27,577,415
6,140,101
30,108,1:.6
24,160,746
16,902,205
25,659,092
13,467,104
10,913,431
3,43,015
13,041,554
24,947,627
38,479,632
5,117,200
29,931,249
5,957,140
14,777,940
6,735,01
5,5.11,453
40,744,4W7
42,675,773
12,860,569
8,958,517
12,027,459
11,79,907
9,732,604
6,674,7C8
22,371,9!-5
52,656,047
15,772,900
7,952,015
^P,769,0C1

11,072
8,042
4,953
14,471
9,373
13,077
11,660
15,170
37,7'14
16,351
8,571
24,469
7,402
10,710
7,723
10,976
42,156
63,2:7
5,300
75,640
3,343
15,149
10,393
11,930
14,400
17,679
11,336
6,606
12,047
17,520
12,571
5,743
17,053
33,676
12,6:.3
15,342
20,54
ki,p7,0

;'''q

8,4r5
10,:n1

n.,4011),14

Value
per cap.
W-J2
543
54
2,144
740
490
,391
406

1,460
1,9160
1,0"9
1,919
1,076
474
1,751
591
608
882
1,178
1,712
975
613
408
2,529
2,412
1,174
1,756
1,004
973
749
1,240
1,712
1,E4
1,750
502
1,109
7`14

41a
2,f)71,
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THE PHYSICAL REGIONS OF •THE ST TE OF KENTUCKY
The above illustration has been included in )rder that the
reader might be able to see the underlying soil and lIneral resources in each section of Vle St- te.

This w!ll aid tneterlraly

In an interpretation of the o')-ulatton maps which follow.

F.1.7..

ure 2 shows the .rsent concentration or peoole in Kentuc:y acc?rding to the 1930 census.

Fi!,ure 4 shows t'e loss or g7-Li% in

the population of each county for the last decade.

Noticecble,

Indeed, is the drift from the agricultural sections of the St'te
to the urban aod incustrial centers.

A glance at the coal re-

spurces of the E7Istern Coal Fielci, and another at t'te concentration of pe'.11e there, and then at Table II to see t..e g3in of
nopulation of H3r1an C:linty, for exa-ople, 'eVl reveal a!
Jain lf
104 per cent in ten years.
rest of that section.

This ex)laIhs t

degree tie un-
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TABLE IV
RANK OF rig COUNTIES IN PER CAPITA TRUE rEALTH

No.

1
2
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
13
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
23
oc,
70
71
32
77
74
35
36
37
33
39
40
41

County

Jefferson
Bourbon
Fayette
Boyd
Ecott
Harrison
Clark
Jessamine
Grant
Boone
Sh.lby
Kenton
Montgomery
Campbell
Bole
roodford
lason
Franklin
Mercer
Bracken
Carroll
Nicholas
Gallatin
Plaaski
Henry
Garrard
Oldham
Flem!ng
!Jadison
Robcrtson
Pan...1.1etn
McCr%cen
Henderson
Lawrence
Greenu
VLr:-.:n
Nelson
Daviess
Lincoln
Anderson
S)encer

Per Capita
Wealth
t 3965
7763
75Z5
3119
2329
2762
P6ro9
2546
244
P4P0
2412
2402
2391
2365
2339
2272
2'229
2157
2144
2071
2004
1A0
1944
1338
18!3
1828
1919
1918
176
1732
171
16R4
1662
1628
1627
1564
1460
1407
1402
17-74
1756

No.

42
43
44
45
46
47
46
40
50
51
52
53
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

e4
C5

es
67
68
69
70
71
7r
73
74
75
76
77
79
79
80
81
92

County

Bullitt
Un1on
Bath
JohnsIn
washington
Trimble
Hickman
Hardin
Ba 4 lard
Hopkins
Simpson
-.-cbster
Logan
Lee
HLrt
1,1rue
Knott
Ohio
Carlisle
07en
Taylor
Itagoffin
Graves
Christian
Levis
Rockcastle
FstIll
Bn:.ren
Floyd
'IcLean
Harlan
Caldwell
Fulton
Bell
Hancock
Powell
Todd
Letcher
Martin
mpOe

Per Cnpita
Wellth

$

1313
1312
125
1259
1750

1740
1215
1156
1154
1144
1140
1134
1109
10198
1031
10n
1063
1055
104:;.
1049
10P6
1004
216
911
31
971
975
77.
977
936
302
901
396
9:46
337
132
977
961
867
943
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TABLE IT (CONTINUED)
RANK OF THE COUNTIES IN PER CA-3ITA TRUE wEALTR

No.

83
84
15
36
87
33
91
92
94
95
96
97
J3
99
100
101

County

Per Capita
Wealth

Calloway
t 832
806
Marshall
Muhlenburg
797
734
Whitley
Carter
764
764
Allen
756
Lyon
Livingston
752
749
Trigg
Metcalfe
740
730
Brec,cinridge
Greene
709
Edmonson
671
668
Crittenden
666
Knox
Grayson
658
Laurel
643
Cumberland
642
Adair
635

No.

102
103
104
105
106
107
109
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

County

Rowan
Breathitt
Pike
Mcnifee
Perry
McCreary
Wayne
Clay
Monroe
Owsley
Russell
Leslie
Butler
nlfe
Casey
Morgan
Jac.,cson
Clinton
Elliott

Per Cplita

S

619
619
608
594
591
517
502
493
430
474
4G8
443
=141
419
40r,
406
402
374
294

The average population of a e linty in Kent,:cky is approximately 22,000; that of the entire United States is near 35,000.
If the wealth 2-r capita, the ni:mber of counties, and the population be a7ms!dered together in ,:nputing the ,v!-I'llistrative
cost of county gover.i.tent per ca ;it, one will not be slrprised
at the results.

Kent%c.,ty staAs forty-sixth anon$ the States

in per capita we:Alth.

Her taxes are as high in arny inst:ees

as those of States that prlvide much more for t'leir citizens
in the way of social services than does our own state.

77hen

one considers Robertson Cunt; with its 109 sc:unre m'les
territory, its 3,3-13 in population, its $1,792 per capita of
real wealth (this is far above the avernge for the State of
t1,029•00.) and the fact that const1tuti7ma11y, Robertson has
to elect and comPelsate a full array of chunty officials, it is
little difficulty to ascertain the cause fr tie tirtee-. per
cent decrease in population in the last decade.
Consolidati ns needed.--To many students of local government consolidatiDn of counties presents the needed relief,
wld it is true that elimination of fifty per cent of tne counties of the SLte c.culd go far to ret2uce L14e ex2eise ot- adVoistration.

Hovever, to anyone that .,cno7is the love of Ken-

t';cicians for their tri!ditions and their landnarks a!-Id the
absolute Sri? of the fvcourt house clicIlles", or political
'
1(• Cers, to whol the cainty offices run a "bre:.e krid butter,
prosItl,r1 -,ther t.ian E; slaw crisolidatton

for

t.:e State in te fr..r distant future.
Some suggestions have been
mace to consolidate the 3fflces

1

•,-, .61p,

Nrt.
'

of the county, and this, also, would materially aid In reducing
tha admin!strative upkeep of local uverolent.

The duties of

sheriff, jailer, and coroner can be readily combined.

One

clerk could perform the duties of the circuit court cler'c and
the county court clerk in most of the counties.

If the duties

were too large for one person, assistonts can be hired moch
more cheaply than for the present fees system.

The prosecut-

ing attor ley for the county could 'ell assune tl-At duties of the
commonwealth's attrney in addition to those of his own.

There

may be other com-ainations worked out to lessen the size of tho
personnel of the Kentoc,cy County officials hut perhaps

end-

ments to the Constitution would be .ecsary.
But the writer hAs an idea thot pnysical consolidation
of

°unties and combinations of officers will not eliminate

the mismanagement and graft tl.at go on in

30

an; of the counties

each year. !Umbers of sheriffs are under indictment at tne
present time for malfeasance in office.

In fnct, since the

county officials are responsible to no siroae executive head
and do not have to make complete renorts, no one .,cnos tne
exact status of conditions In the Counties.

The Efficiency

Commission was not able to secore the infootIon tnot it needed
to qike a com,)lete srvey from the c -unties.

An

ifc!

of

suspicion and distrust pervades the atmosnhere +Ironed Cle
court house wnen any pers.m ges for inf)rlation about tAe
of

vernment f- r tYat county.

Kent,:cky ri'es not

s.e staods in local indebtedness.

no

ohere

The Ten.nessee Committee on

Taxation a-lci Poblic Finance that rc:)'rted t7 toe Fanate

rhIMIllagriNalifIPV4Ve'Ve1.W.alligregiWairigiff
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In 19301 revenle4 to that State their exact status.
the two States are anise in

Since

any resnects of county adminis-

tration, the same procedure by Kentiicly might materially aid
in the bringing about of needed changes in the operation of
her local gover-l -ent.
The rall source of trouble in our county government is
the system of elected officials for a term of four years that
are practically immune from supervision and responsibility to
any serior head.

The conception nf tne constitution-nacers

of 1850 that mere election by the voters ins :red a connetent
form of goverlment has failed.

The failu-e c-.:me from a

misunderstanding of the fundanental princinles of governnent.
Legislative renresentattves of the people should always be
elective as shcYllj_the execetive officials.

But mere cleric'71

or minister4_al positians should be appointive Nith the lrivilee
of dismissing rest1n,7 in te; seperior

f•fi'ial.

Responsibility

to a superior for conf.!ct of office is a orinciple well
carried out in most governments, but it has not yet become
a part of c)unty government.f_n Kent.-atky.

Cities heve chnneed

their plan of governmental op-;ratton lone since to methlds
invz,lving the above ori

and the sooner the -:cr.:littes rech

the sae cc:twill:Jon that .ere election does not insure efficient
management of denoc:.atic govern ent, Vie sPoner he-id ai -,4!11 be
rr.de f:r imp-..)ve7ent.
Special Committee on TavrAton ad
)Committee on laxntion
Specia;
villa, Tennessee, 17077

/DI

EenDrt of
" blic rinan-&777-rh-
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The discussion of the st2eelfic needs and reforms for
county government in Kentucky have been mumike out thoroughly
by the Efficiency Cormission of 1.922-23 under the leadership
of

no

S. Gilbertson, the

County:

1.1thor of the volume entitled The

The Park Continent 2f Aner1 c41 politics.1 The writer

cannot impreve upon those recommendlt!ons.

Every student of

Kentucky government should base his strdier won the reort of
that comAssion.

That tne reactionary forces of the St,te

have throttled any move to edont the cy-inciples presented for
wh-lesale ree-)nstruction is

crime that will never cese to

cry out against the good name of our fair StAte until redrcss
is made.
State, Supervision.--The procedure of Virginin

Nlrfl

Carolina in their Ihzinges courlty adlin./stration sholld be
followed carefully by Kentuc:.cy, since our county is descended
from theirs.

The recent tem'encies witein certain Statcs to

assume lerge su ,ervisory powers over tie entire fiscal and
financial programs of the various municiellities should also
be followed closely.

The most strt<ing examples are Indipna,2

Iowa, North Carolina,3 and Virginia.4 The old struggle arises
at this paint over tf, - estion of centralizatim of lo ,r
verzus "home rt:len.

The diffe-ent Ft..te appellate e

Irts h've

1 H. S. Gilbertson, The County: The Dark Crmtinent of locrien
N;4t1 nal F!ort P-Jlot Association:777:
Politics (yew
rth
Pfel r. tager, County Jovern=ent apd-Administrhtion in
37$)7
7ress,
Cer:dina (Chalel Hill, N. C., Univ. of N. Car.
Pnillio 7oercher, St te Super/tsion of ::112b1tc Fxnerw!itures (The
/nd. St.te Printing Co., 1i-4r0.
Indisna Yearbook,
4 :ylie Kilnetr!ck, p!.oblems
. of Conte-Iporare C--nty, (;ove-n.'elt
in Virginia (Univers!ty of VirAnil,
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ruled diffv.rently on the exact status of the county.

Some

hold that it is a corporations others maintain that it is
only a quasi-corporation.1

"It

as ly,en held that counties

exist only for W7e purpose of the general political government of the state.

They are the agents and instrumentalities

the stp_te uses to perform its functions.

All the pow rs with

which they are entrusted are the powers of the state'.P If
this be true, the basis upon which the centralized supervisory powers of the State over its counties may be erected is
a sound one.

To conserve every cent of the texpayerfs dollar

for the greatest possible amount of vork that can be accomplished by it, must be the aim Of the peo,
le of Kentuc!ty if
they successfully weather the present financial crisis Ind
others that may follow.

While pulling the ox-cart methods out

of the mire, it would be an excellent ttme tl pave tie bi--Away
for a better vehicle of loci adlinistraton.

The writer

believes that s ch changes will have to come from a policy of
State supervision and recommends such tka adn7tion.3
Fairlte and McK,-:eter,
Leivsk St..ttis of lug. countY."
op. cit., pp. 79-55.
2 Ibid., pp. Z5.
3 1:'-ilton W. leynolds, A Ftey of Vie Ind 4.ana Dlrn or L e,
1....ansag)
(An unpublished paler in the Pc.litical SciF.nce
Depart7ent of the Universlty of Indiana, 1971).
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